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ABSTRACT

Mobjle telephone services are present'ly provided by frequency

divjsion multiplexing techniques. A voice cìrcuit in the forrn of a

radjo frequency channel is allocated bo a subscriber for hjs sole use

during a telephone call. An alternative to this is to employ t'ime

division multiplex'ing and provide voice circuits on a digita'l basis.

In such a scheme speech is djgit'ized and formed into packets

for transmission. It is possible to interpoìate packets from dìfferent

conversat'ions onto a sing'le high capacity radio channel . This is a

form of time div'isjon multipìe access and is best implemented by a

technique terrned reservation ALOHA. When a packet is prepared at a

mobile telephone a request is sent, over a small capacity channeì, for

transmjssion space 'in the main or speech channel.

To determine the efficiency of this process the characteristics

of speech in packets are investigated through cornputer simulation. An

optimum packet'length is shown to exist and is obtained for a wide

variety of different systems.

Various de'lays are inherent in packet speech interpolation and

these are considered jn turn. The most important is the de'lay involved

in assigning space in the speech channel in times of greater than aver-

age speech act'ivity. Limiting this delay to maintain reasonable speech

quality resu'lts in certain packets not being transmitted. Such packets

are said to have been glitched.

The nature and extent of glitches is studied both theoretical'ly

and by further sinrulation. Their subjective effects are also cons'idered
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and acceptabl e rates of speech I oss are determi ned. l^li thi n th j s con-

straint and another imposed upon the total de'lay, an optimized packet

systen is designed. This is capable of servicing over 4000 subscribers

in a total capacity of 2.16 Mbit/s.

A comparison 'is performed between the above packet system and

alternative small cell frequency modulated (FM) systems which empìoy

radio channel reuse. It is shown that with similar channel repetit'ion

the packet scheme can provide more te'lephone connections within a given

bandwidth. There are however penalties of greater cost and compiexity.

A compromise system incorporating 'interpolation with the small cell FM

structure is shown to be superior to both, at least for applications in

the near future.

Alternative areas for packet speech interpo'lation such as pulse

code tnodulation telephone links, satellite systems and integrated data

and speech networks are also considered. It is found that these very

much paral 'le'l the mobi I e tel ephone si tuati on and that the resul ts

obtained for the latter are of direct relevance. In some ways these

areas are better suited to the use of packet speech interpo'lation than

is a mobile telephone system and they offer the best opportunity for its
imp'lementatjon at the present time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I . I Backqround

Te'lephone servi ce to mobi I e subscribers has grown rap'idìy i n

recent years and is expected to continue to expand in the foreseeable

future Il]. To nleet this demand the telephone adminìstrations in many

countries are planning and imp'lement'ing h'igh capac'ity mobile telephorre

systems 12,3f .

At present mobile telephones are usua'lìy found in automobjles.

However, as thei r s i ze and wei ght are reduced , hand he'ld , portab'l e uni ts

will become possible [a]. Indeed there appears to be no reason why such

devjces cannot eventual'ly be made as small as radio pagers. Gjven the

present trend toward rapid accessible personaì communicatjon, the de¡nand

for such telephones could vrell l¡e enormous. What sort of radio systenr

can provide a telephone service to such a large number of people withìn

a rel atì ve'ly compact c'i ty area? Thi s thes i s i nvest'igates one poss i b'i 
'l i ty

based upon digital techniques.

The main probìem w'ith any proposed large scale mobile telephone

system is to provide sufficient services wjthin the available radio

frequency (RF) spectrum. It is imposs'ible to provide every subscriber

with a unique radio channel. Instead, present systems empìoy a number

of voice-width channels,which are allocated to part'icular users when a

telephone call is initiated. After call completion the channels are

freed for reallocation [5]. Frequency clivis'ion multiplexìng (fON¡ is

uscd to split the RF bandwidth into voice channels [6].
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An al ternat'ive to this is to use time division multiplex.ing

(TDM), in which a voice circuit occupies the ent'ire RF bandwidth

available, but only jn short bursts. Speech in th'is system is digitized

and arranged into pacl<ets [7,8] for transmission during the allocated

time.

The main advantage of a digìta1 system'is its compatibility with

future digitaì te'lephone systems. As the cost of digital equipment is

falling re]at'ive to that of jts analogue equ'ivalent, more and more of the

normal telephone netlork is becoming digital. This is nowhere more

evident than in the switching'F'ield where it is now cheaper in certain

circumstances to employ digital rather than analogue switching, even

though the speech has to be digit'ized prior to switching and afterwards

converted back to anaìogue.

Another advantage of the dig'itaì technjque is the possibi'lity'it

o'tfers for improved spectrum utilization as progress is nlade in digÍtìzing

speech at low bit rates. Further, there are inherent advantages in djgital

transmission because of its greater resistance to interference.

1.2 Packet Radjo Technjques

In a digital mobile telephone system many users transm'it packets

over a common radio channei. This process js termed time divisìon

multiple access (TDMA) [9] and it relies upon each user havìng an average

data rate which is a snrall fraction of the channel capacity. This is

very common in computer communication networks and the majority of

research in TDMA relates to this field [.l0,11,121.
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The simpìest form of TDMA js the random approach embodied in the

"ALOHA" system. Here users transmit packets immediately upon theír

fonnation. Since the transmissions are entire'ly random two or rnore

packets will, at some stage, overlap in time and interfere with each

other. Such packets cannot be correctly received and are said to have

col I ided. To prevent loss of information through col I isions, an acknow-

ledgement is returned to the user when a packet is correctly received.

If no acknowledgenrent is received the packet is netransmitted.

This scheme was first studied and implemented at the Un'iversity

of Hawai'i in .l970 in a system connecting remote terminals to a computer

[13,'l4]. It was quickìy real'ised that as wel'l as providing a scheme for

ground radio communications [15], the technique could be used in

satel l 'i te systems Il6 ,l 7,l B] .

The major probiem with the ALOHA nrethod is that oniy a small

fraction of the radio channel capacity can be used without overload'ing.

Proposa'ls allow'ing greater use have been presented by K'leinrock with

Lam [l8,l9], and with Tobag'i 120,211 and by others L22,23f. The most

promising technt'que for mobile telephone appl'ications is some form of

reservation AL0l-lA 117 ,21 ,24,25,26f . Here space for transmission in the

radio channel is allocated by a centra'l controller upon receipt of a

request for space. In a nlobile telephone scheme this entails transmitting

a request over a second radio channel, the request channel, to the

central controller. Reservation ALOHA is the basis of all the mobile

te'lephone schemes proposed in this thesis.
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Another important consideration for the radio connection is the

environnlent through wh.ich the s'ignal must pass. In a city area multiple

echoes of the orìginal s'ignal are detected at the receiver. This multi-

path propagat'ion causes severe 'f'ading with the signaì amplitude varying

random'ly with position. The s'ignaì is also spread in time thereby

límiting the achievable baud rate. This is of particular importance in

wideband d'igital transmjssion. The characteristics of multipath prop-

agation have been examìned by cox 127-29] and several other authors

[30-34] and will be d'iscussed in detail ìn chapter 2.

Man made noise is also a problem in transmjss'ion through the urban

envjronment. Noise levels are much higher than in free space and impulses

from autonrobile 'ignìtions can swamp even high level signals [35,36].

Needless to say this can cause sign'ificant numbers of errors in dìgita1

systems. Methods for overcoming these lim'itations are discussed in

chapter 2, lvhere a pract'ica1 rad'io channel arrangement for a digitaì

mobìle telephone system wiìl be determined.

.l.3 Interpolation

In any teìephone conversation each person speaks for only 25%

to 40% of the time. The resulting spaces may be used to carry other

conversations and thereby effectively increase the number of voice

cjrcuits. This process, termed interpolation, was first used in the

time assignment speech ìnterpo'lation (fnSl) system on the transatlantjc

underwater telephone cable [37]. It enabled the number of simultaneous

conversations the cable supported to be doubled wjth on'ly a sì'ight

degredati on i n speech qua'ì Í ty [3S,39] .
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Dì g"i taì speech 'i nterpol atj on ì n whi ch speech i s 'interpo'lated i n a

digitaì format has also been proposed. It is usual]y considered within

the structure of puìse code modulated (pcM) telephone lines 140-47f,

though satellite appljcations have also been investigated [48,49].

Few author^s however, have considered the interpo'latjon of speech in

packets and none have previously investigated such an arrangement in a

mobile telephone system.

The operation of packet 'interpo'lation requ'ires that each tele-

phone has a speech detector to ensure packets are generated only vrhen

speech'is occuring. For every packet, a request must be sent to a

central controller which allocates space for the packet in the speech

channel. clearly this results 'in a significant load on the request

channel which must therefore have a corresponding'ly high capacity.

Thís aspect is'investigated ìn chapter 3 where the gain in the number

of simultaneous conversations, achieved through interpolation, is

determi ned.

Although interpolat'ion can increase the efficiency of telephone

systems, it also introduces certain degradations. Potent'ia1'ly large

delays occur in the formation and transmission of a packet. In fact,

in practíca1 systems, there is a finite probability that a packet wil'l

not be transmjtted at al'1. In this case the speech in that packet is

l ost and a gl i tch i s sai d to have occumed .

The probab'i1ity of a g'litch in any particular system can be

obtajned from queue theory as shown in chapter 4. several authors

[40,50-53] have investigated this queue probìem, however, there are

some discrepancies in the solutions derived. These difficulties are

resolved and extensions to the theory required for the mobile
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telephone system are considered in chapter 4.

1.4 Comparison of Mobile Tele phone Schemes

In chapter 5 a computer simulation of the mobile telephone system

is described. Th'is provides a check on the validity of the theory and

also enables other prev'iousìy ignored aspects of the system to be con-

sidered. The simulation results suggest methods for optimization

within a given set of performance criteria. The subjective effects of

glitches are also investigated and it is shown how these can be minimjzed

by correct design.

To determine the usefulness of a packet mobile telephone scheme,

an optimized system is compared vlith the alternative present technology

in chapter 6. The most efficient mobile telephone systems now in exist-

ence use the small cell concept. llere voice circuits are provídecl on

individual radio channels as in the older FDM schemes, but transmission

power is kept low so that the channels may be used simultaneously by

several telephones, separated by sufficient distances. There results at

least a five-fold increase in the number of voice circuits available

within the allotted RF bandwidth.

At present smal I cel'l systems are being imptemented in the u.s.A.

by the American Telephone and relegraph company [3,b4-56], and by the

Anrerican Radio-Telephone servíce Inc. [4,57,s8]. A small celì system is

also being installed 'in Japan [2,30,59]. These systems are compared

theoretically and practica'lly with the proposed d'igital system.
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A variation on the digital scheme, considered in chapter 7,

emp'loys a sìmpìe TASI arrangement w'ithout packets. This is analysed

and compared to all other systems.

I .5 Further A I i cati ons

Digital speech interpolation has been proposed for use in pcM

te]ephone lines as described earlier. It is possible to employ a

packet system in thjs context and the results obtained for the mobjle

telephone system may be applied directìy to [his new app'lication.

Differences in the two systems, however, enable an alternative arrange-

ment in the PCM case and this proves to be beneficial.

In chapter 8 a packet PCM system is designed and compared with a

TASI scheme without packets. Other proposed advanced PCM interpolat.ion

schemes 144"46,48] are also discussecl. Final'ly, the use of packet speech

interpolation in the fields of satellite conmunjcation and 'integrated

speech and data networks are briefly considered.
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2. A DIGITAL MOBILE TELEPI]ONE SCHEME

2.1 ALOHA Schemes

Consider a mobile telephone system employìng digitaì transmission

over a w'ideband radio channel " Time division mult'iplex'ing is used to

provide each active source with a voice c'ircuit. The eas'iest rneans of

achieving this in such a distributed network is for transmission to take

place in packets holding up to a second of recorded speech. This minim-

izes the amount of switch'ing involved and ensures that little time is

wasted due to the radio propagat'ion deìay.

At each teìephonerspeech must be digitized, recorded and formed into

a packet with addressing information and possibly error correcting code.

The time of the speech stored in each packet is termed the packet length.

In transmission, the packet occupies on'ly a snall fraction of this time

since it is sent at a bit rate far greater than the recording rate. This

enables packets from many other sources to be transmitted while the sub-

sequent packet is being forned.

Packets are init'iated when speech begins and therefore their trans-

mission times are random. Since packets from all sources must be transmit-

ted on a single channel, some time division multiple access protocol must

be used to prevent jnformation loss when packets collide. The simp'lest

technique is that of pure AL0HA. Thìs employs a posìtive acknowledgement

scheme in which an acknowledgement packet js transmitted whenever a speech

packet is successfuily recejved. The acknowledgement packet contains the

address of the te'lephone from which the speech originated and is trans-

mitted to the telephone on a return radjo channel. If, within a certain

time after a packet transm'ission, the te'ìephorre has not received an
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acknowledgement, it assumes that the speech packet has colljded w'ith one

from another telephone. It therefore retransm'its the packet after a rall-

dom del ay. Thi s del ay ensures that col I i ded pacl.lets do not i nevi tably

col I i de agaì n.

If the input of packets to the speech channer is assumed to be

completely random and derived from an infjnite number of sources, the

fnput process can be moclelled by a Poísson distribution [52]. The channel

throughput, s, is defined as the average number of correct'ly received

packets per packet transmission time. The channel traffic rate, G, is

defined as the average number of packets (both new and previous'ly coll'ided)

transmitted per packet transmission time. It has been shown [60] that

under equ'i'l'ibrium conditions where the throughput equaìs the ave¡ age input

rate, the relationship between S and G is
-2Gg = Ge qu (z.l)

A useful description of the performance of an ALOHA system is the

relation between average packet deìay and throughput. The average delay

is directìy related to the average number of transmissions a packet requires

for successful reception. This ís given be $ ana js easi'ly derived from

(2.1). Fi gure 2 .'l shows how thi s quanti ty vanies wi th throughput.

It should be noted that if the transmissions were perfectly sched-

uled so that no collisions took pìace, the channel could be used at its
maximum capacity and the throughput would be 1.0. However, there is jn
reality no possibility of the throughput exceecling 0.184 ( = fr l. If
at any time the input rate exceeds this value the system becomes unstal¡le,

the throughput reduces toward zero and the delay increases toward infinity.

The mechanism behjnd this col'lapse is as follows. At low input
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rates the throughput equals the ìnput. An increase in the input results

in greater numbers of retransmissions per packet and increases the

average delay. l,Jhen the input rate reaches 0.184, the total traffic rate,

G, is 1.0. Then, even a snlall increase in ìnput rate overloads the

channel and sets off a chain reaction wi bh packets collid'ing and be'ing

retransmitted repeatedly. tventuaì ly, virtual 1y every packet transmitted

col I i des and there are alnrost no successf ul transmi ss'ions .

An improvement on this simple or "pure" ALOHA system results if
a time base ìs established and the radìo channel is divided into slots

of length equal to the transmission time of a packet. Users are requ-

ired to be synchronjzed and may only begìn a packet transmission at the

start of a slot. This reduces the probabiìity of a collision and results

'in a throughput-traffic rate relation of

g = Ge-n (z.z)

In figure 2.2 the throughput-delay curve for "slotted" ALOl-lA js

shown together with that of pure ALOHA. As a result of slotting the

radio channel, the ntaximum throughput is doubled to 0.368 t = å l.
However the possibility of a catastrophic breakdown still exists.

Equatíons (2..|) and (2.2) are in fact onìy approximat'ions due to

the Poisson input assumpt'ion used in their derivation. In practice the

retransrnitted portion of the input is far from random and hence does not

have a Poisson distribution. Consider the packet transmissjon procedure

in the slotted AL0HA case. After a telephone transnlits a packet it waits

a time-out period of'length R slots, for an acknowledgement. If at the

end of thìs period, no acknowledgement has arrived, it waits a random

number of slots up to a further K before retransmittìng.
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An analysìs 'incorporating this complex input has been performed

by Kleinrock and Lam [18,6]1. They prove that the exact nature of the

delay-throughput relation depends upon K as shown in figure 2.3. In

fact K may be used to stabilize ALOHA systems to a certain degree as

will be seen later.

Clearly neither pure nor slotted ALOHA are suitable for a nrobile

te'lephone system. The low jnput rate required to avoid a system break-

down means that the RF bandwidth would be used ineffjciently. This must

be avoided at all costs. Severai proposals have been made for variations

on the ALOHA schernes whÍch result in more efficient channel usage. The

nlost irnportant of these are carrier sense multiple access (CS¡4A) and

reservation ALOHA.

In a CSþ14 system each user senses the RF channel for a short time

before transmission to determìne whether any other user is transm'itt'ing.

Various procedures may be adopted for rescheduling the transmission if

the channel is clccupied. This scheme was ana'lysed by Kìeinrock and

Tobagi [20] who found that the delay-throughput curve was similar in

shape to that of other ALOHA schemes but that the maximum throughput was

0.857. Unfortunately th'is figure decreases rapidìy if even a few users'

transmiss'ions cannot be detected by the remainder. In a mobile telephone

sys'bem, where ì ow power transrni tters and omni di recti onal antennas woul d

be used, this sjtuation is virtually certa'in to occur.

A solution to this h'idden user problem ìs to have the receivìng

station transmjt a tone on a separate radio channel, whenever it detects

a packet transm'iss'ion. Users listen to this busy tone channel to deter-

ni ne whether the nl¡ri n channel i s i n use. The resul ti ng max'imum system
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throughput is 0.720, though in pract'ice a lower rate must be used to

avoid overload. This scheme could be used in a mobjle telephone system.

It is considerab'ly supenior in efficiency to slotted ALOHA but requ'ires

an ext,ra radio channel

Reservation AL0HA also requires an extra radjo channel; this tirne

used by the telephones to carry their requests. The main channel is

entire'ly controlled in thjs scheme and may be used at jts full capacì'by.

The requests hov'¡ever are still transmjtted at random and hence the request

channel must use one of the AL0|ìA protocoìs. Th'istechnique was analysed

in detaiì by Kleinrock and Tobagi [21] who found that in certain cases

the system throughput couìd exceed 0.9. Because of this high efficiency

and also the versatilìty that multiple radio channels provide, this tech-

n'ique is the most suitable for mobile telephone systems. It will there-

fore be used in all the systems presented in this thesjs.

Before these schemes are consjdered in detail, it is necessary to

investigate two fundamental aspects. The f irst o'F these is the bit rate

necessary to digitìze speech at a quaì'ity approprìate for a mobile tele-

phone network. The second js the digital capac'ity that can be ach'ieved

on an RF channel in the urban environment. These two quantjties influ-

ence the choice of virtual'ly a'll other system para.meters and'in particular

they together define the number of available voice circuits. This will

be seen to be a major determinant of the system performance.

2.2 Di qi tal Encodinq of Speech

Dig'it'izecl speech often has the disadvantage of requiring much

greater transmission bandwjdth than the originaì analogue version. To
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limit the bandw'idth required to a reasonable value advanced encoding

techni ques must be empl oyed . Such techn'iques faì 'l i nto one of two

broad cabegoríes: wavefonr coding nrethods and the more complex anaiysis/

synthesis methods. These w'ill be examÌned in turn.

The most conlmon fornl of waveform codìng is pu'lse code modulatjon

(PCM). Here a speech signal is samp'ìed about 8000 tjmes per second and

the amp'litude of each sanrp'le is dìgìtal]y encoded into 7 or 8 bìts l7l.
To increase the penn'issíble dynamic range of the'input and yet retain goo<1

signal to noise ratios at Iow Ievels, non-linear encoding'is used. This

i nvol ves spaci ng the quant'i zat j on I evel s 'i n an exponent'ial manner so that

effectively the ìogarìthm of the input signal is ìinear'ly encoded.

This technique is termed LOG-PCM and it is universally used for

digital speech transmission in the present telephone network. It does

however require a relatively high bit rate of 56 kbit/s to 64 kbit/s and

is quite sensitive to errors jn the transmission channel. Different'ial

encoding techniques exist which provide conparab'le quaìity at half the

bit rate and which are much less sensitive to errors.

The bas'ic structure of a differential speech coder is shown in

f i gure 2.4. I t i s the d'if ference between adjacent speech samp'l es

which is encoded with this arrangement. The output from the quantizer

is transmitted to the receiver and also fed back to a predictor which

reconstructs the waveform, just as the receiver does. Thjs reconstructed

(and delayed) signaf is subtracted fronr the input to produce the error

signaï for quantizing. The performance of differential pulse code

modulation (DpCN) ís superior to that of PCM at any bìt rate 162J.

Improvements may be made to DPCM by tailoring the encoder to
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follow the speech characterjstjcs. This involves the use of one or

both of adaptive quantiz-ers and adaptÌve predictors v¿hich vary their

parameters , w'i th the i nput, to ma j n'i;a. j n an optimum s'ignal to noi se rati o

[63,64:]. hl'ith any of these either 'forward or backward estimation can

be used. In the la'Lter case the quanb'iz'ing'levels or preclictor coeffi-

cients are calculated from past samples by both the encoder and the

receiver. Forward estimation involves using a sequence of up to 256

samples to calculate the most appropriate values for th'is group príor

to encod'ing. A description of the quantizer and predictor parameters

used, in add'itjon to the encoded speech, must be forwarded to the

recei ver.

All of the adaptive schemes outperform their non-adaptive

counterparts and predictab'ly'bhe most complex perform best. A signaì

to noise ratio (SNR) comparison is shown for all of these schetnes in

figure 2.5. Differcniialencoding by itself provides a 7dB advantage

over LOG-PCM and thi s 'i ncreases to I I dB w'i th adapti ve predì cti on.

Adaptive quantization provides an extra 7dB without adaptive prediction

and 5dU with adaptive prediction. Further, where forward adapt'ive

techiques are used and asynchronous coding'is possible, entropy coding

[64] can be used to give a further 2 to 3dB improvement.

A DPCM system incorporating a1l of the above features can at a

bit rate of 24 kbit/s, perform as well as a LOG-PCM system at 48 kbit/s.

The resulting SNR of 27dB is suffjcjent to provide good qualìty telephone

speech since, at a St{R of 2ldB, the quantization nojse is barely

percept'ible [45,65]. Forr^/ard estirnation techniques are wel I suited to

a packet system where speech has to be recorded for a packet ìength ìn

any case.
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Another comlilon wavefortn cod'ing techrrique i s del ta modulation (DM) .

This is very sinilar to DPCM but only one bit is used to encode each error

sìgna1 . To conìpensat,e foLth'is, the sarnpling frequency is increased to

between 16 kbit/s and 64 kbjt/s 162f. The basic structure of a DM

encoder is aga'in as shown jn figure 2.4 and aga'in both the quant'izer and

predictor can be made adaptive wìth fonvard or backward estimation.

The SNR's of adaptìve de]ba modulation (ADM) encoders are

generally a little smaller (by 3dB to 6dB) tnan that of the equ'ivalent

DPCM encoders. However, the former are very rugged jn their ability
to withstand channel errors. l^lith some ADM arrangements intelligibìe
voice with speaker recognitjon may be attained with a bit error rate of

l0% [66]. It is for this reason that ADM at bit rates of 24 and 32 kbit/s

is being used for voice communication with the space shutile.

The fjnal waveform coding technÍque to be considered here is

adaptive transform coding (ATC). This involves storirrg between l6 and

'128 speech samp'ìes and performing a transform on them prior to cocling.

Zelinski and Noll [67] showed that an ATC coder using a cliscrete cosine

transform and forward adaptìve quantization and prediction could out-

perform the equ'ivalent DPCM coder by 38 to 6dB. In fact this techn'ique

can provide good quality speech at a bit rate of 16 kbit/s [68].

The second approach to speech encoding involves speech analysis

and synthesis. This is embodied in linear predictive coding, vocoder

and formant based techniques [69-71]. These can provìde quìte intelli-
gible speech at bit rates as low as 2.4 kbit/s [B], but only at

considerable cost and compìex'ity. Substantjal computing power such as a

dedicated l6 bit mjnicomputer is required for real tirne speech encoding

in the most complex versions. Sign'ificant amcunts of other hardware may
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also be needed. Clearly this is oul of the question for a mobile telephone

scheme in which an encoder is requ'ired by each telephone.

Thus, in conclusion, speech encoding at bit rates below 30 kbit/s

is achievable at the present time w'ith waveforrn coding techn'iques of

moderate complexity. Speech so encoded'is qu'ite suitable for mobjle

telephone applications as long as the bit error rate is small. If this

is not the case then error protectjon and consequently a ìargc.r encoding

rate is required [65].

In light of the above considerations it would seem that a suit-

able choice for the speech digit'ization bit rate ]s 24 kbii/s. This

figure reflects the need to have as small a bit rate as possible and

yet stj1ì provide good quaìity speech. It should be kept in mind that

bit rates of 16 kbit/s are quite feasible and that with advances in inte-

grated circuit technology, some of the ana'lysìs/synthesis techniques may

become considerably cheaper to imp'lement. Thus in the future the use of

bit rates lower than 24 kbit/s must be considered a strong possib'ility.

2,3 Diqital Transmission in the LIrban Environment

The provisÌon of h'igh rate digìta'l radio transmission in the urban

environment is a very complex process. Indeed a thorough study of the

subiect wou'ld require years of research and experimenting. Its treatnlent

in thjs thesis will therefore of necessity be restricted to a discussion

of the maior probìems and solutions applicable in a nrobile telephone

situatÍon. The most crjt'ical feature is the channel capacity available.

Methods of provìd'ing capacjties up to I MbÍt/s will be examined.
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Nlob'il e tel ephone systems operate i n the ul tra hi gh frequency (UHt)

band between 500 Ml-lz and 2 GHz. At such frequencies transm'issions in the

urban environment are subject to multipath propagatìon, high range loss,

background noìse, man made noise and interference [36]. Undoubtedly the

major probìems are caused by multìpath propagation.

A radio signai recejved in the urban environrnent cons'ists of many

components ref I ec'bed from I arge bu'i 'ldi 
ngs . Because of these obstructi ons

it is very unlikeiy that a direct path sìgnal from the transmitter wjll

be present. The arrjv'ing components are out of phase and spread'in tr'me

and when the¡r combjne destructive'ly the resultant signal amplitude can

decrease by up to 40 dB. This is termed fading. Fjgure 2.6 l72l shows

a typical variation in signal ampìitude as a receiver moves. Cox [28]

found that this varjation was wej'l approximated by a Rayleigh distribution

as shown in figure 2.7.

A moving vehicle w'ill pass through fades at a rate directly

dependent upon the vehicle's speed. There is on avera.ge a fade every

half wavelength of the carrier signal (every l5cm for a I GHz signal).

In addition to this the mean o'F the signal strength varies over greater

distances due to shadowing by bu'ildings. The mean follows a log normal

distribution with a variance of around 6 dB [30].

Another aspect of mul t'ipath propagatìon is the high probabì'lity

of receiving echoes of the origìnaì s'ignaì B or 9 ms after the first
arrival. This is termed excess deìay and several examples have been

documented by Cox 127-291. The type of results obtained are illustrated

in figure 2.8. In cases where large peaks in the signa'l occur at delays

of several milliseconds they are often the result of reflect'ions from a

sing'le large structure. However broad peaks at large delays also occur
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and are assoc'iated wjth a multitude of unresolvable reflectìng surfaces.

Needless to say such characteristìcs result in excessive intersymboì

interference at high baud rates. Fralick and Garrett [36] suggest that

multjpath effects lim'it the achjevable baud rate to 100 to 400 kbaud.

Related to the excess deìay is the correlat'ion (or coherence)

bandwidth. The resultant sÍgnaì at any posit'ion depends upon the s'igna1

frequency, thus, tvJo signals of different frequency will nct necessari'ly

fade at the same place. The extent to which signals of different freq-

uency behave'in the same manner is measured by their correlation. This

may be deternrjned by tak'ing the Fourier transform of the excess deìay

curves. The correlation bandwidth is the separation between two frequen-

cies which have a correlation of 0.9. Figure 2.9 lndicates how this can

vary. Cox [Zg] concludes that it can be as low as 20 kllz in 'inner cìty

areas, while in more favourable posìtions it may exceed I t'lHz.

The range loss urban environnrents is much greater than in free space.

It has been found to be inverse'ly proportional to distance to the po\À/er

3 or 4 rather than 2. [:or practica'l ranges therefore it is 40 to 50 dB

greater than the free space loss [34,35]. This limits the useful range

for transrnission ìn urban areas to about 5 km.

Noise 'in the urban environment may be characterised as background

or as man made. In the UHF band background noise is primarily of thernlal

origin and ha.s a unifornr spectraì density of around -.l70 dBm/Hz and a

Gaussian amplitude distribution [36]. Far more ìmportant than this how-

ever is man made noise of which the nrajor component is impulsive no'ise.

Impulses some mainly from automobile Ígnition systems but other potential

sources include the poler distrjbution system and electric trains. The

average level of all man made noise can exceed that of the backgrouncl
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noise by 20 to 40 dB [35,73]. l4ore inrportanily however, from a digital
point of view, is the fact that noise impuìses can often exceecl the back-

ground noise by 60 to B0 dB [36].

It is impractical to attempt to overcome these'impulses by increasing

transmitter power. The errors that they cause must s'imply be accepted,

or if possible corrected by using coding techniques. Fortunate'ly the

duration of the jmpu'lses is of the order of on.ly nanoseconds [73] and the

number o't errors created can be mjnimized by corl^ect receiver design. The

interval between ìmpulses in heavy traffic areas is fairly linearly

distributed between I and l0 ms [36]. At a bit rate of I Mbit/s thjs wjll
result in an error rate from this source alone of lO-4 in the worst areas.

One method of achievjng hìgh data rates in lostile environments is

to use spread spectrum techn'iques [34]. These operate by transmìttìng

i nformati on i n an RF bandw'i dth many times that. actual ìy requi red. lnlhen

the s'igna'l arrives at the receiver i'b may be completely submerged in

noise, but by "despreading" the sìgnal it can be restored to a useful

level. The amp'l itucle gain achievable with spread spectrum techniques is

simply the ratio of the bandw'idth used to that required [74].

The obvious problem with this method is its very inefficient use

of the RF spectrum. There are however two possible solutions. Firstly,

since the transmitted power requìred is so small, it is quite possib'le

that the frequenc'ies could be used for other purposes at the same time.

Secondly there is room wjthin any one system for many people us'ing

orthogonal codes. Such code dìv'is'ion multiple access would enable

potentially hundreds of sumultaneous conversatjons in a bandwidth of

several tens of l4t{z [33 ,74].
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Spread spectrum techn'iques have been utilÍzed in a multihop, muìtipìe

access, packet radio computer network termed PRNET [15,34,75,76]. Here

repeaters are used in the radio path between the mobile terminals and

control stations. Bit rates of 100 kbjt/s are used on the terrninal to

repeater link and of 400 kbit/s between repea'Lers and stations. The repeat-

ers allow lower power terminals and increase the system reliability. Thjs

network is designed to operate over'100 square miles and provides virtual'ly

error free perfonxance (one undetected error in l0l0 packets). It is at

present beìng tested in San Francisco, USA.

Such spread spectrum systenls would be capable of prov'iding a nlob'ile

telephone service to a large nunrber of peopìe within an urban area.

However, they are undoubtedly qu'ite wasteful of the RF spectrum and probabìy

could not match the efficiency of current alternative systems (see chapter

6). To achjeve high b'it rates without spread spectrum techniques ìt will

be necessary to use multipìe paral'leì channels and to take advantage of the

opportunities that packet transmissíon provides.

Excess delays of up to l0 ms appear to limit the transmitted symboì

rate to 100 kbaud. Also high noise levels will probably prevent multi-

level coding. Thus to achieve a bit rate of i I'lbjt/s it is necessary

to use say l0 para'l1eì channels each of 100 kbit/s capacity. unless

precaut'ions are taken wì th thi s arrangement, fad'ing coul d easi'ly resul t
in a bjt error rate exceeding 0..l. The most reliable method of reducing

fading is by the use of diversity.

l^Ji th a two branch equa'l gai n di versi ty system si gna'l s recei ved f rom

two antennas are cophased and added. Bacause of the physica'l separation

of the antennas it is very unììke'ly that both w'ill be in a fade at the

sanle time. Thus the likel'ihood of deep fades is reduced as shown in
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figure ?.7 " t^Jith an allowable loss of l5 dB from the mean signal strength

the probab'ility of having an unusable signal is less than 0.1% and ihe

expected duration of such an event is about I ms (at 60 km/hr) l7?1.

Assuming that each packet contains 1000 bìts then the packet trans-

mission time is also I ms. Thus whenever any of the'10 pana.ìlel channels

are in a fade its contents will almost certaìn1y be lost entirely. Under

the condit'ions assumed above the probabilìty of such an event is around

l0-3. Thus if the l0 channels are well spaced in frequency so that their

correlatjon is low, the probability of one or more of them fading and

thereby destroying the packet is unacceptably: hìgh at around 10-2.

However, jf for instance one redundant channel is added, conta'ining a

checksum for the other 10, then any one can fade without affecting the

packet. The probabì1ìty of losìng a packet is then recluced to around l0-4

An alternatjve to add'ing an extra channel is to require that any

packets destroyed by fading be retransm'itted. This adds sf ightly to the

channel traffic and increases the delay unt'il fìnal packet reception but

it avoids a l0% increase ìn the RF bandwidth. l^Iith this strategy the

correlation between paralìel channels should be as large as possible to

reduce the probability of a packet be'ing destroyed. t'lultiple retrans-

mission can then reduce the packet loss to'ins'ignificant proport'ions.

If l5 dB of loss is not allowable or diversity cannot be used the

fad'ing frequency increases significantly. The only way then to reduce

fading is to ensure that some specular (djrect path) component is present

in the received signal. This can be achieved by correctly positionìng,

and perhaps'increas'ing the nunrber of repeater stations so that a line

of sight path to a station exists from virtually a'|1 points jn the

service area. Nettleton and Cooper [¡3.] shorved that this can reduce the
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SNR requ'ired for a given fade probability by more than S dB.

Finally'it is worth noting that the reception at the repeater

stations is far better than that at the mobiles. Even if divers.ity

cannot be implemented for each telephone it can certainly be used at the

far less numerous stations. Also it is very ìike'ly that the stations

will be pos'itjoned hìgh on bu1ld'ings where the man made noise (and in

partfcular the jmpuìse component) is at a much lower level [36]. Thus

less power is required by the mobile transnritter to produce an accept-

able SNR. This'is a factor o'f, partícular importance in hand held mobile

tel ephones.

In summary, the radìo environment in urban areas is extremely

hostile for digita] transm'iss'ion. However, it does appear that a bjt
rate of I Mbit/s can be achieved'in a packet system" l,l'ith dìvers'ity

and packet retransnliss'ion the prob'lems of fading can be rninimized and

intersymbol interference can be avoided by the use of paralle'l channels.

The bit error rate must be expected to be around l0-3, with most of the

errors being due to noise 'impu'lses from automobi le ignitions, If , for

the speech encoding technique used, th'is error rate proved to be un-

acceptably high then error correcting code would be needed. Because of

the nature of errors caused by the impulses, s'ing'le error correcting

codes should be part'icuìarly efficient.

For the rema'inder of this thesis a channel capac'ity of I Mbit/s

wi I I be assumed . The di ff i cul ty of ach'ievi ng th'is however wi I I be

kept in mind.
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? "4 A Basi c Mobi I e Tel ephone S.ystenr

In a di gi ta'l mobi I e t.el ephone system the tel ephones are scatterecl

randomly througlrout the service area and are connected via radjo

channels to a network of repeater stations. Repeaters provide more

reliable radjo cotnmunications by minimjzing the radio path leng'Lh arrd

maximiz'ing l'ine of s'ight coverage. The radio paths end at 'bhc-: stations

which are collnected via landl jne (or nicrowave l ink) to a control ceni.re

incorporating a eomputer. Here c'ircuit or slot assignment and pacl<r:t

switching t.ake place and itrterconnection to'Lhe rernainder of the tele-

phone networl< i s prov i ded .

l,lith reservation AL0HA four separate radio channels exist between

the mobile telephones and the stations. These are tlre nrajn or speech

channels, in which packets containing speech are transmittecl in botlr

di rec'Líons, and the smal 1er request and ackrrowl edgement channel s.

These last two will be referred to collectively as the information

channel s.

Consider the sequence of events when a mobile telephone wishes

to make a call. As soon as its handset is raised the telephone w'ili

transmjt a packet containing its identificatiorl on the AL0HA request

channel . If th'is packet does not coll'ide an acknowledgement packet wì1ì

be returned by the station receiving the strongest signal. Signa'l

strength companisons can be nrade either at the control centre or at a

stat'iorr, in the jrnmediate area, equiped for the task. In the second

case, some intercorrnectìon between stations would be required. This

expense however would be justified by the need to contjnuous'ly

compare signal strengths for nroving teìephones.
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Upon rece'ipt of the acknowìedgement packet the telephone issues

a dial tone and, when dialling is comp'leted, it transmits on the request

channel, another packet containìng the dialled nurnber. An acknowledge-

ment packet from the staLion is returned jmmediateìy and when a circu'it

to the called party is established, a packet denoting th'is follows. In
response, the te1 ephone g'ives the usual ri ngi ng s'ignal . When the cal I ed

parLy answers, two slot numbers are transmitted in a further packet on

the acknowledgement channel. These denote the s1ots, in the forward and

reverse speech channel s, which contain speech paclcets from tl're mobi I e

telephone and the station respectìve'ly.

Now consider the simp'le situation in whìch each slot number repeats

every packet length. The telephone must record speech for a packet

length and then form it into a packet in time for transmission in the

assigned slot. C'lear'ly this js simpl.y time division multiplexing of

active teìephones in the speech channel. The request channel is not

requìred again until the call is terminated when a suitable notif-

i cati on packet 'is transmi tted .

If any of the mob'ile telephone's request packets are net correctly

received because of collision, fading or excessive numbers of errors,

then no acknowledgement packet is transmitted. The telephone then

retransm'its the packet after the normal delay thereby ensuring that

no information is lost. Similarly, if any of the station's acknowledge-

ment packets are not correctly received the request is repea'Led and an

acknowledgement is retransmitted.

To prevent prob'lems wjth the loss of a ring'ing packet from the

stat'ion, a te'lephone can repeat the dialled number packet a'f,ter a time-

out period. The station can easily detect if the slot assignment packet

is not correctly received, by the absence of any transmission in the
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appropriate speech channel slot. Final'ly, if any speech packet is lost
through fading it can be repeated in a laler speech slot (if one.is

available). This arrangetnent is i:herefore quite reliable and flexible.
Virtually no packets should be lost and the only cost is an occas.ional

smal I del ay, whi ch r,¡i I I caus e few probl ems .

If a call from the maín telephone network is destjned for a mobjle

subscrjber, a packet containíng the appropriate identificatjon number

is transmitted on the acknowledgement channel. This cannot be done

from every station at the same time because of possible'intersymbol

interference. However simultaneous transmission 'is possible from

stations sufficiently separated. Probably an average of five to ten

transmissions will be required to obtain a response from the.barget

mobile telephone. When this is done the slot numbers are transmitted

and the cal I proceeds as before.

2.5 Desiqn of a TDM S.ystem

To compìetely specify the characteristícs of the above mobile

telephone system, the ínformation channel capacities must be det-

ermjned. These depend upon the number of bits in the request and

acknowledgement packets. A request packet contains the fo'l1owìng

fi el ds

- synchron i zati on or preamb'l e

- source identification

- desti nati on 'identi f i cati on

- packet information

- error protection

These wi I I be exami ned i n turn.
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Since the request channel is of the slotted A|-OHA type, system

synchronìzation nlttst be c'ìoseìy mainta'ir¡ed to ensure correct'fransmissìon

t'iming. Thjs can be done by accept'ing timing from packets in the

acknowleclgement channel. Each telephone must recejve and decode all

of these packets in any case to determine jf it is being paged.

T'iming obtained in th'is rnanner however cannot be exactly correct because

of variable propagation deìays.

The round trip radìo propagation delay is 6.7 us for each kjlo-

meter of distance to the appropriate stat'ion. In addition, when nlulti-

path ef'Fects are severe there may be a further de'lay o't several mjcro-

seconds until the strongest part of the signal arrives. Thus synch-

ronjzation js requ'ired for every packet. The PRNET mentioned in

sectì on 2.3 uses a 48 bit preamb'le in a pacl<et length of 2 kbits [3a].

l{ence between 20 and 50 bits lvill be required here.

Source identification shou'ld take no more than 20 b'its. This

allows over a million subscribers which should be sufficient for any

imaginable system. The actual teìephone number o'i a mobile tele-

phone can be stored with the identificat'ion number at the control centre.

There are advantages from an organiza'tjon viewpo'int if request

packets are directed to part'ic.ular stations. Th'is prevents multiple

copies of a packet being presented to the central control computer and

requires no more than l0 bits for station identification. A station

that received a packet not destined for it would discard the packet

on'ly if the correct station had also received it.
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The functjon of any particu'lar packet must be identified.

However, since there ar"e very feur different types of packet this could

be encodeci u¡jth'in 4.or 5 bits. It is also possible that tim'ing'inform-

ation may be required, for instance to denote when a packet was first
transm'itted. An allocatjon of l0 bjts for th'is purpose shourld provide

suftjcient accuracy. Thus, ìn t.otal, 45 bits are requirecl to convey

the infonration colnporrent of a packet.

Request paclcei;s containing tlre dial I ed number wi I I require spec'iaì

arrangelnen'L. Di al I ed d j gi ts must be stored as b j nary coded decimal

(BCD) to avoid conversion to true binary at the telephorre. Thus the

norrnal sevcn digit telephone nunlber occup'ies 28 bits. Rather than

increase the packet size signi'1-icant1y, just to handle dial'ling packets,

'it is better to rearrange the packe'b fielcls and use more than one

packet. For instance, if one'information bit js dedicated to denot'ing

a dial'l'ing packet the others become free. Also the t'inling information

can be abandoned and the destination identification abbrev'iated to

provide space for four or five digìts. Two packets are there'fore

adequate in normal circumstances but jf more than seven digìts are

djalled extra packets will be needed.

The leng'Lh of error coding depends upon the number of bjts to

be checked and upon the complexìty of the coding techn'ique. Sìmp1e

error detectíon môy be used with a retransmissjon procedure. However,

th'is can resul t 'in si gni t'icant 'increases i n the clrannel traffi c and

deìa¡,. I,Jith a bit error rate of lO-3 the prcbab'il ìty of one or tnore

eÌ^rors occurirrg 'in the 45 information bits approaches 5%. The number

of retransm'issìons drops drastically jf even a samll amount of error

correctjon is incorporatcd.
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Repet'ition r:f the informatìon an odd number of t'imes js the

simplest form of error correction. For example, with a best-of-three

arrangement 90 error bits are required and the probability of a packet

error is reducecl to around l0 -4. Aìthough this represents an adequate

f i gure when combi ned wi th packet retransmi ss í on , t.he cos t i n bi ts

requìred is clearly substantial. More complex codjng techniques are

far more ef f i c'ient.

cyclic or recurrent codes can correct both random and burst

errors i n bl ocks of i nfonrati on . Typi ca'l ly these codes w'i I I correct

a certain number o'f= errors and simultaneously detect a greater number.

This property'is ideal for a packet system. A total of "e" errors

ca.n be corrected in a block of "m" bits with "k" error correction bits

given by

k >ls [l+n+tq-U +...+nc.J (2.3)

where n = m + k and lg = logarithm to the base 2.

For a block of m = 45 bits, the number of error bits required

and the resultant probability of an undetected error are shown in table

2.1 for various numbers of corrected errors.

Number of errors corrected

Number of error bits

Total nurnber of bits

Probabi'li ty of uncorrected error

123
6 ll 16

5t 56 61

1.2 x to-3 2.7 x to-S ' 5.3 x lo-7

NOTE Bit error probabi'lity = l0-3, m = 45 information bits"

Random errors have been assumed.

Table 2.1 trror probabilities with a cyclic error correction code.

If less cornplex error correcting codes are empìoyed then more

bits are required to achieve the same protection. Thus al'lowing
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around 20 bji;s, a request packet w'iìl contajn in total between 80 and

I 20 bi ts.

Acknowledgement channel packets require exactly the same fields

as request channel packets. There are again a limjted number of packet

types ancl only those containing slot numbers require special consider-

atjon. No more than l0 bits are necessary for a slot nunrber, thus the

b'its al I olved for tinri ng w'iì I suff i ce " To transmi t both forward and

reverse slot numbers, tlo packets are needed, oF, alternat'ive'ly, station

i denti f i cati on may be omi tted. Acl<nowl edgement channel packets wi I 'l

therefore also have between 80 and 
.l20 bits.

It is norlil possible to calcula'Le the capacity requìred by the

informat'ion channels as a function of the speech channelrs capacity.

To maintaÍn generality the follov¡ing variables are defined.

Let W be the capacity of each speech channel (bit/s)

D be the bit r ate of digitized speech (biti s)

B be the number of bits ìn a request and (nits)
an acknowledgement packet

A be the AL0HA factor, 'i .e. the ratio o't the request
channel capac'ity to its average throughput.

The number of TDM voice circuits in a speech channel, referred to

as the cjrcuit capacity, is

^_lnlÇ = Îi Q.4)

If ìt is assumed that a telephone conversation lasts an average of 100

seconds then the number of calls changing over per second is
c I^JN = l_ = ___:__ (2.b)"c 100 .l00D

Now there are three or four request packets transmitted through-

out a call whether it is initiated or recejved by the mobile telephone.
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To make allowance for a possible ex'Lra diall'ing packet or for a

retransnrissiori due to ¡racket ìoss (not jnclud'ing collisjons), a total
of five request packets r',rill be assumed for each call. Then the

requirecl bit rate in the request channel becomes

S =5N B
Bt^J

m-D' (2.6)r C

Because the request channel is of the srotted ALOHA type, its
capacity must exceed jts input rate by a factor A. The mjnimum value

of A is 2.72. In practice a larger value of between 5 and l0 must [¡e

used to avo'id overload. Thus the final capacity of the request channel

as a fraction of the speech channel capacity becomes

R =ASr=4=B=''r - lé = To-r Q.7)

The values of these variables may be taken as follows

A.= l0 - request channel throughput is 0.1.

B = 120 bjts - ìargest size is taken for safety.

D = 25 kbit/s - allov'rs 24 kbit/s for speech digitization andì kbit/s for packet synchronization and
error correction.

hJ = I Mbit/s - see section 2.3.

Then R, = 2.4 x l0 - 3

In the acknowledgement channel there are an average of ten packets

transmitted per call (assulning a search for a called subscrìber requires

on average ten packets). llowever, this channel is compìeteìy controlled

and may be used at full capac'ity. Thus the ratio between the acknowled-

gement and speech channel capacíties is
p =-À-na = J'-D (Z.B)

l^lith the above values this becomes

Ru = 4'B x l0 -4'
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C'learìy the theoretical capacities of the information channels

are negligibìe compared to that of the speech channel. In practice

iarger capacities than those suggested by (2.7) and (2.8) should be

usecl to reduce the transmission time and hence the delay. with a

transmjssion slot length of lOms the capacity required is on'ly l2 kbit/s.
Thus virtually 99% of the total RF capacity .is cledicated to carrying

speech packets; obvious'ly a very efficient arrangement.

To put this TDM mobile terephone systenr into perspective it
will be necessary to compare jt wjth present day alternative systems.

This will be delayed until chapter 6 when another ctigital system wilì
be available foi" cornparison. It is suff-icient at this stage to say

that the TDM system'is rough'ly comparable wjth the non digita] systenrs

in performance though ob-viously very different in implementation.

2.6 Concl usi on

In this chapter various aspects in the design of a digitaì
mobile telephone system have been described. A consideration of

packet transmjssion, leads to a choice of a reservatjon ALQHA protoco'ì

for the mobile to repeater station radio ljnk. This results in very

high RF efficiency because the randonr component of the transmissions

is restricted to the low capacity request channel.

A study of the various methods available for digitizing speech

showed that wavefornl coding techniques are the most suitable for use

here. These can provide adequate qua'líty speech at bit rales donn to

20 kbit/s, with moclest amounts of hardware. A rate of 24 kbit/s was

adopted initia'lly, hourever allowance must be macle for synchron'izatjon
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and erron correction in speech packets. To nominalìy account for this

an effective speech digjtjzation rate of 25 kbit/s wjll be used through-

out the rema'inr'ng worl<.

Another aspect of a cljgìta'l system is the limitation'imposed upon

radio trattsmission by the urban environment. The most'inrportant'impair-

ment'is multipath propagation. This results in signal fad'ing and multipie

echoes at relative"ly'long de'lays. To overcome this fading it is necessary

to have an extra l5 dB oF SNR and also to use a divers'ity reception

technique. Fortunateìy, because o'í' the automatic packet repetition, the

remajn'ing fading has no e'tfect on the request and acknow'ìedgement channels.

It has been shown here, that fadÍng of speech packets nay also be over-

come by packet repetì t'ion .

To achi eve a speech channel capac'ity of I Mbi t/s , mul ti pl e para'l I e'l

transmission can be used. This will increase the probab'if ity of fad'ing

and also the error rate, which emphasises the need for the fade preven-

tjon techniques outljned above and also for error correction'in speech

packets. It is'indeed a difficult task to arrive at a procedure which

provìdes the desired I Mbjt/s capacity w'ithout an unacceptable error

rate and wjthout sacrifìcing effjciency in the packet format. However,

as long as the probabiìity of incorrect speech packet reception is below

l%, retransmjssion should increase the qual'ity to a suitable level.

All of the aspects considered above have been brought together

in the desÍgn of a time divisjon multip'lexed mobile telephone system.

A very flexible and effícient system has been des'igned usìng on'ly'12

kbit/s for each information channel and a speech channel capac'ity of 'l

Mbit/s. A comparjson of this schenre with analogue alternatjves wjll be

performed in chapter 6.
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3. INTERPOLATION OF SPEECII IN PACKETS

3. I Intenpol ati on

Interpoìation of speech is a process through which a number of

conversat'ions may be transmitted in a smaller number of channels. This

is achieved by transmitting little or no jnformation whenever no speech

is occurring. Effectively conversations are ìnterpoìated 'into each ot,hers'

silence intervals.

The first commercial app'l'ication of interpolation was the tjme

assigned speech in'Lerpolation (fnSI) system used on the transatlantic

undersea cable in 1960 [37]. This relied upon circujt switching of the

ana'logue speech si gna'l s . S j nce that time several di gi ta'l i nterpoì at j orr

schemes using tìme division sv¡itching have been proposed [44,471. In

the packet schetnes considered here, packet switch'ing 'is used to inter-

po'late speech. This beconles quite complex in a mobile telephone situa-

tion.

'Io avoid record'ing packets when speech is not occuring, each

te'lephone must possess a speech detector. A packet is begun when speech

starts and a packet length js recorded" If at the end of this time

speech is stjll occurrìng, then a further packet'is begun. Note that

because of the fixed length of packets some vrill inevitably contain

periods of silence.

A ntobile telephone scheme based upon packet interpolation can

have the same physica'l arrangen'ìent as the TDM schenre. Howeveru the

various radio channels differ in the'ir use. The stream of packets from

any one source is not now at a constant rate but varies with speech
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Thus individual cjrcui'Ls in the speech channer are no longer

Instead all speech slots are treated separatery and must be

for by aìl teiephones with packets ready for trãnsmissjon.

Each telephone must send a request vìa the request channel when-

ever it begins to record a packet. This request is forwarded to the

controlìing computer rvhjch allocates an appropriate slot in the speech

channel. The slot number must then be returned to the telephone, via

the acknowìedgement charrnel, in time for its packet to be transmitted.

Various aspects of this proposal require corrsiderable study to

ascertain the scheme's usefulness and viability. Firstly, the gain 'in

numbers of users through packet interpolation nrust be determined. This

will be seen to be a relatively simple function of the packet length.

Secondly, the request channel suffers much greater usage vrjth 'interpo-

lation as one request must be transmítted for each packet readied. This

must be investigated as must the tìming arrangements. The latter are

much more critilal than in the simpie TDt'l system since requests must be

satisfied in real tìme,so as not to d'isrupt the flow of speech.

3.2 Speech CharacteristÍcs

The gain achievable with packet speech interpo'lation depends upon

the efficiency wìth which speech can be transmitted in fixed length

packets. This is determined by the duration of the three elements which

characterise telephone conversations: ùa'lkspurts, pauses and response

times.

A tall<spurt"is speech by one party which js preceded and followed

by speech fronr the other party.
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A pause is a length of silence between two periods of speech within

a talkspurt.

A response time is the jnterval between the end of a talkspurt

of one party and the beginn'ing of the other's rep'ly.

The standard conversation 'interchange consists of a talkspurt by

one party which may contain severa'l pauses, followed after a brief

silence by a talkspurt from the other party. Non standard in'terchanges

such as jnterjections and interrupt'ions can be described in terms of

negative response times.

The duratjon of these three elements were measured by Norwjne and

Murphy l77f on a total of 13,000 seconds of telephone conversation.

They presented probabiìity densìty functions for the length o'fl talk-

spurts, pauses and responses, and d'istribution funtions for the number

of pauses in a talkspurt and the ìength of talkspurts with a g'iven

number of pauses (figures 3.1 to 3.5).

These curves are quite compìex and must be approximated by wel'l

known distribut'ions if a mathematìcal ana'lys'is is required. This is

inadequate for speech stored in packets since the actual short term

behaviour of the speech is lost. The best vray to determine the true

efficiency of the packet format is by computer simulation. Fortune-

ately, this may be done relativeìy easiìy by using the curves'in

figures 3.2 to 3.5.

The Fortran programme used to simulate speech and place it into

packets is shown ìn appendix C. At each stage in speech generation, a
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pseudo-random number generated by the computer is used in conjuct'ion

with the curves described, to determine a length for the varriable in

question. Thjs results in quantitíes which are random but wjth the

correct long term distrjbution.

Speech is formed in talkspurts as follows. Firstly the number of

pauses is determined, then the length of a. talkspurt wjth that nunlber

of pauses. The length of each pause'is found and the total tinle left
for speech is calculated by subtraction. Th'is speech time is then ran-

domly divjded into the correct number of talk intervals.

A response time ìs determined and then another tarkspurt and

response time. The second talkspurt is not split into talks for it
represents the speech from the far end party. Thís talkspurt is corn-

bined with the two response tjmes to form a silence jnterval. The

entire process'is repeated at the end of this silence, thereby result-

ing in a realist'ic one way conversation of any des'ired length.

There are certain jnaccuracjes in this method of speech

generation. For jnstance, the curves of figure 3.5 had to be extended

to cover greater numbers of pauses per taìkspurt. Also, curves of

best fit were used for the tails of several distributions. The curves

themselves vrere fed in as points on their respective distribution

functions and intermediate points were determjned by linear interpola-

tion. There were also of course a.pproxÌmations and inaccuracies in

determining points on the curve from the original reference. Finally,

events such as negative total talk and s'ilence times had to be corrected

i n the programme.

To ascertajn the extent of the djstort'ions caused by the above,
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the density funct'ions of 'lalkspurt, pause and response lengths were

measure<l in long simulations (100,000 seconds of simulated speech).

After a ljttle tweaking clf the curve data, very close agreement was

obta'ined with the orig'ina1 curves as demonstrated by f.igure 3.6. The

resultant silence interval distribut'ion is shown for interest in figure

3.7 .

As a fínal check on the simulation process, the probabi'liby

density'tunct'ion (pdf) of talk ìength was determined. Although th.is

informatíon is not presented by Norwine and Murphy, nrany authors

[37,78-80] have suggested that it is well modelìed by an exponential

distribution, i.e. the probab'i1ity that a talk has length "t" is given

by

P(t¡ = |. 
-tla (s.l)

where "a" is the average talk Iength.

F'igure 3.8 shows the talk length pdf obtained from simulation and

a Poisson function with the same average length (l .79 seconds). C'lear'ly

there is renlarkable agreement between the two. Significant discrepancìes

oceún,ORly at very short and very long talk lengths. In the former

case, the sitnulation correct'ly reflects the fact that the probability

of short taìks,peaks at a length of 0.25 seconds. The close agreement

at other ìengths tends to confjrm that both the Poisson process and the

si¡nulation are good approximations of rea.l speech.

In the simulatÌon prograûìme speech is assigned to packets in the

manner described earlier. This process'is comp'licated by the possib'i'l-

ity of a number of talkspurts being included within one packet. This

is particularly likely if the packet'length is long and the talkspurts

and the silences betv¡een thenr are small.
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The iriformation realìy desired from this simulation.is the

change i n the i nterpol at'ion gai n, caused by transm.itti ng speech f n

packets. This is determined by the amount of silence and pause time

included r¡¡ithin packets and depends upon the packet length. The inter-
polation gain, I, for any packet length, is the ratio of the total

conversation tjme to the t'inre included within the packets requ.ired by

that conversat'ion, i.e.

Total Time of a C onve rs ati on
Time of the l,ackets Co nveying the Conversation

Fi gure 3 .9 shows hov,r the i nterpo'lati on gai n, as determi ned by

simulation, varies with the packet length, T. Not surpris.ingìy, the

gain d'imjnishes with increasing packet length since more silence is
i ncl uded 'i n the packet.

For near zero length packets the total tjme contained in packets

is virtualìy exactly the time for which speech occurs. Thus the inter-
po'lation gain at this po'int is merely the inverse of the average speech

activity, which, ín the progranme used to determine figure 3.9, is 37.96%.

This gives an interpolation gain at zero packet'length of 2.634. At

the other extreme, an infinite packet 'length corresponds to each speaker

having a circuit dedicated to him alone. This is simpìy the TDM case

for which the ìnterpoìation gain 'is unity. The curve is therefore

asymptotic to the I = I line for large packet lengths.

An interesting feature of this curve is the relatively slow drop

in gajn with increasing packet ìength. For example, a gain of greater

than 2.0 is found with a packet length of 'l"2 seconds. This is some-

what surprìsing in view of the fact that the most conmon talk length is

0.25 seconds.

I
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Ano'bher po'int requiring comment is the appropriateness of a

speech activity around 3B%. The actuaì percentage of the time that

speech occurs 'is quite probably below this value. However, speech det-

ection involves a compromise betvreen excludÍng silence intervals contain*

ing noise, and including very low level speech. This usually results

in a detection delay of up to 5 nls, to avoid unnecessary activity clue

to inrpulsive noise, and a hangover time of up to .l00 ms. The hang-

over is a delay'inserted after speech nominally stops and before the

speech detec'üor irrd'icates this. It ensures that low level speech jn the

middle or at the end of a talk is not lost" Lyghoun'is [az] suggests

that although speech activity can range down to 25%, a realistic

speech detector produces an activity up 'Eo 40%.

In the case of packets no spec'ial hangover provis jon is requ'ired,

since speech wi]1 virtually aìways end part of the way through a packet

and the remainder is in fact hangover. Because of this, an activ.ity

factor of 38% is probably conservative here.

3.3 The Request Channel

In an interpolat'ion system packets must be transmitted individ-

ua1ìy. Thus a request must be sent for each packet as described

previously. clearly, the request channel will require much greater

capacity than in a TDivl system, where on'ly a few request packets are

transmitted per call. The actual capacity required will now be

determi ned.

The structure of a request packet can be identjcal to that ín the

TDI'I system. Call start up and end procedures are exactly the same and
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only one extra type of pacl<et, a speech slot request, 'is requjrecl. The

timing nf requests is however more ìmporbant'in interpolation sys'bems.

l,Jhereas a small delay a.r'ising front coll is'ions make very I ittle difference

at t.he start and end o't a cal'l , such delays in the mjddle of a speech

segment may cause di srupt'ions. Therefore, i t i s cri t'ical that correct.

t'iming can be res'Lored in the event of request packet coll jsions.

This need \¡Jas recogn'ised earl jer when l0 bits were set aside for

timing in TDM request packets. The actual starting tìme needs to be

known to within an accuracy of 1ms. A simple nrethod o'F arrang'ing this

'is to establish a time frame vrhich repea'ls after a g'iven number of

speech slots and is divjded int,o intervals of I ms length" Each tele-

phone must keep a synchronised clock and use it to denot.e packet start-

ing tìmes by interval number. A l0 bìt code provides for frame ìengbhs

as'lorig as a second, r^rhich is sufficient to cover rnultiple coilisions.

Frame synchronízat'ion can be rnairrtajned throughout 'bhe network

by acknowledgement channel packets holdíng the number of the interval

in which they are tra.nsmitted. This whole procedure is much simplifìed

if the interval length bears a s'intp'le relationship to i.he packet trans-

mission titnes.

If acknor^rledgenient channel packets are requ'ired to carry the above

timing jnFormatjon as welI as a slof number for speech transmisst'on,

then an extra l0 bits will be required. However, ít'is certajn that

the central controller will need some time to process a request for

slot assjgnment. Thus the statjon will rep'ly to a reques'b wjth an

immediate acknowledgement packet and follow tha'L sometime later rvith

a slot assignment packet. If the acknowìedgement packet carries frame

synchronizaL.'ion bjts and the a.ssignrnent packet carries a slot nunlber
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'insLead, adequate synchron'ization will be maintained without any extra

bits.

The previous packet size range of 80 to .l20 bjts can therefore

stand for all information packets jn the interpolation scheme. An

exact size can on'ly be chosen after experimental transmissions in the

urban environment, to determine exact'ly how manj/ synchronization and

perhaps error correction bits are required.

Consider again the general case in which l^l,D,B,A, and C are as

defjned in sect'ion 2.5 and jn add'ition the packet length is denoted by T.

The maximum rate of speech packet transrnission (in packets ¡ler second) is

f,= liJT D-T ß.2)
This is also the maxjmum average rate of request transmission.

Thus recalling the AL0HA nature of the request channel, the capacity

requ'ired to handle this traffic is
ABhIWrt = .¡=T- (3.3)

By comparison the capacity requ'ired by cali set up and termjnation

packets'is (from (2.7))

ABt^Jwrz = =ffi (3.4)

Thus the total request channel capac'ity needed 'is

w. = ltrl*w.2 = L# f l-hl (3.s)

Cìearly that component of the capacity due to requests for slots,

is much the larger for packet lengths under one second. l^lith a smaller

packet ìength the required capacity is increased as a greater number of

packets must be transmitted per second.

Since two acknowìedgement packets are required for each slot

request, the total capacity of this channel must be (using (2.8))
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r,r = e_Ëhl + B_U _ 2Bl,J t1,I'oa DT l0D =D- (i+zo)
Aga'in this is the smaller of the two jnformation channels since A

must be greater than 2.72.

(3.6)

(3.8)

the

r the

remes.

Now consider the effect of a variation in the packet iength.

It was shown in section 3.2 that the length should be minjmized to

increase effic'iency in packet formation. Hov¡ever thjs increases the

capacíty required by the 'information channels. Hence there must exist

an optimum packet length which maximizes the speech transmitted ìn the

total of speech and requesb channe'l capacities, l^la. This may be

measured in terms of the full channel ìnterpolation ga'in gìven by

_ì,l Il^Irf = rü. (3.7)

The request channe'ì capaci [y 'is used here since jt is the norst

case.

Rea

It
This quan

system va

fol I owi ng

(a)

(b)

(c)

These cov

Exarnpl e (

The optim

(a)

manging (3.7) g'ives

iD
D+AB(l/T+1/20)

tity possesses a maximum at a value of T dependent upon

riables. Figure 3.10 shols the curve of I, versus T fo

three examples.

D = 30 kb'it/s, A = 2.72, B = B0

D=25kbit/s, A=5 , B=120

D=20kbit/s, A=10 , B=120

er the ranges of interest in mobile telephone systems.

b) is the standard case while (a) and (c) represent ext

um packet lengths are

0.17 s, (b) 0.32 s, (c) 0.47 s

This variable is shown for all feasible paraneter values in

f i gure 3. I I . The opt'imum packet '!ength i ncreases wi th the request
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channel capacity (n B) and decreases as the bit rate of digitized speech

is increased. The first relationship foìlows from the fact that if more

capacity is requ'ired for each request then the number of such requests

should be reduced by increasing the packet iength. As the bit rate of

dig'itized speech is increased however, the relative effect of the

request channel diminishes and a'larger number of requests and there-

fore a smaller packet size, can be tolerated. The actual interpolation

gain achievable is larger when the optimum packet ìength is smaller.

It should be noted that near its peak, the fuìì channel inter-

polation gain curve is reasonab'ly fìat. Thus a packet ìength may be

chosen which produces a gain close to the maximum for a w'ide range of

system parameters. Since it is necessary to choose such a figure to

proceed much further with the analysis, a value of 0.4 seconds will

be used untìl more information allows a better choice.

With parameter values as in examp'le (b) above, and with a

packet length of 0.4 seconds, the full channel interpo'lation gain

is 2.24. Now, with a'l Mbit/s speech channel capacity, that required

by the request channel is 6.|.2 kbìt/s. If some larger but more

convenient request channel capacity were chosen the effect would

sìmply be to increase A. The acknowìedgement channel can for s'imp'l'icity

have the same capac'ity. This channel will be considered in detail

I ater.

The total one way capacity of the system ìs [,la = ].0612 Mbit/s

and the nominal number of speech circuits is, from (2.4), C = 40.

Thus the theoretjcal number of sinrultaneous conversations possible is

[rl =ldtI
D

f = C I = 95.2 (3.e)
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Together w j th the gai n ach'i eved through 'i nterpol ati on however, there

wi I I be sonre reduct j on i n 'bhe speech qua l 'ity. l.he rnost obvious degrad-

ations are tne de'lays inhenent jn the system" Various sources of

delays and me'bhods'l'crr mjnimizÍng the'ir.impact wi1ì now be consjdered.

3.4 Del ay s 'in the D'lqi tal Schemes

Both of the d'ig'ital rnob'il e tel ephone schemes consi dered above

suf fer f rom time del ays i n packet fornnti on and transnli ss j on . The

'interpolation scheme jncurs a further delay in the ass'ignment of a

transmiss'ion slotfor each paclcet. Now delays do occur jn the norma'l

tel ephone networl< on 'long di stance cal I s . However, del ays i n a di gi tal

mob'ile telephone scheme occur on every call and they can be quìte large

and even varíable. The nature of bhese delays arrd their approxìmabe

val ues wi I I now be defi ned.

A packet js trarrsntitted at a nluch greater bit rate than tha'b

at which jt 'is recorded. It therefore must be completely recorded

before transmissÌon carr begin. Even if a packet js sent instant-

aneously irnmed j a'bely upon i ts conrpl eti on , there 'is a de'lay, betv,reen

the original speech andthe reproduced version, equal to the packet

length. Thjs'implies that the packet ìength should be kept as small

as possi b1 e.

In the TDM system the choice of a packet sjze is governed

I arge'ly by radi o transnli ssi on consi derat j ons . A smal 
'l packet i s

beneficjal from a fadìng point of view. Also the train sources of

error are impulsjve. -lherefore, Smaller packets are less'l'ikely

to contajn multìp1e errors, and ernor correcLion is correspondinç1ly
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easier. Another advantage of small packet size is that little memory

is required at each telephone.

0n the other hand, the slots for packet transmission. ¡p,quiir.e rgurarld

bands of fixed síze to allow for varìation in the propagat'ion delaysì.

Smaller packets therefore result in less efficient transmission. Also,

a h'igher proportion of the bits must be dedicated to error correct'ion

in smalìer packets. Thus, the final choice for a packet size must be

a compromise based on these conflictìng factors.

A reasonable figure for a TDM system js 1000 bits. I¡Jith a

I Mbit/s speech channel capacity the result'ing slot size is I ms and,

for a 25 kbit/s speech digjtization b'it rate, the pacl<et length is

40 ms.

In the interpolation system however, the packet length'is set

at an optimum value to maximize the combined channel throughput.

For the parameter values above, the optimum packet length'is 0.32 s.

If the length were to be reduced to 40 ms, figure 3.10 shows that

the interpolation gaìn would drop to around'1.7, representjng a 25%

reductjon jn efficiency. Fortunateìy, the dual 'ideals of low delay

and high effic'iency can be achjeved simultaneously by a d'ifferent

method, to be described shortly.

Other delays common to both d'ig'ita'l systems arise during encodìng,

transm'ission and decoding. In the TDM system, packet recording is

tirned so that a packet is encoded and ready for transmissjon at the

start of its slot" llowever, the transmission itse]f takes one slot

length and at the station the packet must be checked and any errors

corrected. From here the packet is transmitted over a land line to
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the central computer for switchìng to its uitimate destination. The bit
rate on the land line will be the same as on the radio link since this
enables cheap digital switching to be used at the controller.

since advance knowledge is available of al1 speech packets in

the sys'[em, the transnrission delays can be reduced .bo the mjnimum

incurrecl in receiving the packet, checkjng it and forwarding jt to

the next stage. Thus the tota.l of these delays in the TDM case should

be no more than a few speech slot lengths, or^, under l0 ms for the

exampìe above.

It has been noted that one of the advantages of a packeb system

is the possibility of speech packet retransmissjon when 'the original

packet is destroyed by fading or errors. In practice this operates

as follows. If a station is unable to successfully decode a packet ít
requests the controller to allocate another transmission slot. If
no other station has a good copy of the packet and if a slot is
available, it is allocated and the station transntits the slot number

to the appropriate telephone. The packet is then retrarrsnlitted in this

slot and forwarded in the normal way.

clear'ly there are delays ìnvolved in thís process. Arlowjng

for calculation t'ime, at least 5 ms is required to not'ify the station

of the new slot number. This must then be transmitted back to the tele-

phone over the acknowledgement channel which has a slot length of l0 ms.

Thus the average tinle taken for the telephone to receive the nunlber

is around 20 ms.

In addition, there is a delay untjl the designated slot arrives.

Since in the TDM system, slots are dedicated to particular telephones
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in circuit fontt, a slot fronl the fìrst approprìate free cjrcuit must be

used" In the l',rorst case there wjll be only one sLlch cjrcuÍ.f with a slot
occurring during the above 20 nls delay. Then the lost speech packet is
delayed a compleLe pacl<et length ancl is transnljtted in p]ace of the

subsequent speech packet" lhis in turn uses the free slot in the

next frame.

Thus to usel this fac'i'lity, each'Lelephone rnust be al¡le to store

a packet for up Lo a full packet'length after transnljssion. Also, the

piayLrack of packets at the far end has to be delayed by a packet length,

so'Lhat a retrans¡nitted packeb can be jnserted w.ithout a break.

If a packe't frotr the station is destroyed, the mobjle telephone

musI trarrsmit a request for a repetition. A slot nlust then be assígned,

jus'b as above, and'Lhe consequent delay has the same max'imum value. The

cost of thjs retransmíssion facjlity is therefore a delay of one pacl<et

ìengtli. Th'is brings the total one way deìay for the TDM sysùern to

just under 100 nls. The acceptabil'ity of such a delay wi'11 be considered

shortly. It ntust a'lso be noted that retransmjssion is only p6ssible if
less than the maximum of C circuits are occupied.

In the inLerpolation system at leas'L 5 ms is taken for the speech

detector to opera.te. However, as a menrory is avajlable, jt is simp'le

to jnclude speech during the cietectíon time in a packet, and avo.id

injtial clipping" Three request slot 'lengths are needed to formulate

a request and transmit it to the central contrrll jer. This fol lows since

speech begins at a random time in a slot and mus'b be transmitted to the

sta'bion and checl<ed there before forwar'ding. In addjtjon, there is some

computat.ion tinle requÍred to assign the speech slot nunlber and another

two request slots to compìei;e transnrjssjon of Lhe slot number to the
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teì ephone.

l¡lith the example (b) system of section 3.3, the length of a request

slot is 1.96 ms. Thus, the delay bebween speech beginning and a slot
number arriving at the telephone is around 20 ms. If any co]lisions
occur in the request channel there a.re furtlrer delays. Tlre time .baken

for an acknowledgement packet to be received by a telephone after it has

transmitted a request can be up to 5 slots (aìlowing for some queue-

ing of acknowledgement packets at the station). This is referred to as

the tirne-out number R (see section 2".l). If the maximum random deìay

associated with collisions is taken as K = 5 slots, then the average time

for retransmiss'ion is B slots or l6 ms. This amount of delay ìs aclcled

every'time a colljsion occurs.

Even with a very small packet'length (for the'interpoìatjon schenre)

of say 40 ms' one request collison will not prevent the slot number

arriving at the telephone before packet recording is cornplete. t,.Jith

two col'lisons a small anlount of extra delay does occur at this packet
'length. However, since the probabilìty of two or more collisions under

these circumstances is only 0.09, having to request a slot for each

packet rarely results in any deìay.

Again 'if a speech packet is destroyed during transmission it
may be repeated. The procedure is exactly as in the TDM system except

that the delay involved is snraller. Thjs comes about because the

acknowledgement slot length is smaller ancl hence the new slot nunlber

can be returned more quickly (in about l0 ms). Also since speech slot
assignment is dynamic, there are no preassígned slots and the repeat.ing

packets can l¡e given priority. Thus it is possible to retransmit the

packet wí thjn 20 ms.
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A potentia'l1y much nlore serious delay occurs if, due to several

requests arriving in quick succession, some have to wait many slots
for an assignnent. This delay depends.in a quite compìex way upon

the instantan'ious rate of request arrivals. It has sÌgnificant
consequencies and v¡ill be considered in detail in chapter 4. At this
stage it is sufficient to state that the clelay is random and may

be 1arge.

To sumrarise, the one way de'lay in the TDM scheme with

retransmiss'ion allowed will be of the order of 100 ms. In the

interpo'lation system, delay from transmission through the network

and from retransmission can be kept below 30 ms in tota'|,
regardìess of the packet ìength. However, packet recording and

slot ass'ignment can be far rnore serious sources of delay. The

first of these will be cons'idered now.

3.5 Subpackets

The use of an optimum packet 'length in the interpo'lation

scheme maximizes the system efficiency. However, at the same tjme

it introdrrces a large recording delay into the speech path. To

reduce this delay and st'ill maintain the optimum packet length, the

packet must be spìit into a number of parts for transmission. If for
instance a packet is divided into M subpackets, each of which is

transmjtted as jt ìs readied, then the recording deìay is reduced
T

from T to,u, seconds. In this case each request reserves M slots

in the speech channel instead of one, but covers the same total
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amount of speech. Thus the optìmum packet length calculation

i s not affected.

As an exampìe, consider the interporat'ion systenr described

above with M = ì0 subpackets per packet rength. The record'ing

de'lay is reduced to 40 ffiS, just as in the TDM examp'le, and there

are .l000 bits in each subpacket. Transmission slots, now containing

subpacket,s, have a length of I ms and ilie subpacket format.is as

iilus'b.rated in figure 3.12.

A pt"oblem arises with the use of subpackets if a transmissi6n

slot number has to be sent to the mobile telephone for each subpacket

Since only one slot number can be sent per acknow'ledgement channel

packet, there must be M such packets, plus the'initial acknowledge-

ment, for each request.

In addition, speech from the station to the mobile telephone

has to be sent in subpackets. The destjnation address of each

of these return subpackets can be included w'ithin the subpacket

itself but this creates some difficulties. Firsily, as weil as the

address bits, special error correction is required because of the

importance of the address infornration and the reratjve1y high

channel error rate. These extra bits will of course reduce the

packet efficjency" Also it is now necessary for the telephones

to monitor the speech channel in addition to the acknowledgement

channel. To avoid these prob'lems, packets must be sent on the

acknowledgement channel to jnfornr the telephone when to receive

speech subpackets.
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If a slot nunlber js transtnitted for each subpacket, M transm1ss-

ions are required for each packet destined for a mobile telephone. Thus

the total capaci ty requi red by the acknow'ledgernen'L channel beconres (fronr

(3.6) )

r,r _ (?.i,1 FI)Bht BI^l"a - -----DJ--- -" 
lð-D-

= -u# ( iu-+l 
'l-,d ) (3.r0)

if an AL0HA factoi of 5 is used in the request charrnel , then, rrrhere M

is greater than 2, more capacÌty is requìred by the acknowlecigement

channel than by the request channel . This js important for the op'Limunr

packet 'length cal cul ati on.

Various methods howevers are avajlable to reduce the requ.ired

acknourledgement cltarrnel capacity. Firstly, subpacket transmission can

be nrade parti a1 
'ly or whol ly peri odi c. For j nstance, separate sl ot

assignnrents may be provided for onìy alternate subpackets. Then the

subpacl<et followjng one with an ass'igned slot is tr.ansmitted exacily

one subpacket length later. In the extreme case on'ly one ass'ignment ìs

provided per packet. The slot number is for the first subpacket and

others are transnritted sequentiaì1y at subpacket Iength .intervals.

Ano'Lher possible technique is to amalgamate the request and

acknovrl ecìgemen L channel s so that a s'ing1e channel i s used by both

stations and telephones. To allow hjgh occupancy, the slot length

has to be increased so that the statjon transmits jn a slot on'ly

after it detects no telephone requests jn that slot. This has the

dual advantage of doublíng the ALOHA factor of the request channel

and adding the almost B0% of that channe'l's capacity, whjch .is unused,

to the acknowledgenrent channel. The disadvantage is t,hat the new

channesl's capar:ity exceeds 100 kbit/s.
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Thus usìng the above technjques, the acknowìedgenrent channel cap-

aci ty can be kept effective'ly equal to, or belolv, that of the request

channel This iustifies Lhe use of the request channel to cietermine

the optimum pacl<et ìeng'bh when subpacl<ets are enrpìoyecl.

Subpackets therefore enable the recordjng delay to be reducecl to

a reasonable va1ue, regard'less of the packet length. However, there

are still signìfjcant de'lays in both of the dìgital schemes consjdered.

Thus, it'is necessary to determine the subjective effects of such dela.ys

i n tel ephone conversati ons . Thi s shoul cl j ndi cate an acceptabl e I evel

'tor the del ay and the dì gi taì systerns can be des'igned accorcli ngly.

3.6 Sub,iecti ve Eff ects of Tel e hone Del aysp

Deìays of up to 100 ms may be experìenced in'long distance tele-
phone calls in a'land based netv¡ork. IF a s'ingle or multiple hop

satellite I jnk forms part o'f the transmissjon path, the delay rv'i1l

general'ly be greater than this. A geostationary satellite introduces

a delay of almost 300 ms. If both forward and reverse signals travel

via such a satellite, the round trip delay'is 600 mso and if a tlvo

satelfite hop is used it becomes 1200 ms. concern as to the e.ffect

of such de]ays on speech qua.'lity has prompted much research. The

conclusions drawn from th'is are described here.

Peoples response to delay changes significantiy'if an echo is

present. The response without echo r,rill be cons'idered first. Klemmer

[81] and others have performed subjective tests on the effects of pure

de1ay" They found essentiaììy that a delay of 600 ms did not cause any
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d'isconifort to the spealcers , a.nd no I oss ì n quai i ty lvas reported. simi -

ìarly, there was very little objecbion to delays of 1200 nls. l,Jhen even

longer delays of .l800 
and 2400 ms v/ere jnserted, the test subjects

notjced sone degradatjon and were thereafþ¡ sìightly more conscjous of

I 200 nls de'lays .

This suggests that the response to deray is far more conrplex

than to say ìncreased noise on the line" This v,ras confirmecl by Brady

[82] who measured various characterjstics of conver.sations wjth de]ays

of 0, 600 and 1200 ms. Ile fciund that the ma1n ef'fect caused by delay,

was a greater number of confusjons between the speakers. Other effects,

were an increased incjdence of both peop'le tall<Ìng and both silent and

a tendency for people to remain silent longer and to pay less attentíon

to jnterruptions. These changes, while bejng statìstica.lìy signìficant

on average were relatjve'ly srnall so that the essent'ial aspects of the

speech were altered very ìjttle.

The subjects of the experiments were unable to ident'ify the

cause of the confusion as deìay in the circuit. In addit'ion, they

apparently autotratically adjusted their speaking technique to mjnjmjze

the effects" It was also found that increasing the de'lay from 600 ms

to 1200 ms produced nc significanl, extra degradat.ion. Thus jt
appears that a delay of 600 ms is su'fficient to cause all of the above

changes to reach their asymptotìc values.

If an echo path exists, peopìe are far less tolerant of delays

[83]. Even a delay of 20 ms can result in perceived severe degrada-

tion unless the eclro ampì itude is sutl'icjently snral I . To achieve

reasonable quaìity with a delay o'f'90 ms, the total loss in the echo

path nrust. exceed 40 dB. For a delay of 600 ms, a 60 dB loss is
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requjred [S4], Such losses are achieved'in practice through the use of

echo suppressors. l'hese inserb altenuat jon into the transnliss'ion path

frotr a 'Lelephone when speech is cletected on the incornjng 'line" Unfort-

unately, echo suppressors adcl their or^rn type of dis'[or"tion to speech,

since they tend to chop it on and o'f'f and can result in large amounts

of speeclr be j ng ì ost rvhen both p.rrt'ies are ta1 kì ng.

Echo suppressors are generally used vrhenever the delay in a

te'lephone line exceeds about 40 ms [85]. speciaì suppressors are used

for long delay circuits. The problenrs t.hat exist even r,vith (and because

of) these devices, prompted the CCITT to Íssue a recornmendation regard-

ìng circuits hav'ing cle'lay [86]. This states basícaì 1y that round trìp

deìa¡r5 less than 300 ms are a.l\\rays acceptable. Round trip deìays between

300 and 800 ms are ð.cceptable, provicled care js taken'bo nlinimjze echo

creatjon and, for delays exceedjng 600 ms, echo suppressors desìgned

for long deìays are used. Round trip delays of greater than 800 ms are

unacceptable, except 'in the most unusual cir cumstances.

In the normal te'lephone netv¡ork, echos arise whenever there is

a change jn characteristìc impedance 'in the transnlissjon path. The

nlost comnton echo source js the hybrid network, which enables both for-

ward and reverse sìgnals to travel on two wires" At the rriobile tele-

¡lhonethe two paths are kept ent.irely separate and an echo can occur

only by acoustic feedback'bhrough the microphone. Thjs path'is a

very high loss one and the echo amplitucle is at least 40 dB below the

local speakers level. Thus in the TDM scheme, when the echo reaches

the orjgina'l source, jt is at least 50 clB below speech level and may

well cause rro prclblems.

If this loss is insufficienL a.n echo suppressor or an echo
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cance ll or i s requi red. The I atter removes any echo frorn a transmi'bted

s'igna'l by subtractì ng an appropriately de'la.yed vers jon of the rece jved

signa'l. This is reasonably straightforrvard jn a digital system, espec-

fal]y one with memory already present [BZ]. such a devjce may be

requì red at each nlob j I e tel ephone i n the TDtrl systent. Echo suppressors

or cancellors are certainly requirecj at the'interface with the normal

te'lephone network, si nce thi s netncrk urrdoul¡tably generates echos . 0ne

advantage of a d'ig'ita'l echo cancel.lor in this positjon is that it can

be time shared among a number o'f output lines.

In the ìnterpol.rtjon system no echo can be tra.nsmi'bted unless

packets are being generated. 0f course it 'is irnperative that echos cio

not actjvate bhe speech detector. If at the mobile telephone they are

suffic'iently large to do th'is bhen a more comp1ex speech detector nrust

be used. Thjs can, for instance, subtract an approprìate versjon o'f=

the received sìgnal fronr the microphone output, prjor to determining

whether speech'is present. Thus an echo occurs here onìy when both

partìes are talking and is then returned to the original source at least

50 dB dot^¿n. Echo suppressors as such are therefore not required at the

mobi l e tel ephones 'i n an ì nterpcl'lati on system. However agai n n an echo

suppressor or cancellor is necessary at the neLv¡ork interface.

It appears that a one way delay of 0.3 seconds is not unreasonable

in a normal telephone conversation. Though this requires an echo renro-

val device, a digita'l inp'lementatjon resul ts i n much smalier ef i*ect.s on

the signaì qual ity than the analogue equivalent. lJence the criterjon

of a ¡naximum one v,ray cielay of 0"3 seconds will be adopted for the sche-

mes considerecl here.

The l'Dt'l system has a one t{ay delay of unCer 0.1 seconds, whjch
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ìs quite reasonable and perntits'ìong distance, and possibìy even satel-

lite calls, to be rnade fronr or to mobjle telephones.

The one way de'ìay'in ìnterpolation systems depends upon the tinre

spent v,rai ti ng for a free sl of " The remai ni ng de'ìays, due to packet

formation ancl tnansmjssion, can be kept to around 50 nls when an approp-

riate number o'f subpackets per packet length are chosen. If ûhe final

system is to meet t.he above criterion, the delay in slot assignnent

must be limited to around 0.25 seconds. The feasibjljty of this js

determined in the rrext chapt.er.

3,7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the use of packet speech interpolation to

increase the number of simultaneous conversations in a mobile tele-

phone system has been considered. The possible ga'in is limited by

the effìciency with v¡hich speech can be placed into packets. This

in turn depends upon the actual structure of a conversation. A

computer simulation of telephone conversation has been used to deter-

mine the effjcìencys which is presented -in terms of the'interpolation

gain'in figure 3.9. Thjs is a genera'l result, not prev'iously reported.

It demonstrates that the interpolatjon of speech'in packets is a worth-

while object'ive, since it can more than double the number of simult-

ane0us conversat j ons i n a di g'i tal system .

Interpoìation requires at least one request packet to be trans-

rnitted for each speech packet prepared. Thjs necessitates a request

channel capacity which ís significantly greater than'in the TDM systern

and whi ch i ncreases for smal I er packet 1 engths . Si nce the 'interpo'l -

ation gaìn also increases for srnaller packet lengths, jt is
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apparent t.hat t.here must exist an opt'imum length that maxinlises the

number o.l" sirnu'ltane-'ous c0n\¡e'r"sabions per unit totaì capacity.

lh'is was found by calculating the'f,u1'l channel ìnterpolatjon

ga'in Ifl r^/hich takes 'into acr:oLrnt the request charrnel capa.cíty.

Exa.nrp'les showjng how I.." varies v¡'ith packeb 'length, and the op'Lirnum

lengths'for a wicle range of system parameters, are shown jn fjgures

3..l0 ancl 3.l l respec bì vely. Frorn thi s analysi s, a packet ì ength of

0.4 seconds t^Jas chosen for thei exampl e i nterpol a Li on system, wi th

other Frûrameters as follot¡s

W = I Mtrit/s , B = 120 bjts , D = 25 kb-it/s , A = 5 , Wr = 6l .2 kbit/s.

A theoret'ical maximunr of 95 simuli:aneous corlversations can be handlecl

by this system.

The most ot¡v j ous probl enl t^ri th these d'igi tal schemes i s the del ay

int,roduced'into the speech path. The three maìn sources of de]ay are

packet formation, transnrission through the network and packet retrans-

mission. These procluce a total deìay in the example TDM systenr near

100 ns. In the interpolation system the dela.y also jncludes a. wait'ing

period for a free transnlission siot. Since in thjs system the chosen

packet'length must l¡e reasonably large to produce a h'igh gain, sub-

packe'bs are required to reduce the record'ing delay to acceptab'le levels.

Delays in transmjssion and retransmissíon are small and result in a

total one r.vay dela.y, excluding slot ass'ignrnent, of the orden of 50 ms.

l,Jhen the subjecti ve effects of del ay 'in tel ephone conversat,ions

are cons.idered, jt js found that pure delays o'f 600 ms or more are

permissib'le and result mainìy'in mjnor changes in the speakers conver-

sation techn'iques. lÀlith an echr: pabh holever, even small deìays are

high'ly dÌsruptìve. In thjs cose echo suppressors or cancellors h¡ecome

manda Lory ,
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Frorn thfs jnvestigation it nray be concludecl that the delay Ìn the

TDM schenle is acceptabie and that that Ín the'interpolation scheme should

be kept below 0.3 seconds. The final figure for this system depends upon

the delay 'in slot assignment rvhich v¡ill now be considered in deta.il.
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4. GLII'CIIES IN PACKET SPEECI-I I NTERP()I-AT I ()N

4..l Slot Assiqnment De'l ay

There ex.ists for every speech packe'b, an optimum transm.issjon slot
in the speech chattnel " This 'is the first slot beginning after the packe.b

fornlation j s compl eted. If th'is sl ot i s al I oca Led to the packet, then

the on'ly deìay jnvolved is the transmjssion tjme itsel f . llowever, j-t

thjs slot has already been assignec to some other telephone, then the

packet must ala'it a free slot. Such a sjtuatjon vrill arjse often because

the arrival of requests at the central controller Ís essentially ra.nclom.

Tliere rvill be periods rvhen no requests arrive and some slots in the

speech channel are left empty. 0n the other hand, when a nunrber o.t

requests arrive within a short periocì ì:hey wilì have to queue for a slot.

The delay that any request, experiences equa'ls the nunrber o.Ë

requests in bhe queue upon ìts arrjva] u mu]tiplied by the slot length.

Th'is delay wi'l'ì be random since it depends upon the past h.istory of

request arrivals. very large de'lays are possibìe, and 'in fact if the

average nunlber of arrivals is one per s'lot, the queue'length w.iìl tend

to'inFinìty. tven for rates of input smaller than this, the queue length

is certa jn to become very large ai some t'ime.

consÍder the effect that such a random and poss'ib]y iarge deìa.y

has on the re¡rnoduced speech. There can be no guarantee that consecut-

ive packets from any one telephone lviìl be delayed by the sanle amount"

If the later packets are less delayed therr they are sínrp1y aclded,.in

the memory, to the end of the packeb being replayed. However, if ìater

paclcets are more delayed there w'ill be a break in the reproduced speech.

Alternatively, íf there 'is sonle separat'ion between the tvro packets ciue to
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a break in the orìgìna1 speech, then a snralIer clelay on the Iater
packet w'iì1 reduce the silence'interval and a ìonger delay wìll increase

ir.

The on'ly l^ray to avoìd this disrup'Líon to the speech is to incorp-
orate a f j xed cleì ay bett^reen the or j g'inaì speech ancl 'l ts reproducti on .

Then if a pa.cket arrives with less than.this cleiay.it will wait out the
remain'ing time at the receiver" It was decicied in the previous chapter

that the de'lay i n the i nterpo'lat'ion schenle mus t be kept bel ow 0. 3 seconds

in total . There nlust therefore be a somewhat smal'ler lÍrni.L on .the deìay

allowed in slot assignment. The ef1=ect of such a liniit is, by the

r'easoning above, to set a maxiir¡unr length for'Lhe slob assìgnment queue"

If a neur request arrives to find the maximuln nurnber a'lreacly

waiting, then it has to be delayed by one slot length more than the time

allowed. Such a request must be abandoned. The packet for which the

request was sent cannot be translnittecl and the speech it contains is lost.
This results in a break in the reproducecl speech whjch is termed a glitch.

Such gìitches occur in one form or another in alì interpolabion

schemes since they result from temporary channel overload. Thjs vuas

first exam'ined 'in detail for the TASI tr.rnsatlantjc cable systern. Here

an overload resulLs jn no cjrcuit beÍng available to a speaker at the

start of a talk. His speech therefore is clippe<l or "frozen out,,untìl
a cjrcui'b becomes'í=ree. In certain digìtaì ínterpolation schemes con-

siderc'd in chapter B, gl'itches take the form of a ternporary reductíon

in the sìgnal to noise ratio.

The subiective effect of gi itches was first cons'idered for I"ASI

type freezeouts on the transatlcrntic cable system [37-39]. It was founcl
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that the effect on transmissiott qua'l'ity vras negì igìb1e, provicling the

fraction clf speech lost rvas less than 0.8%. A loss of 2% was cons-id-

ered somer.r,hab objectionable. 0ther studies [44,88] suggest that the

length of tl're g1 i tches 'is important subjecti vely and tha L atternpts shoul d

be made to avoid long glitches.

Gl itclres in a digital packet system hov,¡ever, dìffer considerab'ly

from those in the TASI scheme. speech may be lost.trom any part of a

talk insteaci o't just the beginn'ing and the glitch length cljstribution
'is also changed. As a first step in the study of. glitclres the probab-

i I i ty of the'ir occllrrance w"il I be determi ned. Thi s i s essenti a1 
'ly 

a

queue'ing problem of overflovr from a firrite sized buffer and it may be

tackl ed theoreti cai'ly.

4.2 Theoreti cal Gl i tch Probabi'l i ty

Consider initial'ly the sing'le subpacket case jn which each request

is satisfjed by one slot. Requests derived frc¡m a particular source

are assumed to be uncorrelated and the sources to be'independent. This

results in a. ranciom input which may be modelled as a Poisson process.

Thus the probab'ility of "k" requests arriving Ín any one slot js
v

p(k) = l¡-'e-u (4.1)

where "U" is the usage; the averôge number o1'requests arriving per

transmission slot.

Now the nunlber of requests in the queue is termed its state.

Th'is will vary frorn zero when the queue is empty, up to a maximum

number "L", corresponding to the rnaximum delay. At each new slot, one

request in the queue will be satjsfjed and k r¡ew requests will arrive
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with a probability given by (4.1). Thus the state may decrease by one,

remain as it is, or increase toward L.

This is an exanrp'le of an l4/D/1 queue of finite capacìty. Here the

"M" refers to a Markov or Poisson input cl'istribution, the "D" to a deter-

ministic or constant service time djstribution and the "l,,to a single

server. Such queues have been u¡ell studied for the infinite capacity

case [89-91] which is the asymptotic form of a finite queue of'large

limit. The average number of entries in such an jnfin.ite queue .is

'- _ u (2 - u)f = ã-rr _-ui 0 _< u r< I (+.2¡

Table 4..l shows the values of E for various usages.

I .9

4.95

.95U

E 2.40 9.98

.99

50.00

Table 4.'l. Expected number of entrjes in an infinite
f,4/D/1 queue .

This provides sonre ìnsight into the queue rength requ'ired by a

finite queue, but more useful information is provided by the state

probabili bies. These are the 'long term probab'ilities of being in any

partjcular state, i.e. that the queue 'is of a particular length. such

probab'ilities are eas'ily converted into the appropriate values for a

finite capac'ity queue. unfortunately, no analytic soìutjons for the

state probabil jties exist.

The finite capacìty queue has also been studied theoreticalìy and

again no analytic solutions have been found. various authors lSz,gzf

have been able to establish theoretìcal limits for the state probabi'lit-

ies but these are accurate only for large L" The sole method of
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obtaining the exact state probabilit'ies is an iterative procedure based

upon Markov chain theory.

Since each state can comrun'icate with (change to over a period of

one or more slots) every other state, and since there are a fjnjte
number of states, L + l, the system forms a positive recurrent Markov

chajn. Thus a long time after injt'iation, the pr"obab'i1ity of being in

a particular state "i" reaches a steady state value, denoted " ni".

These probabil'ities can be found by solving the L + I simultaneous

equati ons

il
L
xil

j=0
Q (j,'i) o -< i -< l_-ll j

(4.s)

Here "Q" is the transit'ion matrix, j.e. Q (i,j) is the probab'i1ity

of the state chang'ing from 'ri'to rrjrr in one slot period. Some disagree-

ment exists in the literature about certain values of Q (i,j). This

arises from the choice of a particular instant in a slot when a trans-

mjssion is said to occur. If transm'ission is assumed to take place

'instantaneously at the end o'f a slot, then a request may be transmjtted

in the slot in which it arrives. 0n the other hand, if transmission

occurs at the start of a slot, a request arriving during the slot cannot

be transnrjtted until a subsequent slot.

These two cases are exam'ined in appendix A, where it is shown that

the state probabilìt'ies generated by the two approaches are identical

if a limit of L is used in the first case, and of L+l in the second. It
is also shown that the first case is appropniate for use here.

L
XT

i=0
It
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The transi,tion matrix is therefore defined as follows.

Q (0,0) = Probab'ility [0 or 1 requests arrive]

= p (o) + P (l)

a (O,j) = Probab'il'ity [ (j + l) requests arrive]

= P(i+l) lr.j-.(L-l)
Q ('i ,j) = Probability [ (j - i.+ l) requests arrive]

= p (j .- i + l) I -< j -< L, (i-1).. j .. (t-t¡

A (i,L) = Probability [at'least (L - i + l) requests amive]

= r - 
t;t 

P (j)
j=0 't<i-<L

A1l other Q (i,i) = 0.

If these values are substituted into (4.3), an ìterative technique

may be used to obtain the n., and hence the glitch probabì1ity. The

probabiì ity of an input to the queue 'is sjmply U, and the probability of

an output from the queue is

I - Probabiìity [a slot is left empty] = I - no P (0).

The glitch probability is the difference between these two quantjties.

cP = [J - I + noP(O) (+.q)

A more useful quantity is the glitch rate, GR, the fraction of packets

gl i tched.

GR

I - noP(o)
-UI (4.5 )

This quant'ity was determined as a function of U for queue ìength

limits of L = 20,30 and 40, and is shown in figure 4.1. These curves

cover the useful region of operation of practìcal mobile telephone

systems.

Input in the system iust analysed is provided by a Poisson process.

However, th'is is an approxìmation to the actual case since it assumes
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Figure 4.1 Theoretical glitch rate for various queue length limits, L
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an infinite number of sources. It is more correct to use a Binomial

input distribution. Then the probability of having k inputs in any

one slot is

b(k,N,q) = Nck qk (l-q)N-k
(4.6 )

where "N" is the number of sources and "q" is the average activity,

related to the usage by

U

N-
q

(4.7)

The g'litch rate was de'bermined with this input for various values

of N and the results are sumnrarised in table 4.2 for L = 20 and u = 1.0.

Number of sources N

Bi nomi al g'l i tch rate

% Ewor with Poisson

30

2.268

3.24

60

2.3A6

I .63

120

2.325

0.82

Note L=20;U=1.0 Poisson gljtch rate = 2.344

Table 4.2 Conparìson of g'litch rates

Clear'ly the Poisson input provides an upper limit on the gl'itch

rate, but there is very little d'ifference between the two distributions

for systems of realistic size. The advantage of having one less variable

in the Poisson case more than makes up for its slight'loss in accuracy.

Also, it should be realized that both d'istributions are in any case

approximations to the real situation. The Poisson input wìlì therefore

continue to be used to derive theoretical quantities in mobile tele-

phone systems.
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4.3 Glitch Rate and the Use of Subpackets

It is now possible to calculate the theoretical gììtch rate for

any given maximum slot assignntent delay. Consider again a system with C

voice circuìts ancl a packet length of T seconds. Then the length of a

speech pacl<et transmi ssi on sl of i n seconds i s

Z (4.8 )

If the delay allowed in slot ass'ignment'is "V" seconds then the number

of slots within thfs limit is

T
d

CV
T_

V

7

For example system w'ith C = 40 and T = 0.4 seconds, an appropriate

value for V might be 0.2 seconds. This prov'ides L = 20 slots withìn

which a request must be satisfied to avoid be'ing glitched. Then from

figure 4.1, if a g'ljtch rate of say 0.5% 1s desired, the system must

theoeiéti.cal1y be operated at a usage of g4%. This reduces the allowable

number of simultaneous calls from 95.2 to 89.5

Now a delay of 0.2 seconds in slot ass'ignrnent will only be accept-

able if all other de'lays are kept below 0.1 seconds. Thus subpackets

will be necessary to reduce the recording de1ay. The effects of sub-

packets on the theoretical glitch rate must therefore by determined.

If each paclcet is spljt into M subpackets, the slot length wi'|1

be divided by M and become

L

al
L-

(4.e)

(4. 1o)
7
M

This results in a corresponding increase in the number of slots within

the slot assignment linlit to

L' = LM (4..l1)
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Figure 4..l shor^rs how a change in the s'ize of L by a factor of tr,vo,

results in much more s'ignificant changes in the 91itch rate. Hence, if
the effect of using subpackets ìs sirnply to increase L as suggested by

(4.1I), then the gfitch rate vriII be rendered negligible at virtual'ly

all usages. Unforturratel¡r, the situation is not this sirnple because

the inpub to the queue is no longer independent. To understand this

consi der the manner i n v,rhi ch subpacke Ls .enter the queue.

If a packet beç¡'ins at time slot zero, then the fjrst subpacket is

avajlable for transntissjon by tìme slot C. This subpa.cl<et js not g1ìt-

ched as ìong ers it is transm'itted by slot C + L'. The second subpacket

must be transnrittecl betrveen slots 2 C and 2 C + L' and so on. Thus, each

subpacket has a field of possible transnrission slots L' wide and jt is

qui'be poss'ible for the fields of adjacent subpacket,s to overlap. This is

easì'ly seen from figure 3.12, shovring the example case above with M = 10.

Here C is 40 slots and L' jr 200 slots. Clearly there is consjderable

field overlap. In fact the 240 slots between numbers 200 and 440 can

each hold any of fjve different subpackets.

The best way of visualìz'ing thìs queue systenr is shov¡n in figure

4.2. When a request arrjves, the first subpacket is assigned to the

nexb free slot jn the first queue, and the remaining subpackets are

added to the end of their respectìve queues. These latter queues are

s'inrpìy delay'irrg devìces which ensure that any input becomes available

at the output C slots later. At each time slot every queue is shifted

down by one slot, with the output of the first queue being transmitted

and the outpuLs of other queues being fed into the queue above.

This arrangernent is necessary to ensure that the prÍority of the

various subpackets remain correct in the final queue. The priority may be

defined as the first slot numberin wh'ich the subpacket can be transmitted.
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Correct priorìty is maintained in the queue systern of figure 4.2 because

the X'th subpacket, af=ter being deiayed by C sìots, has the same pri_

orÍty as the (x - I )'th subpacl<et of a request just arr-iv.ing. l'lith this
system it is quite easy to see that if the nunlben of requests arrjving at

time slot i is ft, then the total input to the first on actual queue is

hi = fi + fi_e + fi_zc .t- + ft_(¡l_l )c u.12)

The input to the queue js therefore not'índepenclent since the

present input is related to that in the past" Queue sys.lems with

dependent'inputs have been studied by Gopinath ancì Florrison tb3l.
They propose a multidinlensional state approach in which the number of

dimens'ions equals the number of slots over whjch the input ìs correla.Lecl.

In the queue wÍth subpackets this is
y = (M-l)c (4.ts)

Thus each state ìs a y-tup1e of values and there are of the order of

(t + t ) y Aifferent sta.tes. For the examp'le system above thjs nuntber

is'10476. Clear'ly it ìs impractìcal to calculate the state probabil-

ities for any but the smallest systems.

It is possil¡le to calculate the margina'l state probabilìtjes of

which there are (L + I ) y. These are equ'ivalent to the staLe probabi'lities

in the one dinlensjonal case" Unfortunately these alone o.re not suffjcient

to calculaLe the g'litch rate in a queue of limjted'length" It. js shown in

appendix B that the indìvìdual state probabilit'ies are required in this

case. Hence the theoretical problem remains .intractable.

Bounds on the g]itch rate o't systems using subpackets may be

found from the theory for a sing]e transmission per request (termecl

the single subpacket case). consider for simplicity, the two subpacket

case (t4 = 2) in wh'ich the slot length is Z' = ! and the queue limit
is L' = 2 L. A lower bound on the glitch rate may be obtained by
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assum'ing that the input of the two subpackets is descnibed by two

'independent, identical Poisson distributions, each with an average of

$ ami va'ì s per sI ot.

Probabiìity theory states that independent Poisson processes

combine to give a singìe Poisson process, with an average equal to the

sum of those of the constjtuent processes. in this case the resultanb

input process has an average arrival rate of U per slot. Thjs is

identical to the input in the.sìng'le subpacke'L queue. However, since

the maxìmum allowed ìength of the queue is L' = 2 L, the g'litch rate

is that of the sìngle subpacket queue with twice the normal queue

I im'i t.

In general, if the 14 subpaclcets from one request are cons'idered

to be'independent, the g'l'itch rate is given by the above theory with a

queue limit o't tvl l-. Since the subpackets are high'ly correlated, the

glitch rate has to be greater than this and it forms a lower bound.

The alternative extrerne treatment of the two subpacket case

involves placíng the subpackets in adjacent slots. The total average

input rate is aga'in U subpackets per s1ot. Since two slots are

occupied for each request, the slot length is effectively 2 7' = 7

and hence the number of requests that can be pìaced within the time
lrlímit is i - L. This arrangemenù is therefore exactìy equivalent

to the single subpacl<et case with a queue limit of L.

Thus as the correlation between subpackets varies from total to

zero, the effect'ive queue ljmit for calculating gìitch rates varies

from L to L M. This range hovrever, pernl'its a variation in the 91ìtch

rate by a factor of at leasù 14. In addition, the actual glitch rate
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for any given number of subpackets rnay we1'l change with other system

parameters.

Any further theoretical work on the effect of subpackets on the

glitch rate cannot be supported by rigorous theory. it is therefore

necessary, cons'idering'bhe great uncertainty ìnvolved, to determine the

effec'bs by simulatiorr ntethods. This w'ill also provide a veri'f,jcat.ion

of the theory cleveloped for the single subpacket còse. tJhen results

are available from the sjmulation, an attempt wi'll be nlade to justify
them by a heuri sti c approach.

4.4 Cor¡puter Simulation P rocf ramme

The purpose in simulating the queue system with subpackets js

primarily to find at least approximate solutjons to the above

theoretical queue problem. However the basic structure is sufficiently

flexìble to incorporate request inputs from simulated speech.

A djscrete tíme system of unit equal to one slot length is emp]oy-

ed. At each s'lot tìme, a randonl number of requests is generated accord-

'ing to a Po'isson process wjth average U. These requests are each

assigned M places jn the queue. To maintain correct priority, every

subpacket possesses a priority number equal to the first time slot

in which it can be transmitted.

Queue slots are numbered sequentially, and a new subpacket can

be assigned on'ly to a slot of number greater than or equaì to its
priority. If the optimum slot for any subpacket is already occupìed,

a search is done to find the first empty slot or the first conta'ining
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a subpacket of lower priority. The new subpacket is inserted into this

slot, and if necessary, later entrjes in the queue are shifted back one

position"

The advantages of this method are that each subpacket is dela,vecl

as little as possjl¡le and that no unnecessary spaces are left jn the

queue. þJhenever a subpacket is to be added, its prìority is compared

to the numl.rer of the slot it is to occupy, and if the djfference js

greater then L lul, the subpacket 'is gf itched. s'im j'lar'ly, a compari son

is perfornled after a successfu'l addition to the queue, for all shifted

subpackets, and if the djfference is too large the subpacket in question

is glitched and the shjfting process stops.

At every slot time the first entry in the queue is transmitted

and the ent'ire queue is shifted one positÍon" The dif'f'erence betv¡een

the transmiLted subpacket's priorìty and its slot number is a measure

of the delay in the system. In the programme, this delay is avera.gecl

over a pefiiod of several slots and then printed to indicate the current

state of the queue. Fjgure 4.3 shows an example outpub for the case

with l0 subpackeLs per request and a usage of I.0. Each o.t the l0

de'lay fìgures ìn every row is averaged over ]00 slots. At the encl of

the row are the currelrt slot number (representing time) and the total

number of subpackets transmitted to that point. A flowchart of this

programtxe and the computer listìng are provicled in appendix C.

At the begìnnìng of the cornputer run there is little delay because

the queue is init'iaìly enrpty. Over a period of several thousand slots,

the delay bujlds up and decl ines, and eventuaì]y reaches the limit,
which in this ca.se is 200 slots. l,Jhen this occurs gl'itches begin, as
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can be seen.

To determine whether the initial conditions have any 'long term

effects on the sjrhulation, a run was performed wjth the queue

initially fu]1. It was found however that after a few thousand slots

the delay, and hence the queue, returned to exact'ly the state it had

been in when initial'ly empty. This occurs because the queue entrjes

at the start, and later entries delayed because of them, are trans-

mitted jn what would have been empty slots. As soon as the appropriate

number of such slots have passed, the queue behaves as if the initial
entries did not exist.

When gìitches occur, their nutnber is printed as are the average

glitch rate and average usage. The g'litch rate is simpì¡r the number

of gìitches expressed as a fraction of the number of subpackets

offered. Simiìarly, the usage is the number of subpackets offered

expressed as a fraction of the number of transmission slots passed.

It is necessary to measure the usage, because even over relatively
'long runs the average input rate can differ by a smaìl but s'ignifjcant

amount from the nominal chosen value.

These statistics are accumulated throughout the run, and at

the end an average value for the glitch rate and for the usage are

calculated. The first few thousand slots are omitted from these

calculat'ions to remove any bias due to the jnitial emptìness of the

queue. In pract'ice, far longer runs than that of figure 4.3 are

used. The output is not considered reliable until several thousand

glitches have occurred. At low gìitch rates however, this is often

d'ifficult to arrange, even with simulations extending over a million

slots.
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The progralnme was used firstly to verify the theoretjcal gìitch
rate derivatjon of sectjon 4.2. l'his was done by simulating the singìe

subpacket case (tt = I) at queue limits of L = z0 and s6 for various

usages. The points obtained are shourn in figure 4.4 together with the

theoretical curves for these values of' L. clear'ly there is very good

agreement. Only at lotv glìtch rates do the simulation points differ
by more than a few percen't from the theoretjcal values. This provides

amp'ìe proof, both that the solut'ions from theory are correct, and that

the programme 'is 'tunctionÍng wjthout error.

Nextj the l0 subpacket case for L = 20 was simulated and the

results are shown in figure 4.5. Comparison wjth the theot:etical curve

shows that the use of subpackets has produced only a small reduct'ion

in the gìitch rate. This is unexpected since the theoretical invest-

igation of subpackets pnomísed a signifjcant reductjon. To under-

stand this, further investigations were undertaken on different numbers

of subpackets. Hourever, before these are described it is worth noting

some of the practicaì limitations discovered in the M = l0 simulatìon,

and thejmplications they ho]d for the accuracy of the results obtained.

Much greater variation'in the gìitch rate was found for M = l0

than for M = l. This arises from the greater variance of the'input

in the former case. For a usage of U Ín the s'ingle subpacket case, the

average number of inputs to the queue per s'lot is U. Since this,input

is a Poisson process, its variance is equa'l to its mean, and is also U.

If there are M subpackets per paclcet length, the slot length is

clivided by M and the average number of requests per slot it $. However,

since each request inserts M subpackets into the queue, the average rate
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of queue input is unchanged at U. Now the request arrjval still forms

a Poisson process and hence its variance js equal to its mean and js

given by

Var I request ìnput ] x (k P(k) U

M0k

U-M 2
æ

2

) (4. l4)

where P (k) is the probabìììty that k requests arrive in one slot.

The variance of the number of subpackets added to the queue is

VarIqueueìnput] =; (rqt-u)2 p(k)
k=0

)
U

M-

æ

ç

k=0

2
M (t - P(k)

= M U (4.1s)

Thus as the number of subpackets increases, so does the variance of

the queue input and hence the variance of the gìitch rate.

To achieve the same variance of the final mean glitch rate with

Ì4 subpackets as with one, the former would have to be run M times as

long [93]. Thus for example, if 2000 glitches were sufficient to
give an accurate average glitch rate in the single subpacket case, then

20,000 would be requìred with M = 10. This is espec'ia1'ly difficult to
achieve at low glitch rates. For instance, at a rate of 0.2% the

programme would have to run for over 107 slots. 0n the CDC Cyber i73,

which was used for the simulations, this would require 90 minutes of

central processor time - for just one po'int.

In general runs were restricted to .l06 slots, a'lthough up to

3 x 106 slots were used on a few occasions. The resultant inaccuracies

at ìow usage rates and high numbers of subpackets had to be accepted,

and care was requìred in assessing the results.
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4.5 Optimization of S u bpacke'bs

Simulations were perfornred w'ith a queue limit af z0 slots and

various numbers of subpackets, for usages between 0.9 and 1.0. I'he

resulting curves appear in figure 4.6. The curve for any part.icular

number of subpackets possesses the same shape as the theoretjcal curve,

but is shifted by a sma'll amoun'|. towards lower gl itch rates. At any

fixed usage the gìitch rate firstly decreases as M is increased from

one, but reaches a min'inrum and thereafter increases with M. This.is
more clearly shown in figure 4,7 for usages of 1.0, 0.96 and o,gz.

The decrease in glitch rate from the s.ingle subpacket case is
greater at lower usages. This is consistent wjth the changes observed

when increasing the queue linrit L (see figure 4..|). If at each usage

the number of subpackets is chosen to minimize the g]itch rate, the

optimum curve formed lies very close to the L = 26 curve. Figure 4.7

shows that for usages less than 1.0 this opt'imum number of subpackets

is quite close to 4.

To understand why there is an optimum number of subpackets, it js

necessary to examine the correlation between elements in the queue.

Obviously, with a Poisson process request generation, there can be

correlation on'ly between subpackets from the same request. One measure

of this correlation is the number of possible transmission slots that

adjacent subpackets have in common. The distance between the start
of successive subpackets is c slots and the total number of slots

available to each is L' = L M. Thus the fraction by which the field of

one subpacket overlaps that of the subsequent one is

overlap=l å (4.16)
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Clearly this fraction and therefore the correlatÍon ìncrease with
M. At the same time the number of subpackets with wh.ich any one can

interfere also increases. Therefore, if the queue limit L' is held

constant the glitch rate will rise quickly with the number of subpackets

per paclcet.

However the queue limit arso increases wÍth M and, by itseìf,
would result in a smaller glitch rate" Thus it is not surprising that
there is an optimum value of 14. At small l'1 the correlation is at its
lowest, while the effective queue length is sign'ificantìy increased, and

therefore a reduction in glitch rate occurs. Yet as M is increased ihe

correlation quickly becomes great enough to reduce the effective queue

limit from L M toward L, as discussed earlier.

Equation (+.0) implies that the correlatjon between subpackets

wilì decrease if C is increased. This is physically reasonable since

the effect of a ìarger c is to spread the subpackets out. The glitch
rate should therefore decrease with increasing C and this is confirned

in figure 4.8. Note that again the optimum number of subpackets is

4 in all cases.

Because of the difficurty experienced in obtaining accurate

points at low usage rates, with a'large number of subpackets per packet,

the behaviour of the system is somewhat uncertain in this region. To

provide further informatíon simulations were performed for M up to 20

in a small system with L = 5 and c = .l0. unfortunately, this proved

to be inconclusive, as can be seen from figure 4.9. Therefore, to tidy
up the behaviour at very large numbers of subpackets the case of an

infinite number is rrow considered theoretically.
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As the number of subpackets per packet Ir1, tends to infinity, the

slot lerrgth Z', tends to zero ('trom (4.10)) wh.iie the time for slot
assignment v, rernains fixed. The number of slots during a subpacket

recording time, st'i1l equals the nominal number of voice circuits, c.

This is equivalent to a continuous transmission systen in which packets

from different sources are transmitted.in paraìlel, with each packet
l

requirinS , of the channel capacity for T seconds"

The recording delay ìs zero and for simpìicity it js assumed that

other pre-transmission delays are also zero. Thus a packet is trans-

mitted as it is prepared but it may be delayed at any point or any

number of points up to a total of V seconds, without glitching. Such

a delay will occur only rvhen more than c packets are transmitted

simulaneousìy. This causes the packets to be spreacl out in time so

that they occupy less than I of the channel capacity and take longer

than T seconds to transmit. At any point in time, the delay on each

packet is identical, and'is increasing if more than C packets are being

transmitted and is zero, or decreasing toward zero, if less than c

packets are being transmitted.

Now the total delay and channel usage are unchanged if instead,

packets use the entire channel capacity for a time ot å seconds. Then

packets from different sources are sent sequential'ly rather than in
para]1e]. Any packet that arrives while the channel 'is in use has to

wait for the current transmission to finish, and for any other packets

ahead of it to be sent. The delay on any packet may again be up to v

seconds before glitches occur.
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Packet generation st'ill forms a Poisson process wjth an average

rate of U starti Tng every , seconds. Thus this sequential anrangement

has exactly the same input process as the single subpacket system where

the slot length ìs I seconds. The only djf'Ference betu¡een the two

schemes is the cont'inuous nature o't the starting times in the infinjte
subpacket case. if here transmission is constrained to begìn clnìy at

the start of a slot, then the queue systems are identica'l and they

produce i denti cal gl i tch rates.

Quant'izing the starting time in fact makes no difference to the

average glitch rate, for the delay in slot assignment is unchanged.

This was confirmed by simulation of the random starting t'ime sequent'ia1

system. It must therefore be concluded that as M becomes large the

gìitch rate will increase asymptotically toward the single subpacket

case.

A final comment should be made concerning the generaìity of

the results obtained in this section. The problem consiclered is that

of a limited'length queue with random input of fixed'length packets.

Each packet is split'into subpackets which enter the queue at regu'lar

intervals. It is found that for a given limit on time (or memory) the

split packets produce less overload than those that are transmjtted

whole. The magnitude of the overload reduction depends upon various

system parameters and ìn part'icular is greater for lowerinput rates.

It is also noticeable that for a w'ide range of conditions the

optimum number of subpackets is 4. This optimum however, may well

depend upon the queue limit L, which was largely fixed at 20 for these

tests . Usuaì ly, the overl oad j s quì te cl ose to 'its m j nilnum for a

range of numbers of subpackets and particu'larly for numbers greater
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than the optimum.

These results are obv'iously applicable to many areas involving

packet transmission. The essential point is that overload in limitecl

sized buffers may be reduced by add'ing a deterministic component to a

previousìy random input.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter the consequences of dynamic slot assignment in

the interpola.tion system have been investigated. To avoid possibly

very large delays, a tjme limit for slot ass'ignment has to be set. This

inevitably means that some packets cannot be transmitted and these are

said to be glitched. Such overload phenomena are present in all inter-
polation schemes, and work done on TASi systems suggests that the

resulting speech 'loss should be no higher than 0.5% for acceptabìe

qual i ty.

The glitch rate in a packet system was determined theoretically

for the simp'le case of one transmission per packet and an assumed

Poisson process for packet generation. This glitch rate depends upon

the allowed queue limit L, given by (+.9), and upon the usage as shown

in figure 4..l. It was noted that the example mobile telephone system

considered ìn chapter 3 with a slot assignment delay of 0.2 seconds

and a gìitch rate of 0.5%, can theoretically be run at 94% of its
capaci ty.
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Next the effect upon the gìitch rate of multiple subpackets was

considered. This was found to be an intractable prob'lem theoret'ically,

though rather loose bounds for the effects were set. The queue system

was there'tore simulated and the gìitch rate deternlined as a functjon of

the number of subpackets, for varjous system parameters. The glitch

rate decreased from the single subpacket value, at times by factors

greater than two (see figures 4.7, 4.8).

A well defined optimum number of subpackets which minimizes the

glitch rate has been shown to exist in most cases. For a wide range

of system parameters this nurnber is 4. An approximate theory of the

effect of subpackets was developed, which supported these simulatjon

results, and another analysis showed that for a very large number of.

subpackets the glìtch rate rjses toward that of the single subpacket

case. Thus it appears that the use of subpackets will reduce the glitch

rate, as well as the recording delay.

Finally it must be noted that the solutions presented for this

queue system are quite generaì. They are appìicable to any lq/Dll

queue of I'imited size and prove that the overflow from such a queue can

be reduced by sp'litting the input into parts which take correspondingìy

shorter times to serve.
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5. THE COMPLETT IIOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTTI"II

5.1 System Simulation

Theoretical and simulation investigat'ions in'fhe preceding

chapters ind'icate that a packet speech ínterpo'lation nrobile tele-

phone system'is feasible. The two ma'in problems of de'lay and glitch-

ing appear to have acceptab'le solutions which are achievable simult-

aneousìy. To clate, the glitch rate detenninat'ion has involved only a

Poisson input and a simp'lified structure, not truly representative of

the actuaì system. The only manner of taking other fact.ors jnto

consideration js to'incorporate them into the computer simulatjon.

For this reason the entire mobjle telephone.system was simulated.

All of the parameters of the mobile telephone system have been

made computer variables so that their effects can be determined

individua'lly (see appendix C). Up to 100 simultaneous conversations

(termed calls) are generated by the speech programme described in

chapter 3. This is used as a subroutine to produce a talkspurt and

a sj'lence and to ass'ign packets to the various talks in the proper

manner. The resulting packet sequences for each call are stored with

the starting tìme of the first packet and the finishing time of the

silence. When the last packet for any call has been transmitted a new

talkspurt and silence are generated, starting from the end of the

previous pair. Thus the conversations are continuous and independent.

At jnitiatjon, the conversations must be in different stages'if

interpolation js to function properly. Theìr starting times are there-

fore distributed randomly over the first 20 seconds simulated. This
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figure results jn a fairly rap'id tnansition to ful'l operat'ion wh'ile

not overloading'the system at'bhe very beg'inn'ing. The starting tirnes

are then sorted into ascending order and the first ta'lkspurt ancl

silence interval are generated for each conversation.

The lengbh of a request slot is taken ur # seconds. Here

the requests due to call set up and termination are ignored and hence

the request channel capacity ìs given by (3.3). The first request slot

for each conversaticln is calculated and stored in order in an array.

At the start of a transtnission cycle, the first two slot numbers are

compared to determine if a collisíon has occurred. If the nunlbers

are the same, subsequent entries are tested until a di'tferent number

is found. Then all of the colljded requests are resequenced and the

cycle ìs begun agaìn.

Resequenc'ing involves adding up to R + K slots to each request

slot number. Here R is a constant for any particular system and

represents the time-out delay for an acknowledgement. In the programme,

the value used for R is 2 s'lots plus l2 ms. This provides time for

the transmission of a request and an acknowledgement, and a further

time to cover calculation and other de]ays. The random component of

added delay is uniformly distributed between zero and K, wh'ich is usua'lìy

set at 5. Once the new request number is calculated it is inserted into

the array at the appropriate position.

If the initial requests do not collide then the fjrst is trans-

mitted. One speech packet is removed frorn the call concerned and if
necessary a new ta]kspurt and silence are generated. From the start-

ing time of the next packet a new request slot numberis found and
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inserted at the approprìate poìnt in the request array. The spêech

packet which has just been removed js then added to the speech

queue in the manner descrìbed 'in chapter 4"

Before the pacl<et is actua'lìy ìnserted, the speech queue ìs

brought up to date by removing those slots which have by then been

transmítted. The length of a speech slot js 
¿Ig ru.onds but tjme in

the programme'is measured in terms of request slots. Thus the nunlber

of the ìast speech slot transmitted is calculated from the request s'lot

just used.

Four extra request slots are added to the present number before

this calculation is done to keep the speech queue s'lightly ahead jn

time. This is the simplest way of ensuring that there is t'ime to

transmit a speech slot number to the mobjle telephone after ass'ign-

ment. It is necessary to delay slot assignment, and hence its
notificatìon, as long as poss'ib'le, to accomodate packets that arrive

I ate due to mul t'i ple col I i s'ions .

Each subpacket has a priority number which dictates where'it may

be placed in the queue. To calculate this number the starting time of

the packet rather than the arrival time must be used due to the prob'lem

of collisions. The priority of the m'th subpacket js given by

Priority = (packetstartingtime) + + mC (5..|)

A subpacket may be placed in any slot in the queue numbered between

that subpacket's priority and its priority plus L'.

Usage ìn this systenl is controlled by the number of calls.

However the actual usage, as measured by the average number of subpackets
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transmitted per speech s'lot, often differs by more than l% from the

usage predicted. Also measured is the gìitch rate given by the ratjo

of glitched subpaclcets to the number offered. The cumulative g'l'itch

rate and usage are printed perioclically throughout a computer run,

so that the degree of stability can be ascertajned. From this and

the corrsi derations j n sect'ion 4.4, the run I ength requi red by any

part'icular system can be estimated.

For comparison with the theory developed 'in the preceding chapter,

a simulatjon was done of the exanrpìe interpolatjon system. This has

a nominal circuit capacity, C, of 40 and a queue limit, L, of 20. Runs

were done for both the single subpacket and the 10 subpacket systems.

The resulting gìitch rate curves appear in figure 5..l. Recall that the

theoretical curve for s'ing1e subpackets coincided with the Markov chain

theory curve, a'lso shown in figure 5.'l . Obviously the gì'itch rate in

the complete system simulatìon is somewhat greater. The glitch rate

with l0 subpackets per request is however lower than that with l. Thus

it appears that the use of multiple subpackets still reduces the g'litch

rate.

Possible causes of the higher gì'itch rate in the full simulation

are the delays involved in request transmission and the non-random

nature of the speech 'input. The possible effects of the request

channel, and in particular of collisions, will be considered'in detail

in the next section.

Although the input from different calls is comp'letely uncorrelated,

the sequence of requests from any single caì1 is far from random. trJith

a packet length of 0.4 seconds, the probabi'lity that a packet w'i11 be

followed, wjthout a space, by another from the same source is 0.81.
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If packet generation was ent'irely random the probability of success'ive

pacl<ets would be f- which for practical systems is around 0.01 . In

fact the correlatìon in the input extends over several paclcets.

Figure 5.2 shows the probability óf sequences of various numbers of

packets with a 0.4 second packet length. The average nunrber in a

sequence j s 5.2.

Th'is probiem origínates in the bursty nature of speech. Packet

generation follor^rs the speech, with indivjdua.l sources producing a number

of packets separated by exactly one packet lengtho and then a large

space until the next sequence. This must increase the variance of

the total request'input and hence the glitch rate. The effect is

greater for smaller packet lengths since these result in longer sequences

of adjacent packets. This wíll be demonstrated later when the variation

of system parameters is considered.

5.2 Effect of the Request Channel

If a request experiences few or no collisions, it wili arrive

at the centra'l controller before the subpacket has finished recordìng.

This will leave the full field of slots available for assignment. If
sufficient collisions occur however, the request will not arrive until

some of its possìble transmjssion slots have passed. This obvious'ly

reduces the field available to that subpacket and may cause it, or

another subpacket, to glitch unnecessariìy. In the worst case the

request w'i1ì collide so often that it does not arrive until the slot

assignment ljmit for the subpacket has passed.
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To determine the probabìlitjes of ea.ch of the three cases mentionecl,

the tímes involved must be expressed jn terms of request channel slots.

The time of a request slot in the programme is
T (5.2)7r AC

The time taken for resequencing is on average n + $ slots i.e.
¿

I = 2 + '82-AC + !"rTz
The number of slots unt'il the first poss'ible subpacket transmission

slot is
I ^ = A=,C - 4-fM

Finally, the number of request slots until the expiry of the slot

assignment time limib is

Lt = ACt#-Il - 4

Next the probab'ilities of various numbers of collisions must

be determined. If all requests are assumed to arrive randomìy,

according to a Poisson d'istribution, then the simpìifjed theory

embodied ìn (2.2) may be used and the probab'iìity of a collision is

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)P l-e-Gcol

In practice, the input is on'ly random for requests that have not

colìided. Thus, this relation cannot be expected to accurateìy

predict the collisioti probability for retransmitted packets. However,

the probability of no collisions should be predicted fairly well. This

was checked by simulation for some typical systems and the results

are shown in table 5..l.



Note C=40, M=4, T=0.4seconds, U=ì.0, V=0.2seconds

Table 5. I ProbabÍ'lity of no request collision

Clearly the agreement is very good, especia'l'ly as the actual

degree of randomness in the queue 'improves (with larger K). The

simulations also measured the probabi'l'ity of a request collìding a

number of times, as shown in fjgure 5.3. Since these curves tend toward

straight 1ìnes (on log paper) tne probability of a collision for

retransm'itted requests tends toward a constant value. These values

can be determined from the slope of the lines and are compared in

table 5.2 with the theoretical collision probabilities calculated

from (5.6)

Prob. of no collisions

Theory

Measured

Prob. of a collision

Theory

Measured

ll5

A=5, K=5

0 .7717

0 .7 642

A=5, K=5

0.228

0.437

A=5, K=10

0.7717

0.7714

A=5, K=]0

0.228

0. 356

A=10, K=5

0.8942

0.8923

A=]0, K=5

0..l06

0.290

Note C=40, M=4, T=0.4seconds, U=1.0, V=0.2seconds

Table 5.2 Comparison of collision probabilities for retransmitted
packets

The simple theory obviousìy does not apply for retransmitted

packets. The probability of a collision is much higher in this case

than for new packets , because of the rel atì ve'ly si gni f i cant probabi'l i ty

of mul ti p1e col l'isions between the same trvo (or more) requests.
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The simulatíons support thjs reasoning since increasing the nlaximum

random addition upon resequencing, K, from 5 to '10 substantiaì1y

reduces the measured probabì1ìty of a collision arnong retro.nsmjtted

packets. In the case of uncol I ided packets, (tabl e b. I ) , the

measured effect c¡f K is much smaller.

Increasing the ALOHA factor, A, dírectly reduces the probab'ility

of a transmissjon in any slot and hence the probabílity of a collision.
The theoretical and measured values for both new and retransmitted

packets a]'l show a substantial reductjon when A is increased from 5 to

10. This is equ'ivalent to doubling the request cha.nnel capacity.

The measured probabilit'ies of requests colf idÍng a given number

of times can no\¡, be used to calculate the delay probabilities. These

are shown for the three ranges of delay length of interest, for

several example systems in table 5.3.

The probabi'l i ty of g'l i tches resu I ti ng -form deì ays exceedi ng the

slot assignment limit is so small that it can be ìgnored. The on'ly

occasions upon which request collisions may cause glitches are those

in which delays fa]l into category 2. The g'litch rate due to these

events cannot be obtained easiiy because of the dynamic assignment and

reassignment that occurs in the speech packet queue.
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Parameters

AKM
5 5 l0

554
5 l0 4

l0 5 4

Probabi I i ti es of del ay i n Interval

0.907

0.983

0.992

0. 999

2

0.093

0.01 7

0. 008

0.001

_Ã
2 x l0 "

2 x 10-6

I 0-6

l0-.l0

I 3

No tes C = 40, T = 0.4 seconds, U = 1,0, V = 0.2 seconds

Del ay i nterval def i ni t'ions :

I delay is less than the time tjll the firs'f slot
2 delay'is between the time of the first slot and the

assignment I imit

3 delay ìs greater than the assignment limit

Table 5.3 Probabil'ity that a collision deìay falls jn various
i nterval s

When a request of this type finally arrives it is in fact unlike'ly

to cause any damage. For if the delay is to make any difference, the

queue must have been at zero length some time between the original

collision and the final arrival, so that a slot the request could have

filled, was left empty. Even given this, if the queue then returns to

zero length before approaching the I imi t, the extra subpacket wj'lì be

transmitted and the status qLto regained.

Thus the maximum possible damage that such late arrivals can do

is to reduce the effective queue length L'by a few percent for a

small fraction of the time. The resultant effect on the g'litch rate is

ìikeìy to be negìigibìe compared to the effect of the slot assignment

limit itself. This was con'tirmed by simulation.

S1 ot Lengths

L L Lr f t
I0.5

10.5

t3

16.5

l6

46

46

96

ll6

146

146

296
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The effect of no collis'ions vras simulatecl by removjng the clelay

and retransmi ss'ion procedures. In 'ch'is versìon o'l- the programnre, wlrerr

two or more y'equests were scheduled for the same slot, all were

consjdered to be successfuì1y transmitted and their subpackets were

addecl to the queue in sequence. The remajnder of the programnle worked

as before and the g'litch rate and usage were deternlined.

Many runs v'¡ere done over a l^.licle variety of system parameter"s but

no detectable decrease in g'f itch rate occurred" E,ract comparisons

between the normal and non resequencing progranrnes was difficult because

the usage changed s1 i ghtly even v¡i th 'ident'ical parameters . The observed

variation jn g'litch rate was entirely exp'l'icable in terms of the changes

in usage alone.

Another possible prob'lem caused by coìlisions is an AL0r'14 type

overloacl in the request channel. This will occur whenever the request

input rate exceeds 0.368 of the channel capacity for a suffíc'ient

length of time. The actual mechanjsm for this phenomenon is as

fol I ows .

When a sudden spurt of ìnput causes colljsjons to occur in a

number of adjacent slots, each collisjon produces at least tv¡o

retransmissions between R and R + K slots of its occurrence. If the

number of requests jnvolved is'large enough, there ulill be a collision

in most of the K or more slots. Hence, any new requests are very

ljkely to collide and sìmp'ly acid to the number of coll'idìng requests.

This wave of coll'isìons quickly spreads out to cover every slot and

sweeps along a'I1 new requests, Since the probability of any request

actually gett'ing through becomes smaller and smaller while the input

rate is fixed, Lhere is a build up of requests and eventualìy the
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throughpu'b becomes zero.

The probabi'lity of such a breakdown js dependent upon An K and R.

The average number of packets offered per s'ìot (and hence the col'lision

probabi l'ity) 'is inversely proportional to A and the number of col I isions

requìred to start a breakdown is inversely proportional to K + R. In

all of the simulations run a breakdown occurred only once. Thjs was

fora systemwithA= 5, K= 5anda packetlength of l.G seconds. The

reason for the col'lapse was the'large packet length which resulted jn

a value for R of 3.5 request slots.

In this case the problem was solved by increasìng the value of

K from 5 to 10. No breakdown occurred with a packet'length of 0.8

seconds for which R is 5 request slots. Thus it would appear that for

safety the sum of R and K should be kept above 10.

If a breakdown does occur jn a mobile telephone system, then

a specia'l recovery procedure has to be instituted. Thjs could jnvolve

the broadcast, over the acknowledgement channel, of an order for each

teìephone to drop its current packet. This will quick'ly reduce the

request traffic to zero and normaì operation should resume since it
is very unf ikeìy that the conditjons which caused the orig'ina'l overload

would still exist. If problems persisted over a period of seconds the

traffic could be reduced by not replacing calls which finished. However,

because of the extreme rarÍty of this event, the quality of speech

reproduction rather than the possibility of a breakdown will restrict

the number of connected calls"
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5.3 Dependence of Gljtch Rate on Systein Parameters

Sjtnulation of the full nlobile telephone systenr showed that the

actual glìtch rate exceeded that predicteci by theory. This wäs tentat-

ively expìained in terms of delays introduced in the request channel,

and of correl ati on i n the i nput. l-lowet¡er', the request channel has been

shown to have ljt.tle or no effec'l- because other de'lays'in the system

render reqnest celays unimporbanL. The non-random speech ìnput must

therefore bethe source of the extra 91-itclres. There is no way'in

which the speech can be altered to reduce this ef'lect, holever there

are several system parameters lvhich may be varied. These will be

considered in turn to rletermine how they may be best set to minim'ize

the gl i tch rate.

Consjder firstly the number of subpackets per packet, M. It
was shown'in chapter 4 that with a Poisson input the gljtch rate is

reduced by increas'ing the number of subpackets. Figure 5.l confirms

that this'is also true wjth a speech input. The curve for l0 sub-

packets however shows large variations due to the difficulty of

obtajning accurate sinrulation results in this case. sjmulations

performed with 4 subpackets produce a glitch rate versus usage curve

which lies virtually on top of the l0 subpacket curve but js rather

less variable. This prompted simulatjons at other numbers of sub-

packets with the results as shown in figure 5.4.

For more than 2 subpackets per packet, the glitch rate is alnlost

constant. There js no distinguìshable op'Limuni nunlber of subpackets as

there is with a Poisson input and the reduciion in glitch rate aL any

point is snlaller. Thus from a g'l'itch rate point of viev¡, the number of

subpackets chosen 'is unjmportant as long as it exceeds 2.
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An upper limit on M urill be set by physicaì restraints such as

the reduction in effec'iency of fornation and transmjssion with snraller

subpacke.bs. Also as t4 is jncreased, the number of slot assÍgnment

transmissions on the acknovrledgement channel may increase. This was

cons í dered i n secti on 3. 5 lvhere vari ous Lechn i ques v¡ere found for

increasing M without enlarging the acknowledgement channel. The

s'implest techn"ique ìnvolves tratrsmitting nrore than one subpacket per

slot assignment. This retains the small recording delay that the

actual value of t'1 produces urhile providing a lov¡er effective value of

M for slot assigrrment and gljtch rate determination"

Consequentìy there is little restriction on the value of M and

reasonable recording delays can be obtajned with virtually any packet

length. This aspect can'bherefore be ignored when a packet ìength is

chosen to mi nimi ze the g'lj tch rate.

Up to the present time, the packet iength has been held constant

at 0.4 seconds. l¡lhen it is changed the g'litch rate versus usage curves

result'ing are sjmilar in shape to those obtained prevìous]y, but are

somewhat d'isplaced. Glitch rates for various packet lengths are shown

in figure 5.5 for the 4 subpacket case at usages of 0.90,0.94 and

0.98. The importance of the packet length is clearìy demonstrated by

the signifìcant increase in the g'litch rate with smaller lengths.

The reason for this can be traced to the speech'input. Although

the most common talk length'is 0.25 seconds,50% of talks exceed 1.36

seconds and the average ìength is 1.79 seconds. It is therefore very

common to have a number of packets transmitted in sequence. Thjs

results in a significant correlatjon in the speech queue and therefore

a'larger glitch rate than wjth a random ìnput. l^lith a smaller packet
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length the number of packets required to convey a g'iven ìength talk

increases. Th'is in turn increases the correlation in the queue and

hence the gìitch rate.

The theoretical manner in which the g'litch rate changes wìth the

queue l'imit was determjned ìn chapter 4. Thjs'is shown in figure 5.6

where the g'litch rate drops dramatically with increasing queue limjt.

For usages below 0.95 the decrease is virtually exponential.

Unfortunate'ly, the behaviour with a speech ìnput 'is quite differ-

ent. Simulation results for packet lengths between 0.2 and 1.6 seconds

are shown in figure 5.7. Cìear1y in no case does the gìitch rate

decrease as quickìy as jn the theoretical curve at the same usage (shown

dashed). The slopes of the curves at large L do however increase w'ith

the packet 'length. This again refjects the tendency toward more random

Ínput. The curve for T = 1.6 differs from the others because it was

measured for the s'ing1e subpacket case. Four subpackets were used in

the remai ni ng s'imul ati ons .

Another interesting aspect of thjs figure is that the simulation

curves actually cross the theoretical one. This is not surprising for

the 4 subpacket curves since they have lower glitch rates than the

s'ingle subpacket case on which the theoretical model is based. However

the single subpacket, T = 1.6 curve also crosses the theoretìcal one

and further simulations have shown that this happens at shorter packet

'lengths as well. The queue limit at which crossover takes place increases

wìth the packet length.

Previously it has been assumed that a more random input wiiì

produce a lower correlation in the queue and hence a lower gl'itch rate.
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This still holds but there is another aspect which results in glitch

rates below those of truly random inputs in certain cireumstances. The

probabil'ity of one packe'f directly fol'lorv'ing another is quìte hìgh for

speech though it decreases with larger packet 'lengths. tlowever over

a tjme interval less than the packet'length the probabi'lity òf a packet

following another from'lhe same source is zero. Thus if the queue limit
i s substanti al ly I ess than the packet ì eng'Lh , the i nput wi 1 

'l be smoother

than random because of the enforced periodìcity. Thís effect 'is greater

for larger packet lengths and relies upon the finite nurnber of sources.

It does not arise in the Poisson theoretical case since this assumes

an infinite number of sources"

5.4 0ptimization of the S ystem Parameters

Now that the effects of the various parameters have been

cietermined individually, it is possible to combine them and optimize

the entire system. The goal of this exerc'ise is to permit the maximum

number of simultaneous conversations wìthin a given total channel

capacity and subject to a set maxjmum delay and gìitch rate. These

conditions fix the values of certain parameters and optimÍzation

involves selecting the remaining parameters to maximize the system

efficiency. The fixed parameters are C, the nominal number of circuits

and V, the delay in slot ass'ignment.

consider first'ly the request channel. The capacity requíred by

this channel is (from (3.5))

Ì{l^ = A B r ( + + # I (5.7)

To optimize the system this must be mjnimized" The smallest possible

value of the ALOHA factor A is 2.72. However, in practice, a larger
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value must be used to avoid constant overload jn the request channe].

A safe value of A which results in a very small overload probabilìty is

5. Thjs has been used throughout the simulations and will be taken as

the optimum value.

The number of bits in a request packet, B, depends largely upon

the synchronization requírenrents. A nraximum va'lue of 120 bíts was

suggested in chapter 3 and wjll be used here.

Now (5.7) suggests that the packet length should be made as

ìarge as possible. However the effic'iency of packet speech inter-

poìation is reduced by an increase in the packet length. The combjned

effect of these two factors is defined by the full channel interpo'lation

gaín which, for the values of A and B just set, is shown as example (b)

of figure 3.'10. ThÍs ga'in has a maximum at a certain value of packet

length correspond'ing to the opt'imum ratio of request channel to speech

channel capaci ti es .

In deriving this curve a usage of 1.0 was assumed. However,

as has been shown, if reasonable delay and speech quality are required

the usage nlust be reduced somewhat. The final or system 'interpolatÍon

gain, Is, ìs therefore given by the product of the full channel inter-

polation gain and the usage requ'ired to produce a given glitch rate at

a fixed delay. This usage however, wilì vary with the packet'length

in a manner which will now be determined. When th'is is done the optìrnum

packet length for the entire system can be found as that v,rhich maximizes

the system interpolation ga'in.

hJith a fixed system capacity, C, and allowed slot assignment

delay, V, the relationship between the queue I'imit and the packet
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1ength is g'iven by (4"g) as

r =Y-L- T (5.8)

The discussion in section 5.3 showed that the packet length should be

increased to reduce the correlation in fhe speech queue and hence the

glitch rate. Horryever (5.8) jndicates that another consequence of

increasing the packet length is a reduction in the queue limjt. The

latter, by itself, resuìts in an 'increase jn the glitch rate. Thus

there are confl'ictjng'influences on the gl'itch rate when the packet

length is changed. The fjnal result for any particular combjnation of

parameter values can be determined only by s'inrulation.

For the purpose of the simulation, and in line with previous

conclusions, the values of C and V were chosen at 40 and 0.2 seconds

respect'ive1y. This provides a queue limit of (from (5"8))

r=9.- r (5.e)

Simulatjons were performed at various packet lengths, using this

relation to set the queue limit. For each combÍnat'ion the usage which

resulted in a glitch rate of 0.25%,0.5% and 
.l.0% 

was measured.

Because of the conflict'ing effects ment,ioned above, the usage

was found to vary very'little with the packet ìength. However there

was a small peak for each glitch rate at lengths between 0.3 and 0.4

seconds. At both larger and smaller packet ìengths the usage was

reduced. The system interpolation gain was then calcu'lated by

multíp1y'ing these usages by the full channel interpo'lation gain. The

resultìng curves are shown in figure 5.8.

These curves are the ultimate descript'ion of the system

performance. They show how the number of simultaneous calìs poss'ible
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I,J _
( 5t l, ) varies v¡jth the packet length for a given gl'i l-ch rate ancl

assignntent deìay. There is an optimum packet length of about 0.32 seconcis

in all the cases shown. l1owever, the curves are rernarkably flat near,

their maxjmum point. A choìce of packet length anywhere betweerr 0.2

and 0.5 seconds results in at most a l% reduction from the optÍmunr

effjciency" Thìs is not surprising, given the flatness of the full
channel interpolat'ion gain curve and the conflicting effects on the

gl ì tch rate of vary'ing the pacl<et 'length.

If the delay'in slot assignment is reduced to 0.1 seconds the

system interpolation curves are as shown in figure 5.9. There is a drop

in effic'iency, in the region of jnterest, of less than 2% fron the 0.2

second delay case. The optimum packet length is again around 0.32

seconds and the shapes of the curves are also l'ittìe changed. Such

similarity between systems with delays differing by a factor of two'is

perhaps surpris'ing at first glance but it arises from the rapid reduction

in glitch rate with decreasing usage. The three interpolation gain

curves, I, I, and I, are shown together for comparison in figure 5.10.

The I, curve represents the V = 0..l seconds, GR = 0.5% case.

The only system variable which has not yet been changed is the

nominal number of cjrcujts, C. This is set by the capacity of the

speech radio channel and the data rate of digìtized speech. If a

speech channel capac'ity of I Mbit/s cannot be achieved, or a data rate

of greater than 25 kbit/s must be used for speech, then C will be less

than the value of 40 used prevÍous'ly. This must result in a greater

gìitch rate even if no other parameters are allowed to vary. Fewer

calls can be handled and the correlation in the speech queue rises

accordingly. Figure 5.'ll shows how the glitch rate varies with C for

several usages.
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A reduction in ca.pac'ity has the same sont of effect as a

decrease in the slot assignment delay tinle. Aga'in the natural

compensating factors result in little change in the system operat.ing

characteri st'ics and opt'irnum packet 'length . SÍmul ati ons of systems

with an assignment delay o'f 0.'l seconds, show that reducing-C from

40 to 20 results ìn only an B% drop in the system'interpolation

gain" 0f course'in practice, C should be kept as large as possÍble

to ensure good averag'ing of the speech ìnput.

It has been found that the peak of the system'interpolatjon

gain curve is quite broad. Thus although a packet length exists

which maximizes this gajn, a range of packet lengths can be selected

with little overal I loss in efficiency. It is therefore possible

to look toward other characterist'ics to determine how best to opt'im'ize

the system. The most 'important of these characteristics 'is the sub-

jective effect of g'litches whjch will now be considered.

5. 5 Di stri buti on of Gl i tches

The extent to which a gìven glitch rate is subjectìve1y-import-

ant depends upon the manner in which glitches occur. An advantage

of the simulation programme is the ease with which realistic statist'ics

on glitches can be obtained. The first of these to be measured was

the probability of various numbers of gìitches within an interval of

200 sl ots . If the g'l i tches occurred randomly, thi s quanti ty shou'ld

have a Poisson distrjbution with an average of ?-00 tjmes the gl'itch

rate. Figure 5.12 shows the probabílity density function measured,

together with that of a Poisson source.
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In the Poisson case there are few intervals without glitches,

but in reality, the nrajority conbain none.. Arso, the measured

protlabilities of many gìitches ìn an interval are far greater than the

Poi sson val ues . Thus i t appears that gl'itches occur i n burs.Ls wj th

relative]y long glitch free spaces between the bursts"

Now the glitches'in a burst courd have come from any number of

conversations, but the subjective effect of gìitches wjll depend upon

the pattern for an inclivjdual user. It is necessary therefore to

determine the space beb,ween g'litches in a singìe conversation and

whether adjacent subpackets are often gl'itched. To th.is end the

programme was modified to produce statistics for each of the simultan-

eous conversations. I'L was found that the number of conversations

contributing to a g'ljtch burst was fairly small and that successjve

subpackets were g'li tched qui te of ten.

The arnount of speech lost'in one glitch is simply the packet

length divided by the number of subpackets, t... t seconds. The actual
'length of a sequence of glitches, termed a glitch interval, is this

length multiplied by the number of glitches in a sequence. Glitch

intervals were measured for various numbers of subpackets with a packet
'length of 0.4 seconds, and the results are shown in figure b.'13. The

first thing to notice is thatfor M > 4 the probability of a sequence

containing more than one g'l'itch is greater than 0.5. Even for M = I

the probabilìty is greater than 0.3. In every case the average glitch

interval length, as shown in table 5.4 is considerably greater than a

si ngl e subpacket ì ength.
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Number of Subpacke'Ls, M

Average glitch ìength (s)

140

1 2 4 7 l0

0 .607 0. ?86 0. I 98 0 .172 0. I 34

Note C=40, GR=3%, L=20, T=0.4seconds

Tabl e 5.4 Average length of a glitch interval

Although the average gl itch interval 'length diminishes

consjstent.ly with'increasing M, figure s.l3 shows that the distri-
butions for M >.2 aye very c'lose. This implies that it is the tinre

of a glitch interval, rather than the nunrber of subpackets invoìved,

which is relevant to the system. The spread.in average length simply

reflects the fact that the unit quantity of gìitch is coarser with

smal I er M.

Figure 5.14 shows how the length of a glitch interval varjes

with packet ìength when four subpackets are used. In all cases less

than l0% of the glitch intervals exceed the packet'length, anrl there is

a sudden change in the distributions at a length of three subpaclcets.

The same change is noticable in figure 5..l3, a'lways at a length of

M -'l subpackets. Thus the probabilìty of an entire packet being

g'l'itched appears to be somewhat depressed.

It would not be surprising to find a discontinu'ity in the

distribution for lengths greater than the packet ìength because the

probabÍ1ity of a folìow'ing packet is less than one. However, for
some reason, the change occurs at one subpacket less than thjs. In

an effort to understand th'is the probabilit'ies of each subpacket in

a packet be'ing g'li tched were determi ned. The resul ts appear i n

figure 5..l5 p]otted against the subpacket number, where the fìrst
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subpacl(et in a packet ís numbered l.

In both cases shown, the g'litch probabilìty decreases in a

remarkabl.y linear fashíon from the fÍrst to the last subpacket. Thus

the probability of g'lìtch intervals exceeding the packet'length is

low because -it requíres the ìast subpacket to be glitched. The fact

that early subpacke'bs form the majority of glitches however will
influence the subjectjve effects and hence the system design. Thus

it is'important to understand why this occuns and whether it can be

changed if necessary.

The probab'i1 i ty of partjcul ar subpackets bei ng gr i tched was

found to be ìndependent of both the glitch rate and the packet length.

Therefore the probabilities must be determined entirely by the nature

of the queue and the rnethod of adding subpackets to it. Consider the

queue when jt is near its limit and a packet is added. The first slot

in which the first subpacket can be placed is almost L' slots from

the start of the queue because of the assumed state. Thus the

initial part of the queue is not altered before transmission, except

for insertions of subpackets delayed by multjple request collísjons.

This section of the queue therefore contains an equal mixture of

subpackets from al I parts of a packet.

The next section of the queue is the active part where the

early subpackets are added and where glitches are occurring. The

last section contains only the final subpackets from recent requests

and has a small delay and consequently experjences no glitches. In

ùhe glitch region therefore there is an excess of early subpackets

and they are giitched correspondìngìy nlore cften.
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Action which could be taken to alter the dis'Lribution would

involve biasing the queue to posjtion early subpackets ahead of late

subpacl<ets u¡ith the same priority. This woujd result in a shift in
the gl itch distribution toward later subpackets and is advantageous

because these are less likeìy than the early subpackets to contain

speech. However, ùhe subjective improvenrent fronr thjs change is

l'imited by the signjficant likelihood of one packet being followed

by another.

The space between glitch'intervajs was also determined for a

number of systenrs. The distrìbutions, shown'in figure 5.ì6, indicate

an extreme non-uniformjty in the space lengths. For instance with a

packet length of 0.4 seconds,4 subpackets per packet and a glitch

rate of 3%, some 50% of alì spaces are less than 2 seconds ìong. At

the same t'ime the ìargest 10% exceed 40 seconds. The most common

space is one subpacket length" This indicates that even for individ-

ual calls the g]itches tend to occur jn bursts. Each burst consists

of a number of glitch intervals separated by only a few subpacket

'lengths and again the spaces between búrsts are relatively long.

The importance of the packet length is again emphasised by its
obvious effect on the distributions at small lengths. Spaces of

length equaì to or greater than the packet length have similar

probabilitjes but are much less likely than spaces equal to a fraction

of the packet length. This means that the glitches.jn a burrst"will

consist of the early subpackets in adjacent packets. For instance,

a very'likeìy occurrence in a system of four subpackets is the glitch-

ing of the first three subpackets in one packet and the first or more

in the subsequent packet. If the queue biasing 'is changed as
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suggested earl i er these smal I breaks wi thi n a burst rnay weì I be el inl'in-

ated.

Figure 5.16 also shows lhat the aetuaì'length of a glitch is a

crucial factor. As this length is made shorter either by decreasing

the packet'length or by increasing the nunlber of subpackets there is

a shift toward smaller spaces. This results in a greater number of

bursts and more g'litch intervals wjthin a burst. Thus the queue is

adjusted by gf itches more frequent'ly but in finer steps.

Space'length distribution at iarge lengths is ma'in'ly determjned

by the glitch rate. The dashed curves in figures s.l4 and b.l6 show

the 0.4 second packet length, 4 subpacket case as above but with a

greatly reduced glitch rate. Large spaces are much mor.e likeìy here

but the space distribution at short lengths, and the probabi'lity of

adjacent subpackets glitch'ing, are virtually unchanged" Thus the

gìitches still occur in bursts of the sort described above but there

are much larger spaces betleen the bursts.

In summary, it has been found that glitches occur ìn bursts,

with the nature of the burst be'ing determjned mainly by the packet

ìength, and the space between bursts, maÍnly by the g]itch rate.

This situation js su'fficient'ly d'ifferent from that occurring in the

TASI undersea cable system to render the subjective effects of

gìitches comp'leteìy different. To obtain mone information on this

aspect, ljstening tests were done on speech with glitches. Thjs is

discussed in the next section.
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5.6 Su ect'ir"¡e S ch Tri al s

The ef f,ercts that 91 i tches cause Ì n speech are qu'ite d j fferent .in

nature to the results of rnore c0nventional degraclations. t-or the

majority of the time an interpo'latjon system prov'ides the best speech

quaìity possjble, whjle at times there is no s.ignal at all. The

nearest phenotnenon in other telephone netv¡orks is'irnpuìs'ive noise, but

the cornpìex d'istribuLion o'l= gìitches and theÍr p0ssibìy ìong length

make the tv'ro degrada ti ons quí te di ssimi I ar. There i s therefore very

I 'ittl e avai I abl e 'infornla'bi on rer evant to the subjectÍ ve eff ect of

91Í tches. l'lcnce i t was necessâry to perform speech tests.

The aim of these tests was to deterrnine what gìitch rate people

found to be acceptable and how this depended upon the nature of the

gl'itches. The very comp]exi ty of the g'li tch pat.bern however prov-

ided signìficant djfficulties. The only rnethocl of determjning the

true subjective effect would be to use speech subjected to a

realistic pattern of gìÍtches, perhaps as provided by a simulat.ion.

This r,ras tlot done because of the difficulty in arranging such record-

ings and because of the t'ime required in testing to ensure that the

true long term effects were measune<1. Instead, tests were done on

recorded speech with random glitches of constant 'ìength and constant

average rate. The values of the length and rate were varied

independently over a w'ide range.

A pseudo-random shift register of r stages, shown .in figure

5.17, was used to generate these glitches. The g]itch length was set

by the clock period and a number of output bits were ANDed together

to form the 91i'bch signal. The number of bits chosen determinecl the

rate according to table 5.5.
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Number of Bi ts

Gl i tch Rate %

o

. r95

5

3.13

l1

" 049

l0

.098

B7 6

I .56

4

6.25.391 .7Bl

Table 5.5 Glitch rate for each number of ANDed bits

Subjects listened on a telephone to speech sent through a

central console [9a]. This console possessed cligìtal attenuators

which were used to reduce the speech vorume by 32 dB during glitches.

It also possessed a whjte tto'ise source whjch could be substituted

for the speech jnstead of leaving the g"litch intervals completely

silent.

A minicomputer controlled the system during the tests. It
set the glitch length and rate on the giitch producer and fixed the
'length of speech offered. The glitch length was set at one of six

values between 6.25 and 200 ms, with each step being a factor of

two larger than the prev'ious one. similarìy, there were six possible

glitch rates between 0.1% and 3.1% with again a factor of two

between adjacent steps. Each test was 40 seconds ìong. such a

length was necessary to obtajn a reasonable probability of hav'ing

several g'litches in the test in all cases.

The speech used consisted of recorded news broadcasts. This

type of speech was selected in an effort to closely parallel normal

conversation. The alternative of some of random speech would have

been more applicable if word intel'ligib'iìity had been at issue.

Preliminary tests had however, already shown that intellig'ibility was

very high. This is not surprising as even for very long gljtches the

percentage of words lost completeìy will be less than the glitch rate.

0n the other hanci, at smal1 'lengths the intel I igibil ity is even
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better, as sucl.t g I Ì'bches rarc ly destroy ent j re words " The 'ini:erpol at j on

s.ystenl uril'l obviousìy be used jn a conversation errvironment where fjll
in from conlext, is avajlable and therefore real speech is the most

appropri ate .

Afler listenjng to each trial the subject assessecl the qualÍty

according to an opinion scale of 7 grades. To ensure that the full
scale vro.s used, a best and a worst case tllere presented before the

tests cornmencecl" The scores for each conbinaLjon of glitch rate ancl

ìength r¡Jere averaged over al'l the subjects ancl curves of equal

subjective quality rvere drawn on the glìtch rate-frequency plane,

Figure 5.lB shows how these l'ines split the pìane jnto regions of

good, above average, bel ow average and. poor quaì ì ties .

It is apparent that the perce'ived effect of any glitch rate is
worst at a glitch length of around 25 ms. This can be expìainecl in

terms of the frequency of glitches, which is inversely proportÍonal

to their length. Glitches with long lengths occur very ìnfrequently

and this reduces their subjective importance. At very short ìengths

the frequency ìs high but ùhe damage done by each glìtch js negì.igìble

and again the effects are not as sjgnificant. Thus a medium length ìs,
subjectively, the worst choice.

In the above tests white rroise was used,'instead of silence,

during the glìtches. This was done because the prelirninary trìals
showed that no'ise made the g'ì i tches I ess noti cabl e. unfortuantely

the proper tests failed to confjrm or deny th'is observation. In the

case of small glìtches the speech appears to be broken up wjthout

the noise and yet at'longer g'litch lengths the nojse has a degrading

qualjty of its own. It may well be that different levels of nojse
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are appropriate in different areas of the glitch length-rate plane.

There are several points to bear jn mind when considering the

results of figure 5.18. Firstly, the individual tests were judged very

much in comparison with each other. Thus, the results give only a weak

indication of the absolute acceptabilíty of any pojnt" It woulcl be

better to compare gìitches with other types of d'istortion and in

particular to deterrnjne the s.ignal to noise ratio of a channel w'ithout

glitches, judged to have equ'ivalent quality. The extreme difference

between the two types of distortion could hovlever cause prob'lenrs.

In the tests performed, the nature of the distortion was made

apparent at the beginning, with the worst case demonstration using a

6% glitch rate and a 25 ms gfitch length. Thus, the subjects were'in

a sense waiting for glitches to occur and judg'ing the quality accord-

ing to their frequency and length, rather than assessing the overall

situation. This concentration on the degradatíon rather than the speech

mÍght be removed if a two way conversat'ion were used instead of recorded

speech.

A constant glitch length was used jn these tests for simpìicity.

However, i t was shown that g'li tches i n rea'l'ity occulin sequences of

varying number. This of course is an advantage if the glitch length

exceeds 25 ms, since larger g'litches are less objectionable.

Also, in the tests, glitches were randomly distributed 'in time

which is somewhat different to the group'ing that occurs in practice.

Again however, this means that the tests are rather conservatjve since

a burst of g'litches may weìl sound like one very large glitch. Last'ly,

it should be noted that since glitches do not occur durìng silence
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intervals their freqLtency in an actual two way conversation would be

half that observed here.

The glitch rate of 0.5%, which has to date been the required goa'Ì,

falls at crll g'litch lengths rvithin the above average reg'ion in figure

5..l8. In vievl of this and the conments above it appears reasonable to

leave the goaì at 0.5%. It should also be remembered that this fìgure

ìs to apply when the system ìs running at its design load. At periods

of lighter traffjc the gìitch rate will drop as shown in figure 5.'1.

tJhen the ra Le i s bel ow 0. 2% g1i tches can for al I practi ca] purposes

be ignored.

5 .7 Concl usi ons

In this chapter the entire mobjle telephone system has been

investigated through a computer simulat'ion. The programme is

essentially that described in chapter 4 except that requests are

generated by random conversation rather than according to a Poisson

process. Also, the effects of the request channel and various delays

are included. The glitch rate is higher than that with a Poisson ìnput

due almost entire'ly to the correlated nature of the input from speech.

The possible effects of request collisions were examined

theoretica'lìy and by sjmulation. Both confirmed that with the para-

meters chosen earlier the request process adds negligibly to the

gì i tch rate.

An invest'igatìon of subpackets showed that their use reduces the

glitch rate, but by less than with a Poisson input. Also, there is no
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djscernable optitlum number of subpackets and hence any number between

2 and l0 is equa'lìy as effectjve. The final choice can be made sìnrply

on the basjs of reduc'ing the recording clelay to a reasonable figure.

The glitch rate decreases when either the packet'length or the

queue limjt are increased. In the latter case the reduction is not as

great as theoreticalìy predicted due to the increasing correlation wiùhin

the queue, as its maximum length is'increased. This again results from

the nature o'f' the speech input.

Since the queue limit is inversely proportionaì to the packet

length, the last two effects tend to cancel. To opt'imize the entire

system the usage producing various glitch rates has to be determined as

a function of the packet'length for a fixed slot assignment delay.

This usage, when multiplied by the fu'll channel interpolation gain at

the same packet length, gives the system 'interpolation gain. This

is the gain, over the dedicated circuit case, in the number of simult-

aneous calls possible at a given rate and slot assignment de'lay. It
incorporates the efficiency of packet formation and the capacity

required by the request channel. The system 'interpolation gain is the

fjnal figure of menit for the entire system.

An opt'imum packet'length exists which maximizes the system inter-

polation ga'in. In fact, because of the virtual cancellation of gìitch

effects in the packet'length region near the peak, the optimum value

'is almost unchanged f rom that of the f ul I channel i nterpo'lati on gai n

curve. The actual gain that can be achieved at this poìnt depends prim-

arily upon the average actjvjty leve'l of the speech.
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The peak of the systetn interpc-rlation çJa-in curve was founci Lo be

taíriy broad. Tht-ls, âh.y packet length beLween 0.2 and 0.5 secorrcls can

be used with little loss in ef1'ícîency. Thís results fronl the numerous

conflictÍng effec'Ls of a variatjon in packeL length ancl shc¡s hor,¡ the

system accollcdates and even contpensat.es for any changes ìn paraneters.

Another exarnple o'F'Lhjs is the drop in effìcìency o'í" mer'ely 2% when the

slot assignment de]ay is reduced from 0.2 to 0.1 seconds"

Because of the des'ign freedom that bhe above observations jmpìy,

it'is possible to base the choice of a packet iength on secondary

factors. The nrost significant of these, the subjective effect of

g1Ítchese was therefore 'investigated. It was found that g'litches often

occur in sequences, even within an individua'l conversatjon" These

sequences are further grouped into bursts, wj.bh spaces of a few sub*

packet lengths between the sequences in a burst, and possibly many tens

of seconds between bursts.

Rather elementary speech tes'bs showed that the perceìved speech

qua'l'ity at any g'litch rate varies s'ign'ificantly w'ith the gìjtch length.

In partìcular, â length of 25 ms results irr the wors[ effects. A

glitch rate o't 0.5% was judged at all g]itch lengths to be of above

average quaìity, and a rate of 0.2% was consjdered to be good. since

the gìitches actually occur in bursts covering several times the glitch

ìength, the quaìity rating given by figure s.rB at'any 'length is a

conservati ve estima'be " Thus, thi s i nvesti gation shows that a gl.itch

rate of 0.5% is an approprìate figure for a fu]]y loadecl system and

that the gl itch length should be kept above Zb ms.

Frotn the j nformati on now ava'i I abl e a compl ete mobi I e tel ephone

system can be des'ígnecl. This is done in the next chapter.
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6. A COI,IPARISON CF MOBILI
.1-ËLIPHONË 

SCIiL,I4ES

6 . I TIie Corrrpl ete Packe t I nterpola tion Systenr

A packei speech'interpolabion, mobìle tc=lephone system, u.Lil.ízes

two digital radio transmission channels in each tlirection betleen the

nrobile telephones and the neceiv'ing station:;" space in .bhe rnain or

speech channel is allocated by a central conbrclljer to any te'lephone

whjch transmits a request on 'bhe second or infornlation channel " Thjs

sys'bem has Lreen thoroughìy analysecl and various tradeoffs in systern

performance il luminated. It is now poss'ible to present a design which,

given two fundamental assumptìons, is an op.limum one"

The first assurnptìon is that a d'igÍtaì data rate o-l'l Mbit/s

is achÍevable in the speech channel. The seconcl js that speech nray be

dig'italìy encoded, at an appropriate standard for mobile telephone

services at a bjt rate of 25 kbit/s. These two conlbÌned mean that the

nominal number of voice cjrcuits within the speech channel is 40" The

consequences of chang'ing this val ue are stuclied later.

After considerat'ion of all aspects of the system a packet length

of 0.32 seconds was found to be near the optimum for a wicle range of

conditions. This will then be accepted as the design packet length.

Transmission in B subpackets per packet should be used to reduce the

recording delay to 40 ms. t^lith these values each subpacket will contain

1000 bit.s and will take I ms to transmit.

A further reduction in the record'ing delay by increasÍng the

number of subpackets would not be beneficial for three reasons. Fi¡s.Lly,

the sul¡iectíve effects of gìitches were found to become more s'ignifjcanü
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l^JÍth lower subpilcket lengt.h 'in this range. Secclnclly, the complexìty <l.l

the system and tlte amount r:f control required rises with the nunrber of

subpa.ckets, while the transnlission eificiency fa1ls. And finai'ly,

dimjnishìng bhe recording clelay Loo rnuch will increase i,he effect of

co'll isions in the request channel .

The 'important parame'ùers of Lhe reques'b channel are the AL¡HA

factor, A, and the number of request packet bits, B" After close studv

it was dec'icled to adopt rather conservatjve values of 5 for A and 
.l20

bi ts for B . Su[:sequent s'ilrul at'ions proved that these choi ces v/ere

appropriate. The resultìng request channel capacity requjred js

76.2 kbit/s. In practÌce, a value of B0 kbjt/s would be used. Thjs

effectively increases A slightly a.nd therefore recluces the request

collision rate and the probability of overload. It also results in a

request slot time of 1.5 ms whìch wìll very conveniently establish a

time base for speeclt transmissions. The recluction in system efficìency

f rom thi s change i s neg'l i gi bl e.

The return information or acknowledgement channel wjll also have

a capac'ity of B0 kbit/s. In sectjon 3.6 jt is shown that with A = 5

(and equal capacity for the two channels) no more than two slot

assignments can be transmitted per packet under normal circumstarrces.

It is possible to'increase this nunrl¡er by amaìgamating the two infor-

mation channels or by incorporatìng addresses within the return speech

packe'bs. However, there is no need for this as an effec'Live number of

subpackets of 2 is adequate to achieve virtualìy the maximum glitch rate

advantage. Very small de'lays are guaranteed in the acknowledgement

channel by the low overall usage of BB% and the regular nature o't slot

ass'ignments, lvhich constjtute three quarters of the traffic.
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The nros't signil'icant deìay in the entire system, that.in srot
assignment, can be set at 0"1 secottds. The total one-\{ay cJe'lay -includ.ing

the contribuiiotrs fronl recording, transnljssion an<l codjng shouìd then

not exceecj 0.15 seconcls. In the reverse path between the statjons ancl

the mobile tele¡ihones the same delays exisb and'fhe same total js found.

There is of course l')o request channel jn the reverse clìrection as all
the packets are generated at 'L.he control centre. The round trìp deìay

with thìs system is therefone 0"3 seconds. This is equ.ivalent to the

delay on a'land based ìong distance telephone call of over 1000 km" It
is half the round trip delay on a synchronous satellÍte circuit.

if a moL¡ile to mobire terephone connection ís made, the deray

need be no largen thatl on a mobile to land based call since any packet

has to be recorded only once, ancl slot assignment can take place in both

paths simultaneously. It is also possible to transmit mobjle calls
over long distances and even via satelljte links. This sinrply requÍres

that any packets in such a call be given priorìty in the slot assìgn-

ment queue so that the delay here'is made neg'lig.ibìe. Then the

addÍtjonal round tríp delay added by the mobile connectjon is only 0.ì
seconds. A sl íghtly. hi gher 91 ì tch rate resul ts from thj s procedure but

as long as the proportion of such calls is small there will be no

probì em.

With a glitch rate of 0.5%'in this arrangement the system inter-
polation gain is 2.02 (see figure 5.9). Thus a to'bal of gZ s-imultaneous

conversations can be handled within the total capacity of 2..l6 Mbit/s.
Assuming a busy hour traffic per subscriber of 0.02 Erlangs, the number

of subscril¡ers who can be servjced with a 0.05 probabiììty of blocking

is 4100 [e5].
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It should be notect that there is no neecl to have a.f=ixed delay

before reproducing the speech. Thjs vras or"'igina'lìy proposeci Lo prever.it

sudden and possible large delay changes. Hor^rever the simulat'ions show

that jn all cases the change ìn delay .is qu.ite gentìe, rriith a change

frr:m low to high va'lues or vjce versa requirìng at'least four seconds.

l-lrus, the change'From one sLrbpacket to the next is only of the order of
two milliseconds" Hav'ing no fixed clelay allows the snrallest possible

delay a'b all t'in¡es and also avojds the r¡eed for spercial storage to ensure

that the full delay js used.

In bimes other than the busy hout^, when the numi¡er of simulataneous

calls is less than 87, the average g'litch rate and clelay will fall. Thus

fo|Lhe majority of the tirne the total round trip de]ay urÍì'l be near

0. I seconds and the gl ì tch rate wi I I be negl .igi bl e .

An aspect of thjs system which is worthy of another mention is
the possibility of packet repeL'ition whenever a slot assignment is
lost or a subpacket is destroyed. A nelv slot can be assigned by the

controller and trans¡nitted to the mobile telephone, resulting in a

repetition delay of oniy l0 to 20 ms. Thus as ìong as the system is
not close to the slot assignment lim'it, no speech need be lost through

radio fad'ing. When the probabifity of a lost packet is below 1% there

should be little change in the g]itch rate. However, because of the

added de'lay it may be necessary to fix a 20 ms delay to the reproduced

speech to avoid breaks.

The hardwäre requi rements of thi s systern wi'l'l now be cons j dered.

Most important and probably rnost conrpìex of all the hardware is the

radio equipment" In order to provide the necessary I Mbit/s capacity,

an arrangement of ten paraììe1 channels was sugEested in chapter 2.
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This essentjal ly requires ten separa'le transnl'ítters in each mobjle tele-
phone, thouoh the antenrta and f inal power arnpl if ier stage can be comrnon.

Sinli I a11y, ten detc-:c Lors are needed to rece.ive speech .

In acidiljon to speech, the nrobjle telephone must transmit ancl

receive packets on the information channel s. Fortunateì,y, in no case

does the mobile have to both receive and transnl'it at the same time.

Thjs is obvious for the speech channel where all packets can be approp*

riately schedtlled by the control Ier" /\lso, most acknovrledgenent channel

packets are transmitte'J in response to and there'fore after request

channel paclcets. The only conflict of any consequence js a slot assign*

ment packet coinciding vrith a request for a subsequent pacl<e'L. The

glitch rate resuiting'from thjs is of the orcley'of lO-5 irr the systenr

described above.

Each mobi le telephone requ'ires some dig'i tal control and a menìory

to store the speech. The latter has to hold 0.'15 seconds of digitìzed

speech for the transmitter and up to 0.'l seconds from the receiver.

Thjs will jnvolve a total of 6250 bjts of memory, which is qu'ite triv'ial

by current standards. l.Jhen recording or'replayìng speech, the memory

has to be accessed at a rate of 25 kbit/s. Durjng packet transmjssion

or receptjon the rate jttmps to I Mbit/s. Again this js well wjthjn the

capabÍlìties of current 'in'tegrated cjrcujts. A smaller memory 'is

required to store one or two information packets both prior to trans-

nii ss j on and for decod'ing af ter reception.

A m'icroprocessor can perform ùhe control and packet f'ormation

functions. I'b may even be possible to emp'loy software error correction,

for the speed requìred is not great. Encoding and decoding of the

speech can Lre done by a ciedicated integratecl circuj'1. One of the major'
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acivantages o't such a d'igì taì systenr i s the compatabi'l ì ty of the co¡trol

and speech sections. Thjs allows very s'inrple sr,rjLch'ing and arrange*

nrent of the s¡leech ìnto packebs.

The hardrvare at the receivinq s't"atjons is very sinrilar to that in

a mobi le. Undou¡btedly, the rad jo equì pment must [:e more soph isti catec'l

and of higher power but only limjted control intejìigence is required.

At the central conbroller a computer performs alì the normal exchange

functions and also specìa'l ones for the mobile system. The same 6250

bits of memory are requ'ired for each connection, lrowever this poses no

problenl for a computer. Algorithms for control'lÌng the transmissjon

quet,es are a little complex but should not overtax a cornputer of reason-

able sjze (tnis vvas proven Lry the simulations orr a cyber 173 which

entailed far more calculation and still ran at twjce real speed).

All the hardware described above js within the range of current

technology at reasonable cost" The major difficulty sti I I I ies with

the radio equipment which must perfonn jn a very hostile env'ironr¡ent

and vrith quite a large bandurjdth at 100 kbit/s. To ensure maxinlum

efficiency, modulation tnust be at a rate of I bit/s/Hz. Final'ly, the

volume of this equipment and its cost must both be as small as

possible in a pract'ical system.

Before alternatìve mobjle telephone schemes are considered and

compared wi th thi s 0ne , the ori gì na'ì cled'i cated channel d'igì ta'l scheme

will be reviewed. This operates in the same way as the scheme above

except that interpolation js not used. As a result only C simultaneous

conversations c,ln be connected. Since there are no requests for s1ots,

the request and acknowledgement channel capacitjes can be nluch smaller.

it was shown'in chapter 3 that the capacity was finally determined by
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the need to recluce the requrest slot time to l0 ¡ns. This results in a

figure of 12 kbit/s.

In tenms of hardware requírements there is little d'ifference

betweerl the two digital schemes. Certainly the radio requirements are

virtual]y iden[ica1. The on]y real savings are a reduction jn the

memory requirements and perhaps a 'lessening of the computer power

needed at the control centre. Given this, the ínterpola.tion scheme js

obviously to be preferred because of its higher conversatìon capacity.

6.? Al ternat'ive Mobi I e Tel e phone Systems

Mobile telephone services are presently provided Ín many countries

l2l. Tradjt'ionalìy these services have empìoyed a small number of conlmon

channels which are assigned to individual telephones fc¡r the duration of

a call. Channels are provided by frequency djvísion lnult'ipìex'ing with

a channel spacing of 20 to 30 kHz. Fairly high power transmitters of

100 to 200 watts are used to provìde a range of up to 20 km. The

total coverage area extends over 100 or more square kilometers and with-

in this area the number of simultaneous calls is restricted to the

number of channels available. In many cases the systems are not auto-

matic but require an operator to make connections.

To ìmprove the quantìty and qual'ity of mobile telephone servjces

a small cell approach has been proposed [54,96,97f. This 'involves the

use of a number of transmi tters each of wh'i ch covers a smal I area or

"cell" of radius between I and l0 knr. A large number of channels are

made available and a subset is allocated to each cell. The same subset

is also used in several other cells, separated by djstances sufficient
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to avoi d j nter'1'erence. "l hi s techn'ique of .f i"equency reuse 'increases t¡e

effective nuniber^ of channels r^ri L.hin a singìe nretropol jtan area by a

factor of fi ve or more.

First to propose and impìenrent a celjular mobjIe telephone systenr

in the USA rnias the American-lelephoncl and Te]egraph Company (A.T & T)

[3,55,56,98]" Th'is systeìn uses 6 l<nr rad'ius cel ls w'ith omnid'irectional

an'Lennas at the cell centre (or sjte). Each cell site is connectecl via

landl jne to a mobile 'L.elephone srvitehÍng office 'interfacing the system

to the Iocal telephone ne'bwork. The swìtching office is the control

centre of the system. It supervises the functions of locatjng the nobile,

of call set up and terminatìon,and of channel ass'ignment and change over.

To initiate a call, specia'l set up channels present in each ce]l

are used. Contjnuous dìgital radio signals are broadcast on these

channels and if a mobile detects ìts call nurnber it responds upon the

associated return set up channe'I. Alternativeìy, if the nlobile inítiates

a call ìt transmjts its identity number and awaits a reply. To comp'lete

the call set up the switch'ing office assigns a vacant channel by trans-

mitting its frequency on the call set up channel.

Because a channel may be used on'ly within 'i'bs own cel l, when a

mobile crosses a cell boundary it must change channels. A boundary

crossover is detected by signal strength measurernents at the orig'inal,

and other cell sites. The new channe'l 's frequency is transm'itted by

tentpcrarily blockÍng the conversatìon and sending the data in a burst

at a rate of l0 kbit/s. The mobile then retunes to the new frequency

and conversation proceeds.

The AT & T system operates in the 800 MHz band and vrjll eveniually
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have up tcl 666 radio chantrels " [:requency nlocluilatjc;n is ernployecl with
a channel spacìng of 30 lcl{2. Cells are of roughly hexagona'l shape ancl

are ârrartged in groupS of set¡ett" No channel js used more uran once

within any group of seven adjacent cells.

Another small cell mobile telephone system.is opera.ted in the

usA by the Arnerican Radio-Te lephone sc.:rvice Inc. (ARTS) [q,ss]. Th.is

is basìcal]y very sinl'ilar to the AT & T system t¡ut djffers jn the cell
layout. A four cell group'is used wjth six directional antennas at
the centre of ee"ch hexagonal cell. Thìs requires tr,¡errty four separate

sets of channels but the directjonality reduces interference anci jncreases

the antenna gaìn, so that a one Watt mobile transmitter can be us;ecl.

This system like AT & T's uses 30 kllz channel spacing and wilì eventually
possess 666 channels.

A small cell mobile telephone system js also being built in Japan.

[2,30,59,99,100]. Here the cell sites are connected to mobile control

stations and then to a mobile telephone switchjng centre. Again

hexagonal shaped cells are used with fifteen in a group. The optimum

cell radius was found to be 5 kln for urban areas and l0 km for rural

areas. The system occupies the 800 MHz frequency band with a channel

spaci ng of 25 kïz. It i s desi gned to ul timate'ly serve 100,000

subscri bers .

The common features of smal I cel 1 systems are the use of frequency

divisiotr multìpiexing to provide voice channels and the restrictìon of
the channels to on'ly certain cells. The total bandwidth used is l0 to
20 14Hz and some 1 to 5% of this is requ.ired by control channels.
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Cotnpared to ühe di gi taì scl.lernes there are essetl bi a'l ly three areas

of differe¡rce" First.'ly, jn the ra.dio frequcncy channal arrangement, a

smal I cel I sys [em has channel s of around 30 kllz banclw j dth r,vh ile B0 and

100 kHz are used in tlre digital scheme. Second'lyu analogue (FM) speech

transmiss'i0n is emplo,ved in small celì systems rather than dig'ital

technjques. Finalìy, ihe snlall cell system does not use interpolatíon

to i ncrease t:he ltunber of s i rnul taneous conversati ons but obta i ns an even

greater increase through frequency reuse. In the next section each ot

these cljfferences r,vjll be investìgated to illuminate the advantages and

d-j sadvantages of both systenrs.

6.3 Compai"i son of Di qi tal and Smal I Cel I S ys bems

Frequettcy divis jon mu'ltip'lexing is the standard technique for

provìding mobile telephone services. speech transnrission in band-

wjdths of 20 to 30 kHz'is well understood and reasonably easy to

imp'ìement, even in the urban environment. Transmjssion of digÍtal

informat'ion at ra.tes of .l00 kbit/s is however vjrtually untried. The

greatest bit rate used commercial'ly is the l0 kbit/s used in the AT & T

schente and thjs js modulated at 0.5 btt/s/llz.

There are holever no theoretical restrictions on transmission

at higher rates. The difficulties are basicalìy due to the muìtipath

propagation effects and to the noise in an urban envjronnlent. t,lith

proper design and diversity recep'Lion basic error rates of l0-3 shoulcl

be ach'ievable at data rates of B0 to 100 kbit/s. This can be reduced

by approprjate error correctiorr r,rhere necessary. It should be noted

that small cell systems also use diversity.
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The r.rther djffjcu lty wjth the clig'ital mobile scheme js 'Lhe nr:e,l

to transmit ten radio s'igrrals ìn parallel . l{hjle this is cer"ta-in"ly

possible it can be com¡llex and eiípensive, especjallJ¡ at bandwjdths of
.l00 kl.iz. By compari son, ihe nlobi I e 'bel ephones must be abl e to swj tclr

between up to 700 di f ferent f requerrcì es . Th'is however j s rel a.üi vely

strajghtforlard wjth current techn'iques ancl can be done cheapìy. 0ne

cl'isaclvantage o i' the sr¡al I cel I systern 'is that because of the conti nu0us

nature of the connection a mobj'le must transrnit and rece'ive signa'ls

simultaneous'l¡r" Thjs is not necessary in the digjtal scheme. gverall

hovrever, the small cell systems have a clear advantage in the ac.bual

radio hardware.

Now consjder the relatjve merits of the analogue and d.igital

techniques ernployed by the two schemes. Transmission of speech signa'ls

in analogue form js a big d'isadvantage for small cell systems. In

the urban environment severaì types of audio impairment occur jn FM

transmissions 132,72f. The most important are the clicks arjsing from

multipath fading. The nature of these clicks and thejr frequency

depends upon the rate at which the mobile moves through fades and there-

fore upon the vehìcle speed. Another impairment is the Gaussian noise

arjsjng from various sources, includìng thermal, man made and recejver

noise. Interference from other users on the seme or a di f'ferent frequency

also results jn t¡arious types of distortion including whjstles, clicks

and occasionally bursts of sonleone else's speech.

D'iversìty reception reduces the frequency of fades and hence o't

clicks, and compandìng can improve the s'ignal to nojse ratio. However,

none of the above impaírments can be removecl completely and they will
always degrade the speech quaf ity.
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In the digitaì system the main effect of signa'l fading is the

destruction of occasional subpackets. It has been shown that as ìong

as this does not happen too frequentiy, the majority of such subpackets

can be retransmitted with no ill effects. Noise of course still occurs,

but error correction coding can be incorporated with the speech to

maintain the signal to noise ratio near that set by digitization. The

extent of the effects of errors can be controlled by an appropriate

choice of speech encoding technique. Interference too, can only result
in a decrease in the sjgna] to noise ratio and hence its effects are

much reduced. Finally, since there is no transmission during silence

intervals there can be no degradation in this time.

Thus the digital scheme is characterized by more noise free

speech reproduction than the small cell system. The subjective effects

shou'ld be much better in the former, provided the quaìity of digitized
speech is adequate. This improvement ís essential]y derived from the

digita'l rather than analogue nature of speech transmission in the very

hostile radio environment.

Other advantages accrue to the interpolation scheme from its
digital nature. The compatabiìity of the speech and control data has

already been noted. As has the relative simplicity with which speech

can be handled with'in the mobile telephone circuitry. Another aspect

of this is that the control centre teìephone exchange can employ d.igita'l

switching. It is a relativeìy simp'le exercise to convert the packet

speech to a PCM format for transm'ission over digitaì links in the normal

network. This compatability wiìì become more important as more and more

of the teìephone network is changed over to digital.
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A problem with radio communication is that it may be easily over-

heard. This prob'lem of privacy is an important one in FM systems, where

the reception of any desired voice channel is relative'ly easy. However,

imagine the difficulty in trying to intercept a conversation carried in

packets. Even if this were possible a digitaì format makes speech

encryption a simple process. Complete privacy can therefore be assured

with the digital system.

Now consider a comparison of the number of services each system

provides. In the digitaì scheme interpolation is used to lower the

effective bandulidth of a voice circuit, whereas frequency reuse is

employed in FM schemes. Interpolation creates some impairment to the

speech quality, and this will be considered before the actua'l system

efficiencies are examined.

The digital system has been designed to produce a worst case

glitch rate of 0.5%. Subiectively this was found to be not'iceable but

not objectionable. Glitches in fact , are not dissimilar to the clicks

found in FM systems. The key difference, however, is that gìitches

depend entirely upon the system usage rather than the nature of the

channel. If the system is operated at only three to four percent ìess

than its design vaìue, the effects of gìitches become 'ins'ignificant.

Because of the non uni form di stri buti on of te'l ephone acti vi ty, thi s wi I 'l

occur for over 90% of the time.

In fact this very aspect of the digital scheme can be an advantage,

for there is no definite l'imít on the number of simultaneous calls

possible. In the subiect'ive speech tests of chapter 5, it was found

that speech was almost perfectly understandable even at a g'litch rate

of 6%. If in times of emergency, such a g'litch rate is acceptable, the
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system can be operated at least l0% above its design capacity.

Another degradation in the digìtal system is the deìay which in

the present design has a maximum round trip va]ue of 0.3 seconds. The

discussion of delays in chapter 4 indicates that this will have ljttle
effect on the subjective quality of speech as long as echo suppressors

are used. Fortunately, the nature of the system operation with speech

detectors, automatica'lly incorporates this to a certain extent. Also,

with the speech'in a digital form, not only echo suppression, but also

echo cancellation, can be achieved reasonably easily.

Simulations showed that the average delay in slot assignment is

less than 20% of the maximum at the design operating point. Hence

for the maiority of the time the round trìp de'lay is under 0.15 seconds,

even at full load. Since the changes in delay are gradual and to a

certain extent are buffered by the speech memory, it is very doubtful

that the deìay would be noticeable in practice.

To compare the actual capacities of the two schemes several

factors must be considered. 0bviously the concept of frequency reuse

is the overrid'ing one in favour of the small cell system. However,

there is no fundamental reason why the same principaì cannot be employed

in the digitaì scheme, in addition to'interpolation. Thus initially,
the comparison will be performed excluding frequency reuse.

In the small cell system a voice circuit is allocated to a mobile

as soon as it goes "off hook". The time required for dialling, exchange

sljtching amd awaitjng the called party to answer is therefore included

in the total call time. The digìtaì schenre however provides no space

in the speech channel unti'l speech actually begìns. Consequently, the
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activity of each subscriber is lower and the nu¡nber who can be serviced

per voice circuit is correspondìngly increased.

The benefit obtained from 'interpolation depends upon the assumed

data rate and modulation techn'ique Ín the digita'l system. hlith present

assumptions these produse a nominal bandwidth per voice circuit approx-

imately equal to that in the small cell system. Thus the use of inter-

po'lation makes the digita'l system as least twice as efficient.

However, when the small celì system alone employs frequency reuse

it is able to service more subscribers. l,Jith a total bandwidth of 40 MHz

(as proposed in the American systems) a small cell system can support

around 200,000 subscribers compared to 80,000 in the digital case.

In pract'ice these two figures might welì be much closer in a dense city

area because of interference factors. Nevertheless, frequency reuse is

obvÍously the key element here, and for this reason its use in the

digitaì scheme will be considered in the next section.

Before this is done however, the original dedicated circuit digitaì

mobile telephone scheme of chapter 3 must again be examined. This

system enjoys al'l of the advantages of the digita'l scheme except that

the maximum number ol' simultaneous conversations is halved. The use of

retransmissions is also more difficult because of the fixed nature of

slot assignment. However, the problem of g'litches disappears and the

de'lay is reduced somewhat.

This arrangement is very close to a dig'ital version of the

small cell approach. The main difference being that one large frequency

band is used instead of a number of smaller ones. It is possible to

draw the two schenres even closer if, in the digitaì system, ind'ividual
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digitized conversations are transmitted in their own channels of

30 kbit/s capac'ity. The advantages arising from such digital trans-

mission, have of course been recognised before [6s] and in fact a

system aìong these lines has been suggested by Feggeler llol]. In

th'is particular case, the signa'l to noise ratio of the digital technique

was found to be about 20 dB poorer than that of the anaìogue system.

This was due to the high bit rate of 48 kbit/s assumed for digitized

speech.

6 .4 Snral I Cel I Packet S.ys tems

The simp]est method of expanding the digitai interpoìation

system is to use several of them in paralleì. This involves dup'licating

all of the radio channels at different frequencies. Savìngs are possibìe

in this if some of the equipment is made cormon to all of the systems.

In particular the receiving station sites and their antennas can be

comron and, provid'ing the system does not become too large, the centraì

computer can control all systems simultaneousìy. Individual mobile tele-

phones are attached to just one system and do not need to swap frequen-

cies to operate anywhere within the service area. This arrangement of

course, incorporates no element of frequency reuse.

For frequencies to be reused they must be restricted to cells

covering only a small fraction of the service area. Thus an entire

digital system must operate wÍthin one cell in a group of'10 to 20 cells.

0ther cells then contain systems at different frequencies and the entire

group is repeated as often as necessary. blith this arrangement each

mobile telephone must be able to operate in any of the systems and must

change from one to another as it crosses a cell boundary, just as in the
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FM smal I cel I schemes.

such a network can be impremented in stages as demand grows.

Initialìy onìy two or three systems wourd be requÍred, as this number

is sufficient to handle around .l0,000 
subscribers. A truly paraìleì

arrangement can be used, with each system covering the entire area

and each teìephone able to operate in only one of the systems. Event-

ually however, with a sufficient increase in the number of subscribers,

a swap to the cellular system in proper would be necessary, and for very

large systems, frequency reuse must be employed.

Now the number of circuits provided by the digita'l interpolation

system is 87, which is far greater than the number used in each cell
in the present small cell systems. If this number of circuits is used,

the cells have to be very large and this wi'll inhibit frequency reuse.

In the interests of efficiency the size of the digital system must be

reduced in this case.

If a nominal number of circuits, c, of 20 is used in pìace of

the present 40, the efficiency of interpoìation falìs. The system

interpoìation gain is .l.82 with a packet length of 0.2 seconds and other

parameters as in the standard system. This allows 40 simultaneous

conversations within a system and is probably a better size for a small

celì arrangement. Reducing the system size by a factor of 2 also has

other advantages. The capacity required by the system can be halved,

either by reducing the capacity of each para'l1eì speech channel from

100 to 50 kbit/s or by ha'lving the number of paralìel speech channels.
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up to now, reuse has been considered on'ly in terms of frequency,

but it is also possible to reuse slots. Consider for instance a C = 40

system which is time shared between two adjacent cells such that each

slot may be used in only one of the two. Then since a telephone can

operate only'in alternate slots, the system is effectively of size

C = 20. Additional C = 40 systems, simi'larìy splít, can be used to

complete the group of cells which is repeated to cover the area required.

The advantage of such an arrangement is that a teìephone need only be

able to switch to half as many different frequenc'ies as with the proper

C = 20 system. In essence, frequency switchjng is rep'laced by time

switching. There is of course, no frequency change at all when a tele-

phone moves from one cell of a pair to another.

It is possible to spìit the C = 40 system into more parts and

extend the time switching concept over wider areas. A problem arises

however, for wìth each reduction in the effective size of C in any cell,

there is a reduction in the system interpolation gain. If the effective

C is much below l0 there will be no gain at al'l from interpolation.

To understand this more clearly, consider the queue limit L.

It is this factor which is changing when the system is divided. For

instance, if only alternate slots are available within a cell then there

will be onìy half the number of slots in the time limit for sìot assign-

ment. Equation (5.8) shows that this is exactly equivalent to halvìng C.

The only way to divide the slots and still maintain an effectively

large L, is to make the assignment of slots to particular cells partially

or ful'ly dynamìc. This means in essence, that if a subpacket cannot be

fitted within the slot assignment l'imit, using only slots available in

its cell, then a slot must be borrowed from an adjacent cell. This has
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implications for the slot assignment in the remainder of the network.

For if a slot is used in the wrong cell it is one cel'l length nearer to

an interfering slot being used in the adjacent group of cells.

The same probìem arises in FM smaì1 cel'l systems because of

the limited number of channels available in any cell. The probability

"p" of blocking a new caì.l, in a cell with "n" available circuits and

an offered traffic of "y" er]angs, is given by the Erlang formula [g5]

AS

n!

lz + ... + ynln! (o.l )p l+y+

The smaller the number of c'ircuits availabìe, the smaller the

allowable traffìc per circuit for a g'iven b'locking probab'il ity. It
has been found however, that this quantf ty is increased significantìy

in small cell systems if even a few cìrcuits can be borrowed from

adjacent cells [102]. This has spurred some investigation into suitable

algorithms [103].

The situation in the digital system is quite similar and the

same sort of algorithms can be employed. In the extreme case, sìots

are allocated in an entire'ly dynamic manner. Then a standard C = 40

system is spread over the entire service area and every slot is used

within each group of cells. Cells in adjacent groups using the same

slots nust be well separated to avoid interference. Thus the allocation

of slots depends not only upon the priority of elements in the queue,

but also upon the position of each queue entry in its group of cells.

An algorithm which at the same time minimizes the delay in each queue

and also prevents interference will undoubtedly be complex indeed.
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If such a dynamic slot division scheme can be imp'lemented it will
quite probab'ly require some sacrifice in the interpolation gain. The

extent of the reduction will depend upon the actual aìgorithm used.

The big advantage of such a scheme however is that a mobile telephone

has to operate in on'ly one c = 40 system, no matter where it is in the

service area. Expansion is achieved by using further systems in paral'lel.

This simp'ly entails increasing the equípment at each cell site and

connecting new subscribers at the new frequency.

Hence the digital interpolation scheme can empìoy frequency reuse

in a number of ways. It is a little less suited to this role than the

FM systems because of the block nature of circuit provision, and the

minimum system size necessary to utilize interpolation efficiently.
Nevertheless, the reduction in efficiency is not sufficient to overcome

the advantage of the digitaì acheme. It can provide more and higher

quality services than the FM small cell system at a cost of somewhat

greater compìexity and a little extra hardware.

6.5 Concl usions

In this chapter an optimaì digitaì interpo'lation system has been

designed. It is based upon two assumptions.

I : that a 1 Mbit/s digital data rate can be achieved in an efficient
manner over radio channels Ín the urban environment

2: that speech can be digitally encoded in an error resÍstant manner

at a bit rate of 25 kbit/s, and provide quality suitable for mobile

tel ephone use.
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The resulting optima'l system has a packet length of 0.32 seconds

and a recording delay of 40 ms. The maximum slot assignment deìay is

set at 0.1 seconds giving a total round trìp delay of between 0..l and

0.3 seconds. It was seen that where necessary, as for instance in'long

distance calls, the delay could be kept to the minimum figure. At a

glitch rate of 0.5% th'is system provÍdes 87 conversations within the

total 2..l6 Mbit/s capacity required and is therefore capable of serving

up to 4.l00 subscribers.

A consideration of the hardware requirements showed that the

radio equiprnent design is the most difficult aspect. The overalì layout

of the system with radio repeaters and a central control is remarkab'ly

similar to that of the small cell arrangement used in modern mobile

te]ephone schemes. In comparing the equipnrent needed by these two

schemes the main difference was found to be in the radÍo requirements

which were more onerous in the digital case.

This scheme however has many advantages in other areas. It is far
less effected by multipath propagation in the urban environment and will
possess much less noise in the reproduced speech. In particular the

effects of fading are virtuaìly eliminated by packet repetitíon. gther

advantages of the digital scheme include the ease of speech manipulation

both at the telephone and in the exchange, and the possibiìity of voice

scrambling to ensure privacy.

Small cell systems do not employ interpolation and therefore, with

the assumptions above, the digital scheme is at least twice as effjcient
at providing voice cjrcuits in a given bandwidth. The use of these

circuits'is also better in the digital case since call set up takes

pìace "off air". However the power of reusing circuits five to ten
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times means that in large systems a srnall cel'l arrangement must be able

to service more subscribers.

Digitaì interpolation systems employing reuse were also invest-

igated and a number of practical approaches were found. In all of

these the gain due to interpolation is somewhat reduced from that of

the system described above. However to completeìy offset the advantage

of the digital system it would be necessary to reduce the speech

channel capacity to 500 kbit/s, and to increase the data rate of

digitized speech to around 40 kbÍt/s. If in any practical system,

improvements upon these figures are possible, then the dig.ital inter-
po'lation scheme can service more subscrÍbers per unit bandwidth than

the FM small cell system and in addition has all the advantages

provided by digital transmission.
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7. A PURE TASI MOBILE TELEPHONE S YSTEM

7.1 Svstem Descri f¡ ti on

One of the major advantages of the packet mobÍle telephone system

is the ease with which interpolation can be imp'lemented. It is also

possible however, to interpolate mobile telephone speech in other ways.

For instance, a voice circuit can be allocated to a mobile when speech

begi ns and hel d unti 'l speech ceases . Thi s i s the method emp'loyed .in

the orig'inal time assigned speech interpolation (TASI) transailantic
undersea cable system. Its implementatÍon is a litile more difficult
in a mobile environment, but it is víable and represents an alternative
to the packet approach. In this chapter such a TASI scheme wiìl be

investigated and compared to the equivalent packet system.

The operation of a TASI system again involves time division

multiple access (rn¡¡A) in the radio channel. Therefore a reservation

scheme is required to achieve maximum throughput. This entails each

telephone notifying the controller, via a request channel, when speech

begins. Since these requests are again randonl a slotted ALgHA protocol

must be used and for each request an acknowledgement must be sent on a

return channel.

Once a voice circuit has been selected by the controller its
identity ìs returned via the acknowledgement channel and speech trans-

mission can begin. This set up process requires some time and hence a

delay must be inserted into the speech path to avo'id loss. l^lhen the

period of speech is finished the mobile ceases transmitting and the

voíce circuit is freed for another user. At the start of each subsequent

talk the mobile must again request a,channel.
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l^lith this system' speech transmission is continuous and at the

real time rate. Voice circuits exist as separate radjo channels and

may contain analogue or dig'ital speech. There is therefore no possib-

ility of speech retransmission if a portion is lost in a fade, but the

provision of voice circuits'is identical to that in FM small cell

schemes and is therefore simpler than in the packet system. Also the

TASI arrangement requires no delay either in recording the speech or in
the assignment of circuits. Instead, if no circuit is available when

speech begins, all the speech is lost until a circuit js freed. Such

a speech ìoss is termed a freezeout.

Freezeouts in TASI schemes are the equivalent of packet glitches.

If reasonable speech quality is to be maintained the freezeout fraction

must be kept below a set level. The suggested value in other TAsI

schemes is 0.5% 1771. It is possible to analyse TASI schemes theoret-

ica]ìy to derive an expression for the freezeout fraction in terms of

the system parameters. This will now be done.

7.2 Theoretical Freezeout Fraction

Theoretical expressions for the freezeout fraction have been

derived by several authors 131,42,79,80]. unfortunately their results

differ, though not by iarge amounts. The correct anaìysis is due to

l.leinstein [80] and is presented here.

Consider a TASI system with the following parameters

the number of speech sources

the number of voice circuits

the probab'i'l 'ity that a source i s i ssuing speech

N

c

P
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Assuming that the sources behave independently, the probability that

k of them are active at any time is given by the binomial distributjon

as

b (k,N,p) pk (t-o¡ N-t< (7.1 )(i)

However, since only C circuits are available if more than this

number of sources are active the excess speech must be lost. The

average amount of speech lost through freezeout is

F,"
N

x
k=C+l

(k-c) b(k,N,p) (7.2)

(7.3)

The average amount of speech generated is simpìy N p. Thus the

fraction of the speech lost i.e. the freezeout fraction is

F
t

N-p

N

x
k=C+l

(r-c) ¡(k,N,p)

Note that the freezeout fraction does not depend upon the nature

of the speech ìength distribution, and the on'ly assumption required

is that the sources are independent. A more rigorous derivation, prov-

ing these points in detail is given by Weinstein.

A computer calculation based upon (7.3) provided the freezeout

fraction for various combinations of other variables. Figure 7.1

shows how the freezeout fraction changes with the interpoìation gaìn

(given UV å I for various numbers of circuits. The freezeout at a

particular interpo'lation gain decreases with jncreas'ing C. This is

physically reasonable since better averaging of the speech input occurs

in larger systems and therefore there js less time in which no circuit

is available.

Similarly, figure 7.2 shows the variation in freezeout fraction

with interpolation gain for different speaker activities. The freezeout
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decreases with decreasing activity as might be expected. In a practical

system the activity is set by the nature of the speech and also by the

type of speech detector used. Realistjc values of p wouìd be between

0.35 and 0.4, just as in the packet system.

It is interesting to compare the freezeout fraction with the

theoreticaìly derived glitch rate of a packet system. Figure 7.3

shows the freezeout fraction for a system of c = 40 circuits and of

activity, P = 0.38. Also shown are the theoretical glitch rate curves

for the same size packet system with the same speech activity and

various queue lim'its, L. Usage in a packet system is converted to an

i nterpol at'ion ga i n by the rel ati on

r-N-Ur = ä = Ë (7.4)

Aìl of the quantities defined for the TASI system are identical to

their counterparts in the packet system. The freezeout fraction and

and the glitch rate are directly comparabìe because both represent the

fraction of the total speech lost.

Consider a packet system with no delay allowed, i.e.L = 0. Then

if more than one packet arrives in any slot all but one will be

gìitched. Previously the probabÍ'lity of various numbers of arrivals

has been described by a Poisson process. However it was stated in

chapter 3 that the binomial distribution is the more correct in a

finite sized system. Its use was found to produce only mìnor changes

in the final glitch rate and therefore to avoid specifying the system

size, N, a Poisson distribution was employed. Here, in a theoretical

comparison of the two systems, the binomial distribution is appropriate.

The probabì1ìty of any source producing a packet in a particular

slot is given by

U

N
q (z.s¡
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The probability of k arrivals in any slot, given a system of N sources

is b (k,N,q). In a queue with no allowed delay ar but one of these

wi I I be g'li tched. Thus the probabi I i ty of a g'ri tch becomes

N

GP - x (k-l)
k=2

GR
C

Np (r-t¡ u 1t,ru,$)

b (k,N,q) (t.e)

(t .t)

and the gìitch rate is
rNcR = U= (k-l) b (k,N,q)

k=2

This may be rearranged by using (7.4) to
N
5'

k=2
(7.8)

If the system has only a single circuit, i.e. C = I then (Z.g)

becomes

GR C=l
t

Np (k - t) b (k,N,P) (7.e)

But this is exact'ly the expression for a TASI system with a sìngle

circuit (from (7.3) ). Thus the two systems provide identical

degradation under these circumstances. This is a common point from

which the responses diverge as the system parameters are varied.

In the TASI case, increasing the number of circuits reduces the

fractional speech loss as shown in figure 7.ì. The effect of c in
the theoretical packet system is qu'ite different. Here increasÍng c

merely causes the arrivals to more closely follow a Poisson destrib-

ution. At very 1ow c this wil'l change the glitch rate somewhat, but

for c > 20 the change has been seen to be very small. Instead it is

the queue limit which has the most significant effect in this case,

as can be seen by the substantial changes in the packet curves of figure

7 .3.

N
'f

k=2
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7.3 Effects of the Request Chan nel

In the TASI system a request must be transmitted at the start
of each speech interval or "talk". At the completion of the talk the

mobile ceases to transmit. This is detected by the system and the

central controller is notified without the need for any special

transmissions. Now the average rength of a talk as determined from

the computer simulations is 1.79 seconds, and there is a maximum of c

in progress at any one time. Thus the maximum average number of talks

that begin per second, and hence the request rate, is $.

Request packets are also required for calì set up. since thís
operates just as in the packet system the same number of packets per

second will be requ'ired. The total request channel capacity needed

is therefore (from (2.7) )

t,rr = ABr(#-rlU) t7.lo)

The number of bits in a request packet, B, may aìso be the same

as in a packet system. A value of 120 bÍts will be assumed. The ALOHA

factor A was taken as 5 in the packet system, but here a ìarger value

is required to reduce the probabiìity of a collision. To understand

the importance of this consider the deìays involved in requestìng a

speech circuit.

A talk beg'ins at a random time and activates the speech detector

after a short delay. At the beginning of the next request slot, a

request is transmitted. Assutning this is correctly received there will
be a further delay while the central computer allocates a voice circuit
and then informs the mobile via an acknowledgement packet. At the

mobile this packet must be decoded before speech transmission can begin.



Reasonable estimates for the times of these elements are

5 ms for speech detection

B ms for circuit allocation

I ms for decod'ing the acknowledgement packet.

Thus the total delay between speech in'itiatjon and the beginning of

transmission is on average

Speech delay = 14 ms + Z.S Zr (7..l1)

where Z, is the request and acknowledgement slot length.

Th'is delay wil'l be increased if the request packet experìences

a collision. At least three slots must be allowed for an acknowledge-

ment packet to arrive before the mobile can assume that the request

packet has collided. It will then retransmit the request at random

in one of the subsequent K slots. Thus the additional delay due to each

collision is

Collision de'lay (7.12)

ì87

ß+f)2,

To obtain numerical values for these delays it is necessary to

assume a request channel capacity. Injtia'lìy a value of l0 will be

assumed for A. l,lith C = 40 and B = 
.l20 bits the request channel capacity

becomes 29.2 kbit/s. An appropriate value in practice is 30 kbit/s

since the request channel would then occupy one FM voice channel at a

modulation rate of 1 bit/s/Hz. This capacity produces a request slot
ìength of z, = 4 ms and results ìn a speech delay of 24 ms. hlith the

standard value of 5 for K the extra de'lay inserted by each coljision

is 22 ms.

The speech delay is experienced each time a circuit is required.

If no compensating delay were incorporated in the speech path this

amount of speech would be lost from each ta]k, producing a freezeout
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fraction of .|.3% 
from this cause alone. Consequentìy a fixed de1ay must

be used and the most appropriate value is the speech de]ay itseìf,
i .e. 24 ns.

Even with this delay some speech wi'lì be lost due to collisions.
The probability distribution of collisions was measured in the computer

simulation of the packet system and is shown in figure 5.3. For an

ALOHA factor of ì0 and with K = 5, the average number of collisions per

new packet is 0..l51 . Thus the average de'lay added by co]l.isions is
3.3 ms and the resulting freezeout fraction is 0.19%. This holds when

the system is used at full capacity. l.lith rower usage the probability

of a collision and hence the fractional speech loss are reduced propor-

tional'ly.

Thus the originaì choìce of r0 for A is required to produce a

reasonable figure for the speech loss from collisions. To reduce this

loss even further it is necessary either to increase the fixed delay

and allow for one or more collisions or to reduce the request slot size

by again increasing A.

In the first case, íncreasing the fíxed deìay to 46 ms would

result in a fractional speech loss due to cojlìsl'ons of 0.053%.

Alternativeìy, doubl'ing the capacity of the request channel would

produce a speech delay of l9 ms and a*fractional speech loss arouncl 0.05%.

In a practical system the former method is preferable because of the

benefits derived by having all the speech and information channels of

the same bandwidth.

Finally it is interest'ing to compare the request channel capacity

required by'the TASI system, w'ith that of the packet system. In the
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packet case a capacity of 80 kbit/s was needed for a C = 40 system

whereas the TASI system of the same size requ'ires on'ly 30 kbit/s. This

difference arises because the capacity ìs directìy proportional to the

number of requests transmitted per second and hence is inverse'ly pro-

portiona'l to the'length of speech covered by each request. In the TASI

system this is the average talk length of 1.79 seconds, while jn the

packet system'it is simp'ly the packet ìength. Since the latter is much

smaller then 1.79 seconds, the capacity required by the packet system

is much larger.

7.4 Simulation of the TASI System

To confirm the above theoretical figures for the freezeout

fraction a computer simulation of the TASI system was performed. In

this programme, speech is generated just as in the prevìous simulation

but is not p'laced into packets. Instead, when a pa'ir of talkspurts for

any conversation are formed, the starting time and length of each talk

and the end of the silence are stored. Then, when the final talk is

transmitted more speech is generated and stored.

Requests are formed in the correct time order for each talk and

are tested for collis'ions as before. If collisions occur the requests

are resequenced in accordance with the deìay calculated above. Upon

a successful transmission a free channel, if available, is allocated.

If all channels are in use at the time, the first to be released is

allocated and the resulting speech loss is measured.

Also measured are the speech offered and the total time for which

voice circuits are occupied. Conversations are started up over a 30

second period and to arroid any inìtial bjas, the above quantities are



not retained for the first 40 seconds of simulat'ion. The actual usage

in the system is determ'ined from the long term average value of speech

offered per second. This quantity can also be predicted from the values

of N, C and p, but the measured values are found to differ from those

predicted because of random variations in the speech input. This

means that the speech actìvìty, p, varies somewhat with time in the

simul ati on.

Theory'indicated that p must be kept constant if valid comp-

arisons of the freezeout fraction are to be made at different numbers

of users, N. Thus'in each programme run the cumulative average values

of p and the freezeout fraction, F, were printed at regu'lar intervals.

tlhen the last few values of these are plotted they show the incremental

changes in F with p and enable the freezeout fractjon at the desired

speech activity to be obtained by graphical means.

The first task undertaken with the simulation was a confirmation

of the TASI theory. This'involved setting a1l delays in the programme

to zero and not resequencing requests that coll'ided. Comparisons

between the simulatjon results and theory over a range of values of C

and N were performed as shown in table 7..l. The agreement is clear'ly

remarkably good.

Freezeout Fractjon (%) N = 65, C = 30 N = 70, Ç = 30 N= 94, C= 40

Theory

Simulation

190

0.7187

0.7.l6

I .861 3

1.834

1.4325

1.429

Table 7.1 Confjrmation of TASI theory from simulation
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Further simulations of the C = 40 system were then performed w.ith

delays set at the values found prevìous1y. The results appear in

figure 7.4 together with the theoretical curve. The cljfference between

the curves increases linear'ly wìth the interpolation ga'in from 0.11%

at a gain of 2..l to 0.26% at a gain of 2.4.

Most of this difference arises from collisions. These have been

shown to increase the speech'loss by an amount which increases with the

interpolation gain up to 0.19% at a gain of 2.64. Another source of loss

is a speech delay in excess of the average level, at which the fixed

delay was set. This depends upon exact'ly when a talk starts with respect

to the beginn'ing of a request slot and can add a further 0.03% to the

speech loss. Fina]ly, there is time lost jn the voice circuits in

changi ng from one source to another. Thi s wi I I ef fecti ve]y 'increase

the usage by up to 0.5% and again increases the speech loss by an amount

which is small but increases with the ìnterpo'lat'ion gaìn.

7.5 Comparison with the Pac ket System

A comparison of the TASI and packet mobile telephone systems rnust

be based upon the number of services each provides within a given band-

width. This is measured directly by the system interpolation gain, lvhich

for a packet system of size C = 40 is given in figures 5.8 and 5.9.

When this gain was calculated, the efficiency of the packet format

and the capacity of the request channel had to be considered. Hqwever,

in a TASI system, the transmission efficiency is a'lways at the max'i¡num

since a channel is used for exactly the length of the talk being trans-

mitted, and no silence is incjuded. Therefore, to convert a TASI
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'interpolation gain (i.e. $ I to a system interpolation gaìn it ìs

necessary only to multiply by the fraction of the bandwidth devoted to

speech. For the C = 40 system this is 97.56%.

Table 7.2 compares the interpolation gains of both systems at

different fractional speech losses. A packet 'length of 0.32 seconds

is assumed'in the packet case and the gains are presented for assignment

delays of 0..l and 0.2 seconds.

Fractional Speech Loss

PacketSystemV=,2

PacketSystemV=.1

TASI System

0.25%

2 .003

1.971

1.973

0.5%

2.052

2.023

2.085

1.0%

2.114

2.086

2.196

Table 7 .2 Comparison of speech interpolation gains : C = 40

0n this basis the TASI system slightly outperforms the packet

system. The theoretical advantage that the packet system appeared to

possess is overcome in practice by its greater request channel capacity

and by the inefficiency of the packet format. Notice however that the

advantage of the TASI system is less at smaller fractional speech losses.

Also, the exact position of the two systems depends sign'ificantly upon

the delay aìlowed in slot assignment. The packet system's gain can

always be improved by increasing this delay.

A complicating factor in the above comparison is that the two

systems use different bandwidths for a voice circuit. The bandwidth

per voice circujt in the packet case is 25 kHz while that jn the TASI

case is 30 kHz. Thus, strict'ly speaking, the system interpolation

gain for the latter should be reduced by 20%. However the choice of
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a 30 kHz bandwidth for an FM voice channel appears to be somewhat

arbitrary and 25 kHz would probab'ly suffice.

The only difficulty with this change would be fitting the request.

channel within the reduced bandr,ridth. In the worst case two of the new

circuits would be required by the request channel. Even then one would

be sufficient for the acknowledgement channel and the system .interpolatjon

gain would be reduced by only .l.22%. 
This would not substantia'lly a'lter

the results in table 7.2.

It is also important to compare the subjective effects of the

speech loss in each system. There can be no guarantee that a given

speech loss in both will result in the same subjective degradation.

This aspect has already been examined jn the packet scheme through

statistics accumulated in the simulation programme. The same technique

was used jn the TASI simulations to obtain the'length and frequency of

freezeouts.

Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of freezeout lengths at two

values of the freezeout fraction. Also shown is the distribution of
gìitch lengths for a packet system with a 0.4 second packet length and

4 subpackets. clear]y the speech ìengths lost are much smaller in

genera'l in the TASI system, though the distribution depends strongìy

upon the freezeout fraction. The average freezeout length is reduced

from 5l to 12 ms when the freezeout fraction is reduced from I .B% to

0.4%. At the same time the percentage of tarks experiencing some

freezeout is reduced only marg'inalìy fron 64% to SS%.

This is quìte the reverse of the packet system response where

reduc j ng the g'li tch rate barely changed the g1i tch 'length di st¡ibution,
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but substantial'ly reduced the glitch frequency. Thus in contrast to

the bursty speech loss in packet schemes the loss is quite evenìy

distrjbuted in the TASI case. More than half the talks experience sotïe

speech loss but the amount js usuaì1y sma'll.

Another major difference between the two schemes is that freeze-

outs only occur at the start of talks whereas gl'itches can occur any-

where. This may result in a subjective advantage for the TASI system.

It has been suggested that for virtual'ly a'|1 types of speech the first
20 to 30 ms of talk may be removed with no discernable effect [88].

This is because the major components of speech all-exceed this length

and their latter parts alone are sufficient to enable their recognition.

If this is Ín fact the case, then the freezeout fraction will effectively

be somewhat reduced from its actual value. The gain however is

relatively small, since freezeouts of length less than 20 ms account

for only 30% of the total speech loss.

Another aspect in which the TASI system is superior is in the

amount of delay introduced. In the packet system the minimum record'ing

delay is determined largely by rad'io transmission efficiency consider-

ations and cannot be much below 40 ms. Even larger though'is the slot

assignment delay whìch directly effects the glitch rate and hence the

interpolation gain ach'ievable. Reducing the slot ass'ignment de'lay from

200 ms to 100 ms reduces the interpo'lation gain by almost 2%. Halving

the delay agaìn to 50 ms results in at least a further 4% reduction and

causes some degradation in other areas. Thus the total max'imum one

way delay cannot realistically be reduced below 
.l00 

ms.

The one rvay delay in the TASI system however is set at on'ly 24 ms

to provide the system 'interpoìation gains of tabl e 7.2. This will
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produce little or no subjectìve effect and may even remove the need

for echo suppressors. In a normal network an echo suppressor probab'ly

would be required with thjs delay but because of the actìon of the

speech swi tch the subiecti ve effects of echoes wi I I be cons'iderab]y

reduced.

In respect of hardware requirements, the TASI system falls
midway between the packet and the small cel'l systems. The radio

equipment required by the TASI system is almost exactly the same as

that of the small cel'l Fl4 system. The only difference'is that the

bit rate on the request channel is much greater than that on the call

set up channel. Both TASI and packet systems require a speech switch

and a means of delay'ing the speech. These would actualìy be a little
more difficult to implement in the TASI system if it emp'loyed analogue

rather than djgital speech transmission.

The final area for comparison is the method of expansion in both

systems. The TASI system'is capabìe of operating in a true FM small

celì arrangement with frequency reuse. The only restriction is that

the cells must contain sufficient vojce circuits to prov'ide a large

interpolation gain. If for jnstance cells possessed 20 voice circuits

instead of the 40 assumed above the interpo'lation gain wou'ld

theoretica'lìy be reduced by 11%. Thìs compares to a loss of B% incurred

in chang'ing from a C = 40 to a C = 20 packet system. Thus TASI system

can employ frequency reuse and'its gaìn will be close to the maxjmum

as long as the cells do not become too small.

7 .6 TAS I Sys tem Wi th De] ay

The essential difference between the packet and rASI techniques
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is the method used to control the speech loss. In the packet case

this jnvolves allowing speech to be de'layed to produce a more even

load. The TASI system on the other hand rel'ies upon the spread'in

starting and finishjng t'imes of talks in a number of conversations

to keep freezeout lengths small. The total speech loss in this case

is reduced by ìncreasing the number of circuits in use and therefore

decreasing the waiting time for a free circuit. It is also poss'ib'le

however to use de'lay to reduce the speech loss in TASI systems.

Consider the situation with a delay allowed before circuit

assignment. If a talk begins when no circuit is free the speech is

simply deìayed until either a circuit becomes available or a set time

limit is reached. A linrit is necessary to mainta'in acceptable speech

quaìity and also because the speech memory must have a finite sìze.

If the delay reaches the limit, speech will then be lost in the usual

manner until a circuit can be allocated.

The extent of the reduction in speech loss through the use of

de'lay was deternrìned by simu'lation. Th'is involved modification to

the TASI programme to incorporate a variable delay between the

request for a circuit and its assignment. Various statistics on the

length of delays used were accumulated in addition to the usual

fractional speech loss and usage. Runs were performed wìth delay

limits from 20 ms to 200 ms for several d'ifferent system configura-

ti ons .

When the resultìng speech loss at a particularinterpolation

gain is plotted aga'inst the maxjmum delay al lowed, a remarkab'ly

linear relationship 'in found. Thìs" holds at different values of the

interpolat'ion gaìn and also forr systems of different size, as shown
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in figure 7.6. It is also clear from this figure that the sìope of

the lines increases in magnitude when the zero delay speech loss'is

lower. The percentage freezeout fraction with a delay ìimit of ',d,',

donoted F (d) is given approximately by the formula

F(d) = r(0) l0-d(2'75 -0'587F(0) ) (7.13)

where F (0) is the percentage freezeout with no de'lay allowed and d

is measured in seconds.

In obtaining these results the various delays in the system were

changed and in some cases the request channel was entirely removed.

Thus (7.13) appears to be quite generaì. It will give an approximate

value for the freezeout fraction'in any useful TASI system employ'ing

deìay. Alternatively it will g'ive the reduction in freezeout fraction

which may be achieved through thê use of delay.

A delay also changes the distribution of freezeout lengths as

shown'in figure 7.7. Any delay in excess of 50 ms results in the changes

shown here. Essentiaì'ly the distrjbution is far more uniform since the

vast majority of small freezeouts are elìminated. This is reflected

in the percentage of talks experiencing a freezeout, which drops from

64% with no deìay to 19% with a maximum deìay of 50 ms.

One potentia'l problem if an assignment delay is allowed js

that noticable changes may occur in the t'iming of the reproduced

speech. This happens if the deiays of two consecutive talks differ

by an amount comparable with the tìme separat'ing the talks. To avoid

this the change in delay between adjacent talks must be controlled.

This was in fact done in the simulations. In no case was the delay

on a particular talk allorved to differ from that on the previous one

by more than half of the t'ime separating the talks.
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This arrangement mìght be expected to increase the average

delay of the speech and therefore the fraction of speech lost. To

confirm this, a run was perfornred with no restrict'ion upon the change

in delay. For the particular case chosen this reduced the average

de]ay from 13.05 to 12.8.l ms and reduced the freezeout fraction from

1.085 to .l.076%. 
Thus imposing the rules on the change'in delay does

not produce a significant change ìn the average de'lay or the speech loss.

It is therefore poss'ible to use delay in TASI systems to reduce

the speech loss, with very few'iìì effects. This is part'icuìarìy

useful 'if the number of voice circuits avaiIable is restricted. In

the 40 circujt case ìf the same delay is used as in the packet system,

the TASI system can provide 9% more simultaneous calls.

7 .7 Concl usions

It has been shown in this chapter that direct speech 'interpo'l-

ation may be employed in mobile telephone systems. This TASI scheme,

like the packet one, emp'loys reservation AL0HA with a separate request

channel. However it d'iffers from the packet scheme in that voice

circuits are provided individua'lìy and use essentia'l1y real tjme

transmission. The advantage of this arrangement is that exìst'ing

FM techniques can prov'ide the circuits just as they do in the present

mobile telephone schemes.

0ccasionally in a TASI system, speech cannot be transmjtted

because all the speech channels are in use. The lost speech is

termed a freezeout and is the equivalent of glitches in a packet

system. A theoretical expression for the freezeout fraction is
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given bV (7.3). The freezeout fraction is independent of the talk

length distribution but depends heaviìy upon the size of the system

and the actjvity'leve'l of speech. The variation of thìs quant'ity

with interpo'lation gain, is s'imilar to the theoretical variation in

glitch rate lvith usage 'in a packet system.

The TASI system requires a request channel capacity of 30 kbit/s

for a C = 40 system. This results in a delay of 24 ms at the start

of each talk, which must be allowed for by a fixed delay in the speech

path. The delay involved in each request collision is 22 ms and this

results in the collisjon process adding up to 0,19% to the speech loss.

The capacity of the request channel is less than that in a packet

system because of the signìficantly ìonger average times covered by

each request.

Simulation of the TASI system provided confirmation of the

theory and also showed that the freezeout fraction is sì'ightìy greater

in pract'ice than the theoretical prediction. Collisions accounted for

the majority of this dìfference. The system interpolation gain 'is very

close to that of the packet system with an assignment delay of 0.2

seconds.

The manner of speech loss in the two systems differs greatly.

In the TASI case, speech is lost only from the start of talks which

should mean that a given fractional speech loss will be subiectively

less important ùhan in the packet case. The TASI system also has

the advantage of a smaller delay in the speech path.

In terms of hardware the TASI system radio equipment requìrements

are the less demanding because they are virtually 'identica'l to those

of smal I cel'l FM systems. Howevelif the TASI system empìoys ana'logue
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transmission the speech detector and delay elements are more difficult
to implement than in the djgital packet case. The possible means of

expansíon in the two systems are quite similar. Both can use small

cell frequency reuse with the same proviso that the cell size must be

reasonably large to support efficìent interpolation.

The use of an assignment delay'in the TASI system to reduce the

freezeout fractìon has also been proposed. Such a delay nesu'lts in

an exponential reductjon 'in freezeout w'ith the onìy major degradation

being the delay'itse'ìf. If the same total delay is used as in the

packet case, then a C = 40 TASI system has a 9/" greater system

interpoìation gain.

Overall the TASI system is a little more effjcient than the

packet system and has the advantages of smaller delay and of us'ing

existing radìo equipment. However if it uses analogue transmission

for easy compatability with present technology 'it loses the advant-

ages of s'imp'le speech man'ipulation and privacy encoding given by

digital techniques. If on the other hand, it uses digÍta1

transmission, the radio equìpment is made more complex and speech

quality 'is lower than that in the packet system.

The great advantage of the packet scheme is that retransmission

can be used to overcome radio channel 'imperfections. Also it may

employ compiex speech encoding and error correcting techn'iques

because of the non-real-time transmjssìon. It may weìl be that there

is a place for both techniques jn the future.
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8. PCM AND OTHER ALTERNATIVE APPI-ICATIONS

B.l TASI - PCM Systems

Packet speech irrterpolation has been developed'in this thesjs

within a mobile telephone context. However it may be applied equally

well in other areas of telephone communications. The first such

application considered here is in puìse code modulation (pcM)

te]ephone networks. In Austraìia, 30 cjrcuit pcM (ccITT recommend-

ation G732) systenrs will be emp'loyed for inter-exchange transmission

in the metropolitan area.

It is possible to more than double the number of s'imultaneous

conversations in PCM systems by using 'interpolat'ion. This has been

recognised by many authors who have suggested various digital speech

interpolation techniques [40-48, 
.l04]. 

Some of these will be

discussed later. The main difference between these and the packet

technique js the use of de'lay to reduce the speech loss. Before a

packet scheme is fulìy investìgated, the simpìe TASI approach will
be considered since it was slightly more efficient in mobile

teìephone systems.

A TASI system again operates by provid'ing a circujt only to

active sources and only for the duration of their activity. Unlike

the mobile telephone situation, in a PCM system a1l the sources are

gathered at one point. consequently no request channel is necessary

to notify the controller of the beginning of a talk. It is

necessary however to jnform the far end of the PCM line of circuit
assignments. Thjs must be done on a separate channel, termed the

assignment channel.
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In practice the assignment channel is time djvision multiplexed

with the speech on a singìe pcM line. The capacity required by thìs
channel and the manner of its 'inrp'lementation must be determined. In

the present PCM systems there are 30 time division rnultiplexed voice

circuits and two circuits provìding synchron.ization and signalling
information. Assume initjaìly therefore that C = 30.

Since the average length of a talk is .l.79 
seconds, the maximum

average number of talks beginning per second is #. At each new

talk it is necessary to send an ass'ignment message denoting the source

ident'ity and the number of the circuit to be used. This should requ.ire

no more than I I or I 2 bi ts. Because of the importance of correct

assignment, this information mus.t be protected by an error correcting

code. Thus a message size of 24 bits is appropr.iate. The requìred

assignment channel capacity is thenefore

w, = # = 402 bir/s (s.l)

The major diffjculty with this very small channel is finding

an efficient way of ìmpìementing it with.in the structure of the pCM

format, shown in figure B.ì. The same probìem arìses with the

signal'ling informat'ion for there wil I be around twice as many input

lines connected to the system as prev'ious'ly. There are two basic

approaches to this prob'lem. One is to continue with the present

format as far as possible and the other involves abandon'ing at least

the signalìing portion of the format. In either case the jn.itial

frame synchronization word remains unal tered.

Figure 8.1 shows that each circuit has 4 bits per multiframe

allocated for signaìì'ing. ThÍs requires one word of the 32 in each

frame, to be vjrtual]y dedicated to"this task. A simple way of
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provid'ing signalling for a further 30'input lines is to use another

word. This reduces the number of vojce circuits available for speech

from 30 to 29 but provides signa'lling compatible w'ith present equipment.

In add'ition there is one spare word per multiframe, providing 4 kbit/s,

v¡hi ch can be used for ass Í gnment rnessages .

l^l'ith this arrangement, three multiframes are required for each

assignment message. Thus the time for transmjss'ion is 6 ms. In
addition to thjs delay, there are c{e1ays in decoding the message at

the far end and also in detecting the origìnal speech. The total

de'lay betrnieen the random speech beginn'ing and a circuit being made

availab'le may therefore be up to l8 ms.

This is a fixed delay which occurs to all new talks just as in

the mobiie telephone case. To avoid speech loss it must be conpens-

ated for by a deìay of the same sjze in the speech path. Now if
there is at any time a number of assignment messages waiting for

transmi ss i on , some wi I I be del ayed further and speech w'i 
'l ì be I ost .

The situation is, however, guite different from that of the request

channel in the mobjle telephone case. The assignment queue behaves

like the speech queue of the mobile telephone system but with a

usage of only 0..l. As a result the fractional speech loss from

assignment delays'is of the order of l0-5 and can be ignored.

Thus in sunmary, if a compatible approach to signall íng 'is

employecl the value of C is reduced from 30 to 29 and a delay of

around lB ms must be inserted into the speech path. However, the

only source of additional speech loss is the small wastage in the

speech channel between a circuit becoming avaílable and beìng

assigned. The fract'ional speech loss should therefore be much more
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accurately predicted by the usual TASI theory.

To test this, the system was simulated using a modified version

of the mobile telephone TASI programme. All reference to the request

channel was removed and the assignment channel was added. The various

delays were changed to those above and the system was run wjth 29 circ-

uits and 60 sources. This resulted in a fractional speech loss of

0.472% compared to a theoretical value of 0.391%.

The main advantages of this method of signall'ing are its
simpìicity and compatabil'ity with existing equipment. Its main

disadvantage is that the number of simultaneous conversations the

system can handle is l'imited to 60 by the availabiljty of signalling

channels. To improve the 'interpoìation gain and work at a limit

set by the fractjonal speech loss, a different method of signalìing

must be employed.

In the above system the signalling information for each call

is sampled at a rate of 500 Hz. If, Ínstead, samples are sent only

when s'ignaìf ing conditions change, a much lower capacìty ìs required.

In fact, if djalì'ing pulses are excluded, the sÍgnal lines change

on'ly about 5 times throughout the entire call. Even with dial'ling

pulses included, only about 20 changes per second occur in a system

prov'i di ng 75 s i mul taneous cal j s , of average 'length 200 seconds .

Co'incidentally the number of assignment messages required is also

about 20 per secorrd.

It is again possible to combine these two functions onto a

single channel . The number of bits requ'ired for each s'ignalling

message is now more than 4 because the jnput line concerned must be
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identified. Also, error correction is necessary since s'igna'l1ing takes

place far less frequently and an error has more signìficance. A

suitable message size for both signaliing and assÍgnment is therefore

24 bits.

In the present PCM sìgnalling channe'l there is capacity for 2500

such messages per second, compared to the requirement of 40. clearly

if this channel is used there'is neglìgibìe deìay. Spare message slots

can be used for repeated s'igna'lling messages so that the average time

between adjacent messages is around 35 ms. This arrangement also

allows the full 30 voice channels to be used for speech.

Because of the smal I size .of the assignment de'ìay, the total

speech de'lay is little more than the speech detection time and is

consequent'ly under l0 ms. Also there is very little wastage in the

speech channel when cal'ls change over and absolutely no speech loss

due to the assignment process. Thus to a very good approx'imation

the speech loss in such a system is given by the c = 30 theoretical

curve of figure 7.ì. This was confirmed by simulation.

8.2 Packet PCM Sysl;ems

A packet PCM system operates by transmitting speech in packet

length intervals. This can either take the form of transmissjon over

the entire channel capac'ity in a short burst, or of a TDM techn'ique

similar to the TASI arrangement. In the first case the packet has

to be recorded prior to transmission, thereby jncurring the usual

recording delay. In the second case however, reaì time transmission

i s used and the recordi ng del ay i s zero. Thi s 'i s equ'ival ent to
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using a large number of subpackets of 'length equa'l to one speech

sampl e.

C'learly the continuous transmiss'ion form has the advantage of
lower delay. However, if the speech is already in packets for some

other reason, then the ful'l packet technique can be used. Apart

from the recording delay, the two methods are identical.

Again the request channel in th'is system wiìl cease to exist
and will be repìaced by an assignment channel. The number of

assignments required and hence the channel capacity depend upon

the packet ìength. A snral ler length imp'ries more assignment per

second and a greater capacity. .However, iust as in the mobile

teìephone system, the packets contain less silence and become more

efficient. Thus the same tradeoff exists as before and there is

an optimum packet length which minimizes the full channel inter-
po1 ati on ga'i n .

The ass'ignment channel capacity'is (from (3.3) )

w, = L+l
Here caìl set up and termination messages have been ignored since

they are handled by the signailing channeì.

(8.2)

Now the number of b'its in an ass'ignment message can be the

same as for the TASI system, giving B = 24. Simjlarly it may again

be assumed that c = 30. In the mobile telephone system A is the

ALOHA factor which ensures a low usage in the request channel. There

is no need for a large value of A here since no collisions are

poss'ibìe. The assignment messages simply queue for transmjssion in

the same manner as the speech packe'ts themsel ves.
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The correlation between these two queues is very high since there

is one assignment for each packet. As ìong as the assìgnment channel

usage is lower than that of the speech channel there can never be more

assignments waiting than packets. Thus whenever the queues are ìong,

an assignemnt is transmitted before the corresponding packet. The

maxÍmum de'lay introduced by this channel is one message transmission

time when both of the queues are empty. Bacause of this a value of
2 for A should be sufficient.

In a PCM system the bit rate of digit'ized speech is D = 64 kbit/s.
l4lith this va'lue and the product AB at 50, figure 3.ll shows how the

optimum packet length 'is well below 0.1 seconds. The actual length,

calculated by graphìcaì means, is 55 ms and the comesponding assign-

ment channel capacity is 27 kbit/s. The capacity provided by the

origina] PCM s'ignal'ling channel is 60 kbit/s and therefore this channel

may be used for both assignment and signaì'ling, as in the TASI case.

Since the capacity available is greater than that requ-ired, the

constraint on channel provision caused by maintaining the PCM format

has reduced the potentiaì efficiency. To correct this, the packet
'length should be reduced to increase the interpo'lation gain and make

better use of the assignment channel. In fact, with the above figures,

a packet length of 24 ms is possible. The resulting delay on the

signall'ing messages can be qujte safely ignored since the A factor

ensures that the channel operates at a usage of no more than 50%.

In the simulation of this system a 50 ms packet length was used

because of the sign'ificantly greater simulatjon t'imes requirecl with a

smaller packet length. Thjs results in very litile change to the

system interpolation gain. The standard mobile telephone programme was
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used Ì^/'ith the request channel removed and with a maximum assignment delay

of 50 ms.

The simulation results and those for the TASI system of the

prevìous section appear in figure 8.2. Because the systems use exactly

the same assignment channel, they can be compared simpìy upon the basjs

of their interpolation gaìns. The packet system, in this case, .is

slightly superior. The improvement relatjve to the posjt.ion in the

mobile telephone system is due to the smaller packet length. This jn

turn results from the small size of assignment messages compared to

request packets and from the change'in the ALOHA factor. The actual

number of conversations that a packet system can prov'ide with a fraction-

al speech loss of 0.5% is 67.

A delay may aga'in be used with the TASI system to reduce its
speech loss. Such an arrangement was simulated and the results have

already been presented as the c = 30 curves in figure 7.6. when it
is recalled that the c = 40 curve in this figure was produced by the

mobile telephone TASI system, the genera'lity of the conclusjons drawn

regarding the delay can be fully appreciated.

with a maximum of 50 ms delay allowed in the TASI-PCM system, the

speech loss is reduced to that shown by the dashed curve in figure 8.2.

Notice that over the operat'ing range of interest the packet system is

superior even though the two have the same delay. This occurs because

the delay is better distributed in the packet system with its smaller

units of transmission. The improvement is sufficient to overcome the

s'light loss in efficiency resulting from the use of fixed length packets.
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Fiqure 8.2 Comparìson of TASI and packet PCM systems
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8.3 Al ternati ve Di gi taì Speech Interpol at'ion Methods

Many different techniques have been suggested for the inter-
polation of speech'in PCM systems. The sirnple TASI scheme has been

proposed'in many forms [4],44]. However, the aim of most authors is to
avoid the speech loss through freezeout thatcharacterizes TASI. The

methods used to achieve th'is fall into two broad categories:- bjt
reduction and adaptive encoding.

Bit reduction entails changing the number of bits used to encode

each speech sample whenever there are more active sources than circuits.

A reduction front B bits to 7 provides 4 extra channels within the stand-

ard PCM system. If this is insufficjent the number of bits may be

reduced to 6. These are tímes even then when the channel is overloaded

and clipping occurs. However, it has been shown that the fractional

speech loss may be reduced by an order of magnitude wjth this technique

1421.

l^lith standard PCM encoding there is a 6 dB reduction ín the signal

to noise ratio (SNR) for each bit lost. This reduction occurs for the

same time as the freezeout would have lasted but effects eight cìrcuits

instead of one. Thus the SNR loss in any one circuit occurs far more

often than a freezeout would, but the subjective effect may still be an

improvement. Bit reduct'ion can be used'in the same manner in the packet

scheme. The subjective gain should be just as great since the delay

and the SNR reduction will not interact.

It is poss'ible to avoid freezeout compìetely by continuing to

reduce the number of bits per sampìe. To maintain acceptab'le speech

quality at low bit rates however, more advanced encoding techniques
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must be used. For instance, sample sizes down to 3 bits can be tolerated

by adaptive PCM. Thus some form of adapt'ive quantizer must be used [45],

resul t'ing i n extra cost and compl exi ty.

The last proposal is an examp'le of the second technique of

avoiding freezeout. This is also embodied in the speech encoding

conmunications (SPEC) system [44,48]. Here samples taken from each

source are transmitted only'if they differ from the previous sample

by more than a certain threshold. No speech detector is required

because jf there is no input, the level is constant and no samples are

transmjtted. Overload is avoided by increasing the threshold to ensure

that the nunrber of transmiss jons a'lways fal I s wi th'in the channel capac'ity.

Thus in this case, freezeout is replaced by an increase in the quant-

ization noise.

When more complex speech encoding techn'iques are used w'ith a

SPEC arrangement, greater efficiency Ís attained [47]. l^loitawitz [46]

proposes such a system, capable of handling 78 subscribers on a 30

circuit PCM line with no freezeout and a SNR of 32 dB. This compares

w'ith a 38 dB SNR for normal PCM at 64 kb'it/s.

A limit'ing factor with certain SPEC type systems is that one

assignment bit'is required for each input source in each frame. This

results fronr the need to define the sources from which the samples

originate. Thus up to 25% of the capac'ity'is dedicated to assignment.

To reduce this the sampìes must be transmitted in blocks (i.e.in packets).

Advanced speech encoding technìques may be used directly in the

TASI and packet systems. A SNR very close to that of PCM may be

prov'ided at substanti a1 
'ly l ower than 64 kb1 t/s . Th j s ef fecti vely
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increases the nuntber of voice circuits available and enables an increase

in the number of calls connected, or a decrease jn the speech loss, or

some combinatìon of both.

Thus a packe'b system can be designed which will match the service

provided by advanced systems. The former also makes possible a reduction

in the s,peech degradat'ion due to overload by increas'ing the de'lay beyond

the 50 ms used prev'iously. Another advantage of the packet system'is

its relative ease of implementation and its compatability with present

PCM techniques.

The memory and control cincuitry required by a packet system are

fai r'ly stra'ightforward and an i ncrease i n the al I owabl e del ay i nvo'l ves

only an 'increase in the memory size. However adaptive quantization

of speech sources, selection of appropriate samples for transmission and

complete system revision every frame interval, is much more demandìng.

The hardware requirements of the packet system should therefore be some-

what less costly and complex than those of the equivalent SPEC type

system.

8.4 Interpolation in Satelljte Channels

Telephone connections via satellite have traditionally empìoyed

frequency modulat'ion and frequency dìvision multiplexing. Satellite

capacity is sp1ìt between the various ground stations by frequency

division mult'iple access (FDMA). However, more telephone c'ircuits can

be prov'ided if dìgita1 transmjss'ion is used with time division multìple

access (TDMA) [105-107]. This occurs because in FTJMA systems, inter-

modul ation between mul ti p'le carri ers restri c.ts the capac'ity. There i s
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therefore a move toward digìtal satellite transmission as exempìified

by the proposed Japanese domestic system [107,,l08].

In the majority of suggested TDMA schemes the channel .is split
into frames which include a pneambìe, the data and an error correcting

code. The simplest way of allocating channe'l capacity to individual

ground stations is to preassign to each, certain frames, or certain

parts of every frame. More advanced schemes have also been

suggested in which the assignment is dynamic, and techniques such

as resenvation ALOHA are used Il6,lB,l09,ll0].

A problem with such schemes is the delay involved in transmitting

requests back and forth over a satellite channel. Thjs can be overcome

if each ground station'is p".uriigned a certajn fraction of the

capacity, and requests more wheneven the average transmission de'lay

becomes too large.

l,,lhile it is quite possible to interpolate speech at this leve1,

a simp'ler method is to use interpo'lation in pcM type streams. These

can then be multiplexed with other information for transmission

within the frame structure. An advantage of a satellite channel is

the high capacity it permits. This allows more speech circuits to be

included 'in each interpolation system.

The inrportance of the number of circuits, C, has been shown

previousìy. In the TASI-PCM system if c is increased from 30 to 60

the freezeout fraction is reduced from 0.5% to 0.008%. Alternatively

the i nterpol at'ion gai n rnay be i ncreased by B.s%. The equi val ent

packet system provìdes just as much gain as can be seen from figure

5.10. An additional bonus is that at the same time the assignment

delay is halved (frorn (5.8) ).
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There is of course nothing preventing the use of even larger

numbers of c'ircuits. Though the interpolation ga.in is limited by

the average speech activity, the delay can be made insignificant.
This certainìy means that the packet scheme will outperform a TAsI

one both in the number of simultaneous conversations provided and

in the fractional speech loss. The delay introduced in a packet system

can be kept be'low 30 ms and is complete'ìy dwarfed by the transmissìon

del ay.

8.5 Inteqrated S peech and Data Networks

speech ìn packets is naturally accomodated in an integrated

speech and data network. This type of network will become more

common as the amount of computer communication increases. It is

natural to combìne speech and data channels to avoid duplication

of transmission facilities, and digital techniques, with rDMA, must

i nevi tably be empl oyed Il 2,45,1 09] .

Such wide bandw'idth networks consist of interconnected nodes

act'ing as sources and sinks of data or speech. Each node is a

concentration or multiplexing point for several smaller sources such

as computer terminals and voice lines. Packets for any particular

destination must be coljated and ordered for transmission in sequence.

This is a perfect framework for packet speech interporation.

If data ancl speech packets are handled in the one system there

will be gains in efficiency due to the more random nature of the

input. Correlatjon between speech packets is the main reason for the

glitch rate being higher than theoretical'ly predìcted in the mobile
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te]ephone system. l^lhen speech fornrs only a portion of the total

input the queue correlation will be reduced and the glitch rate

will fall.

If speech packets are given priority over data packets then

the channel usage is effectively reduced. Even if speech constitutes

70% of the total input the effectìve usage is so low that very sma'll

deìays and vjrtually no gl'itches wì1.l result. This arrangement

amounts to transm'itting data in the breaks between speech and will
result jn substantial delays for the data. The critical aspect for

data however is the fractional packet loss, not the delay.

In practice, speech wi1'l not be given complete priority

because a glitch rate of 0.1% provides quite adequate quality. Thus

a dual system wilì operate, with a low maximum delay and a reasonable

glitch rate for speech and a high maximum delay and very]ow g'litch

rate for data.

Consider a 60 circuit system wjth nominally half of the

capac'ity dedicated to speech and half to data. The interpolatjon

gain achievable for speech wi'l'l be greater than that of a C = 60

system because of the different nature of the data input. If the

data arrives in a pure'ly random fash'ion, theory shows that a C = 30

system can provide a g'ljtch nate of 10-10 for^ data usages of 75%

at a maximum delay of 0.5 seconds.

If there is any correlation in the data sources the glitch

rate will be somewhat higher. For instance, the g'litch rate under

the same circumstances with a speech 'input, is l0-5. In the

conlbined speech and data system the effect of any correlation will
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be reduced and the data usage can be increased.

An application similar to this in princip'le is the high capac'ity

subscriber loop. Such a system conveys two way information between

a major distribution centre and many subscribers via a s'ingie high

capacity 1ine. Potent'ial services include newspaper distribution,

child and adult instruction, various shopping and purchasing opera-

tions, message and ma'il del'ivery and interaction with library,

computer and work facilities Il]ll.

This system involves a subscriber transmitting a request for

des'ired information or for appropriate transmission capacity. Voice

commun'ication can be handled eas'ily as the arrangement is remarkabìy

similar to the origìna1 rad'iotelephone system. Packet TDMA would

provide the most effjcient use of resources though other arrange-

ments are possible [112]. Again the high capacity ensures that

packet speech interpo'lation can be used with very little delay and

neg'l i gi bl e speech I oss .

8.6 Conclusions

In thjs chapter several alternative applications of packet

speech interpolatjon have been expìored. The first was in PCM

teìephone links for which many interpo'lation schemes have already

been put forward. This popu'larity is due to the ease of imp'lementing

speech'interpoiation in digi ta'l networks. The simpìest arrangement

is a TASi scheme simìlar to that of the mobile telephone system but

with the request channel replaced by an assignment channel.
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It. is possible to provide an assignment channel within the

existjng basic PCM frame format (figure B.l ). This involves

modify'ing the signalìing channe'l so that onìy changes in the signal-

ling condit'ions are transm'itted. The channel can then be used for
both signaììing and assignment with any spare capacìty being fìlled
with redundant signal'ling messages. Because of the small message

ass'ignment transmission time and the extremely 'low usage on this

channel, all sources of speech ìoss, except for overload freezeout,

disappear. The loss is therefore given exacily by the theoretical

model of chapter 7.

In the packet PCM system there is again a tradeoff in the

determ'ination of the packet length and an optimum ìength may be

found. However, there is little loss involved in using the same

assignment channel as for the TASI case. The simulation of a

packet system w'ith 50 ms maxjmum queue delay showed that in this

case the packet system outperformed the equ'ivalent TASI one.

This reversal from the mobile telephone situation is due to the

low ass'ignment channel requ'irement permìtting a smal'ler packet

length and hence a more efficient operating posjtion.

Other PCM interpo'lation schemes were considered. The tech-

n'iques they employ for increasing efficiency can also be applied

in the packet system. The essential benefit of most of these

schemes i s a parti a'l or total el imi nat'ion of the speech I oss , i n

favour of a temporary reduction in the sìgna'l to noise rat'io.

Overall the difference in performance between these schemes and the

packet one 'is not signìficant and the 'implementation of the packet

scheme should be easier.
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The second application proposed was in the field of satellite
transmission. Here the great capacity available gives packet schemes

a real advantage, for as well as providing better performance than a

TASI system, a packet system has neg'ligible de'lay.

Finally, packet speech interpoìation was cons'idered in

intergrated communication networks. This is the most obvious area

of application since the packet format is already in use. Mìxing

speech and data has the advantage of reducing input correlation and

increasing performance toward the theoretical limit. It should be

quite possible within a capacity of 4 Mbit/s to run a speech system

wi th extremeìy smal I de'lays and subjecti veìy neg'l i gi bl e speech I oss ,

in conjunction with a data system with virtually no packet loss and

delays under I second. An illustration of such a system is the high

capacity subscriber loop service.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER I.JORK

In the search for more efficient methods of transmitting

speech, interpojation stands out as one of the simplest and

cheapest solut'ions. This is even more true for digìtal systems

than for analogue. The field of mobile telephony js one where such

efficjency is required because of the limjted radio spectrum available.

For this reason the practìcabi'lity of dig'ital speech 'interpo'lation

in mobile telephone systems has been studied.

From an investigat'ion of the nature of radio propagation in the

urban environment, it is apparent that the high capacity channel

required by such a system presents an immediate difficulty. However,

w'ith parallel transmission ìn a number of channels, bit rates in

excess of I Mbit/s are theoretìca1ìy possible. If, in conjunction

with this, speech encodjng techn'iques are used which provide approp-

riate quality speech at bit rates of 25 kbit/s, then an efficient

interpolation system is practicaì. It is under these assumptions

that the research descrÍbed herein was undertaken.

In the mobile telephone system des'igned, a packet technique is

emp'loyed with reservation ALOHA. The packet length effects the

efficiency of the system both d'irectly, in terms of the silence

contained withjn the packet, and also in terms of the reservation or

request channel capac'ity required. . These aspects may be combined to

produce the full channel 'interpolation gain; an initial figure of

merit. In any given system this quantity is maximized at a

part'icul ar packet I ength, but thi s does not necessari ìy optim'ize

the system.
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There are certain delays which arise in packet speech interpoìat.ion,

the two most important of which are the packet recording time and the

waìt for transmissjon slot assignment. When the latter is restricted

to a certain maximum value there results some speech loss due to

temporary overload. This has been investigated both theoreticaììy

and by simulatìon to determ'ine methods of min'imizing the loss and its
effects.

To keep the speech loss below a desired revel with a fixed

assignment deìay, the rate of ìnput to the system must be linrited.

This limit changes wjth the packet ìength and may be combined with

the origina'l figure of meri t to produce the system 'interpolation gain.

This is the final measure of capacity of a given system subject to a

set maximum delay and speech loss.

Because of various conflicting effects it eventuates that the

system interpolation gain is almost 'independent of the packet ìength

over a wide range. Nonetheless, an opt'imized system can be desÍgned,

based upon the two previously mentioned assumpt'ions. This has a

maximum fractional speech loss of 0.5% and a maximum round trip delay

of 0.3 seconds. It is able to provide 87 two way conversations

vrithin a total radio channel capacity of 2.,l6 Mbit/s and can service

4100 subscribers.

The most modern alternative technique of providing mobììe

telephony is the small cell scheme. compared to thjs the packet

system has many advantages arising from its dig'ital nature and more

efficient arrangement. The advantages of the small cell scheme are its
camparatìve simplìcity, low cost and Íts ability to reuse voice

circuits many t'imes. Such reuse'is also possible in packet systems,
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although there is some loss in the interpolation gain.

The use of packet speech'interpo'lation in rr¡obire telephone

systems is, overall qujte feasÍble. However, in the near future

sjmpler methclds such as the FM small celì systems wi'll be used.

Interpolation may be incorporated jnto these schemes through a

time assigned speech interpolation (TASI) system which has advant,ages

over the packet system of simp'licity, ìower cost and marg'ina]]y

greater efficiency. In the future, though, as the teìephone net-

work is digìtjzed, the packet system wi1ì become cheaper and more

compat'ibìe. Then the advantages it provides in transmission qua'lity

and privacy will make it a strong contender for mobile telephone use.

There are more immediate prospects for the use of packet

speech interpolation in other areas. In app'l'ications such as

PCM telephone l'ines, satellite, and integrated data networks, packet

systems can outperform their TASI counterparts. The investigatìon

of these alternatives showed that the same basjc principles app'ly

as in the mobile telephone system. It may therefore be justly

claimed that the informatÍon presented Ín this thesis, though

centred on mobi I e tel ephone use, i s equal]y app'li cabl e to many other

areas.

Because of the wide scope covered here several topics have onìy

been considered briefly. A great deal more study is required on the

provision of h'igh capacity dig'itaì channels in the urban environment.

Other aspects of the mobile telephone system hardware also need

further investÍgation. Two examples are the provision of echo

suppressors and the communication between the repeating stations and

a central controller. More comprehensive speech trials are also
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required to better define the subjective effects of glitches. App'lica-

tions other than mobile telephony have their own particular probìems.

It is hoped that the information presented in this thesis wilì
prove to be of use in the implementation of packet speech interpolation.
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APPENDIX A Determination of the correct queue arrangement

consider the timing diagram shown in figure A.1. Each slot
interval has a length equa'l to the transmission time of one packet.

The packet transmission queue may therefore be superimposed upon th.is

diagram with each packet (or request) occupying one slot. Requests

arrive at the queue at a random time and are placed into the fjrst
empty slot. The earliest that a request can be serviced is in the

first slot beginning after jts amival . Thus there is a random delay

of between zero and one slot length, This delay does not form part

of the actual slot ass'ignment or queueìng delay ìn a discrete time

system and, for the remaÍnder of the analysis, it will be ignored.

In queue theory an entry is assumed to be serviced instant-

aneously either at the end, or start, of a slot. These two

al ternati ves w'i I I be cons i dered i n turn .

Assume initially that service occurs at the end of a slot and

that the queue ìength is measured at the start of a slot [40,s0,92].

Then a request arriving during a slot can be serviced before the

queue ìength is determined. Thus a request may nom'inally be serviced

in the slot irr which it arrives.

Now consider this arrangement'in terms of delay when a request

arrives in slot "n" as shown in figure A.ì. If the queue is empty when

the request arrives it is served immedìate1y, there is no delay, and

the queue length measured after the service is zero. If there is

already one entry in the queue the length will rernain at one when

thìs entry has been serviced. The delay until the new request's
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REQUEST
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DTLAY
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DELAY
=l: TIMEt1

Fi gure A. l Timing diagram for the request queue

service beg'ins (at the end of slot n+l ) 'is one slot length. SimÍìarly,

in any other case, a request experiences a delay equa] to the queue

ìength in its arrival slot.

If there are the maximum number of L entries already in the

queue, a request suffers a delay of L slots, which js the maximum

amount possib'le. If in this case tr^io requests arrjve jn slot n, the

second cannot be transmitted until the end of slot n+L+l and hence

must be g'litched. The queue 'length for this second request .is L+l ,

i.e. greater than the allowed limit.

Now consider the case where transmissions nominal-1y occur

instantaneous'ly at the start of a slot and the queue'length ís

determined at the end of a slot [51,53]. This pr"ohibits a request

being serviced in the slot in which it arrives. The queue length

includes all new requests arriving duning a slot and also the

request about to be :;ervi ced .

If the queue is empty when a request arr.ives in slot n, the

queue length measured at the end of the slot is one. yet the request

can be serviced in slot n+l w'ith zero de1ay. Simi'larly, for any

other condition the queue length js one greater than the deray

suffered by the latest arríval. If there are L entries in the queue

the length wì.l1 be g'iverr as L+l though the new request can be

serviced in slob n+L+l with a delay of only L.



Thus to achieve the same maximum allowable delay'in the second

case' the queue limit must be one slot greater than in the first case.

Aìso, despite the apparent difficu]ty of transmitting a request in

the slot in which it arrives, th'is theoretical arrangement results in

a queue ì ength I imi t equa'l to the desi red del ay I imi t.

Theoretjcal values based upon both cases were computed and

checked against a simulation of the actual queue system. The

results, shown in table A.l, confirm the above reasoning and show

that in practice the first case should be used.

Usage %
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100

2.344

2.459

2.344

2.33

96

0.898

0.992

0.898

0. 905

92

0.268

0.3t8

0.268

0.276

Caseì,L=20

Case 2, L = 20

Case 2, L = 21

Simulation, L = 20

Table A.l Comparison of gìitch rates
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APPENDIX B Queues with dependent inputs

The state probabÍlities of queues with dependent inputs may be

calculated by a method due to Gop'inath and Morrison [53]. Because

of the complexity of this technique the s'ingle input, uncorrected

case will be considered first to establish the methodology.

Denote the state of the queue (i.e.the number of queue entrìes)

at time slot "n" by "bn" and the number of inputs in slot n as,,*n".

Then the state of the queue at the next slot is (using case 2 of

appendix A)

bn+l bn l+Xn

I

- l)' + x,n

if b >, 1n

if bn 0

Pj nt-j )

orb

ili

n+l

*n

(bn

where (r)* denotes the maximum of z and 0.

The probability distribution of arrivals is defined by

Probability [xn = i] = pi

(B.l )

(8.2)

After the queue has operated for sufficient time, and if it
satisfies the conditions of a Markov process, the probability of

various vajues of bn tend toward steady state values denoted by

Probabì1ity[bnn2-iJ = ni i=0,1,... (g.¡)

Relationships between the Tri may be obtained by considering transition

probabilities. This approach provides solutions based upon the

recursive express'ion

( ni-r Pi ro
i
\'

j=lP6

(s.+)
'l

1

j=0
where II nj

+

i>l

(8.5)
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Further, i't there is a queue length limít of L

rL = I (8.6)

The solutions prov'ided by (8.4) and (8.6) are exacily the same as those

derived in section 4.2.

Now consider the s'inrplest possibie example of a queue with

dependent inputs. Each input results in an addition to the queue in

the slot in r,vhich it arrives and another addjtion in the subsequent slot.
The state of the queue is then given by

bn+l = (bn - l)* + xn + xn-l (8.7)

In this case the simple approach above ís invarid because the

'input in slot n depends upon the input in the previous slot, n-ì.

However, a two dinlensional approach may be adopted. Two state

variables, bn and zn, are required with

,n = bn + xn-l (B.g)

The states (bn,zn) form a two dimensional Markov process and the

steady state probabiiity distribution is defjned

Probabi'lity [bn nÈ- i and ,n nÈ- i]

ni,j i=0,1,... ; i=0,1r... (8.9)

The actuaì probabilit'ies required are those of the queue length,

bn. These are the margi naì state probabi I i ties .

Probabiì'itylbn nÈ- i] = ,i (8.10)

A recursive relationsh'ip along the lines of (8.4) can be formulated

when there'is no limit on the queue length. However,'if there is a

limit, L, the relatjonship breaks down sjnce there may be an infjnite
number of states nr,, (L -< i < -). The expression for ti,-

contains certain of the nr,, as well as other marginal state
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probab'i I i ti es and i s
L I

,L

where a 'l

ü, [ (l-po) CIl-i + nL,L v CI

i =l

nL-i-k, L-i-k+j ) l

-'l

( +
cl

tj

L-i:r.5
2

(8.il )

(8. r 2)

(8.13 )

k
5'

j=0

q
t

k=0

1

ç
j=0

The steady state probabilities and g'litch rate were determjned

from the above expression and were checked by simulation. In

addition, thjs system, with each input causing an entry in two adjacent

time slots, is theoretical]y equivalent to a queue with a single entry

per arniva'l and a limit of half the size. The glitch rate of the latter

was also calculated and is compared with those from the other two

approaches in table B.l.

and0=

Mul tid'imensional theory

Simulation of dual entry

Theory of single entry ha'lf lìmit

21 .410

21 .95

21.410

I 5 .000

1 5.062

I 5.000

7 .895

7 .900

7.895

Table B.l Confirmation of multidimensional queue theory

It is clear from this example that in general the ìndjvjdual

state probabiljties will be requìred to obtain the g'l'itch rate in a

queue of limjted length. l^lhile it is not necessary to calculate an

infjnite number of state probabilities, the number can become very

ì arge.
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The dimension of each state is the number of slots over which

correlation occurs. In a queue with M subpackets per packet.and c

slots between the entry points of adjacent subpackets, the correlation

length is (M-l)C. In each dimension there are L+l possible values.

Thus for example if M = 10, C = 40 and L = 20 there are rc476

different states. Not all of these state probabilities need be

calculated but the prob'lem is none the less intractable.
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APPENDIX C Simulation programmes and flowcharts

Included here are the flowcharts for the speech simulation pro-

gramme and the full mobile telephone system simulation. The speech gen.

eration programme is in the form of a subroutine with several small

attached subroutines which accumulate various statistics.

In the majn simulation programme the following arrays are used.

CALLS (N,7) hold'ing the current status of each of the N attached
sources

PACK (AOO,g)

ISLOT (Boo,4)

holds further packet information for all calls

the queue holding subpackets for transmission.

starting time of packet sequence Y

number of packets in sequence Y

address of next packet sequence in PACK for the appro-
priate ca'I1 or zero if this is the last sequence ìn
a talkspurt.

slot priority of the subpacket in slot Z

number of the call from which the subpacket originates

number of the subpacket wjthin the packet

address in ISLOT of next subpacket in sequence.

These arrays hold the following details.

CALLS (X,l ) - startiing t'ime of the current ta'lkspurt in call X

(X,Z) - number of packets in the current sequence

(X,3) - address in PACK of next packet sequence for call X

(X,4) - start'ing time of next talkspurt

(X,5) - ending time of conversation for call X

(X,0) - number of the request slot for the next packet

(X,7) - number of next call in sequence of request transmission.

PACK (Y,t )

(Y,2)

(Y,3)

(7,2)

(7,1)

(2,3)

ISLOT

(2,4)
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FLObICHART FOR SIMULATI ON OF SP EECH IN PACKETS

NO

NO

START

READ IN THE PROBABILITY
CURVES

INITIATE: A SILENCE IN
THE FIRST LOOP,
A TALKSPURT IN THE
SECOND

DETERI4INE NUMBER OF
PAUSES K

FIND TALKSPURT LENGTH FIND TALKSPURT LENGTH

IS
THIS A
I LEN

FIND LENGTHS OF K-I PAUSËS

D LENGTHS OF K TALKSF

INCREMENT STATISTICS INCREMENT STATISTICS

FIND RESPONSE TIME
ADD IT TO SILENCE

IS
THIS A

SI LENCE

ASSIGN PACKETS TO TALKS

STOP

NO
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FLOI^ICHART FOR SIMULATION OF MOBILE TELEPI]ONE SYSTEM

NO

START

INITIATE STATISTICS
AND ARRAYS

FIND RAN 14 STARTS
FOR ALL CALI.S

SORT INTO ORDER

GENERATE FIRST TALK-
SPURT IN ALL CALLS

FIND SLOTS FOR NEXT
TI^JO REQUEST TRANS-
MI SS IONS

ARE

THE SLOTS
E

A COLLISION

TEST FOR FURTHER
COLLISIONS AND

RESEQUENCE REQUESTS

UPDATE FIRST CALL

GENERATE NEI^I TALKSPURT
IF NECESSARY

FIND TIME OF NEXT REQUEST
FOR THIS CALL

RESEQUENCE RIQUISTS

YES

UPDATT DATA CHANNEL

TRANSMISSIONS UNTiL
TIME OF REQUEST SLOT

INCREMENT STATISTICS
PRINT IF APPROPRiATE

FIND SLOT FOR FIRST
SUBPACKET TRANSI4I SSION
IN DATA CHANNTL

INSERT ALL SUBPACKETS

INTO DATA SLOT ARRAY

TEST FOR GLITCHES
DURING EACH INSERTION

SIMULATION
END OF

STOP

YES
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